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ABSTRACT
An important aspect of the Next Generation Attenuation for Central and Eastern North America
(NGA-East) project led by the Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research Center (PEER) entails
assigning seismic wave attenuation values to major crustal regions. In this study, Central and
Eastern North America (CENA) is subdivided into four regions based on the geologic and
tectonic setting. The regions are the Central North America (CNA), the Appalachian Province
(APP), the Atlantic Coastal Plain (ACP), and the Mississippi Embayment/Gulf Coast region
(MEM). Each region is described by a statistically representative crustal seismic velocity-depth
structure and Q-factor model. The crustal structure models are for very hard rock conditions and
do not include any sediments. The four regions are shown in the figure below. The largest region
is Central North America (CNA) and the others are, following a clockwise order, the
Appalachian Province (APP), the Atlantic Coastal Plain (ACP), and the Mississippi
Embayment/Gulf Coast region (MEM).
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The purpose of this study was to evaluate similarities and differences in attenuation for
these regions and to assess whether regions needed to remain separate or if they could be
grouped based on their attenuation properties. This was achieved through a series of ground
motion simulations. Seismic wave propagation was simulated for earthquakes at focal depths of
5, 10, 20, and 30 km, using two different ground motion simulation codes. Synthetic time series
and the 5% damped pseudo-absolute response spectral acceleration (PSA) provide insight into
the attenuation of ground motions that are typical for each region. The calculated PSA covers a
hypocentral distance range of 7.5–500 km and oscillator frequencies ranging from 0.5 to 20 Hz.
Spectral accelerations were compared both within and between regions.
The CNA is the biggest region geographically and offers the largest variety of crustal
seismic velocity-depth structures associated with the unique geologic evolution of its subregions. We define CNA as our base region and use it for both comparisons and to estimate a
reference range of within-region variability. After generalizing the 417 profiles available for
CNA into one representative profile (CNARep), ground motions were calculated for the four
aforementioned focal depths. The within-region variability was also assessed using ground
motion simulations for a selected set of 18 alternative velocity models developed for the region
(CNAAlt). We compared the PSA calculated for CNARep to the PSA values for the 18 alternative
crustal structures, CNAAlt. We find that the representative crustal structure for CNA is reasonable
based on the observation that the PSA matrix for CNARep and the mean PSA matrix of CNAAlt
are almost identical. The range of uncertainties of ground motions for CNA may be estimated
using the standard deviations of CNAAlt, which are dependent on the frequency and distance to
the source as well on the focal depth of the event. While the standard deviations are relatively
small for closer hypocentral distances, they increase at a distance of 45–85 km, which is an effect
due to the time and space variations in arrival of strong Moho reflections.
To determine which of the four regions should be assigned to a common attenuation
group, we compared the ACP, APP, and MEM regions to the CNA base region. Statistical
distributions (histograms) of the PSAs for specific distance and frequency bands were used to
show if there were significant differences between the regions. Additional analysis tools, such as
moving window average of PSA versus distance for specific frequency bands, were also used in
these comparisons.
This analysis demonstrates that there are two distinct attenuation groups:


GROUP 1: Central North America, Appalachians, Atlantic Coastal Plain



GROUP 2: Mississippi Embayment/Gulf Coast

We found that the seismic velocity structure of the crust, rather than the Q-factor, has the
largest effect on the attenuation of ground motions for the earthquake-to-source distances
considered here. The PSA values for the CNA and APP regions look very similar for all four
focal depths. Their representative PSAs are highly comparable and only at larger distances from
the epicenter do the values show significant differences. However, these differences are well
within the range found in the CNA base region itself (i.e., within the range of possible ground
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motions for CNA). Thus, a clear majority of the PSAs for the APP region fits CNA’s ground
motions or fall within its range of variability.
The PSA values for the ACP region are also very similar to the PSA values of the CNA
representative model. This applies to all focal depths except the 20 km source depth, which was
excluded because a layer boundary at 20.5 km produces unrealistically strong reflections for this
source depth. Thus, the ACP region belongs to the same attenuation group as the CNA region,
but with a statistical agreement that is somewhat lower than for the APP region.
The MEM region was found to clearly belong to a separate attenuation group. This result
is in agreement with previous analyses that have found that the MEM region has unique
attenuation characteristics.
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Introduction

In 1993 the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) investigated earthquake ground motions in
North America. The quantification of crustal path effects on ground motions was one part of the
investigation. As is well known, the attenuation of ground motion can vary greatly due to
differences in crustal properties. North America has a diversity of geologic settings, each
influencing the propagation of seismic waves through the crust.
The EPRI investigation [1993] subdivided North America into 16 crustal regions, each
with a different crustal seismic velocity-depth structure (i.e., layer thicknesses and velocities) and
seismic attenuation (Quality-factor). The Quality-factor (Q-factor or Q) accounts for intrinsic
seismic damping by internal friction within rocks [Stein and Wysession 2003]. The attenuation of
each of the 16 regions was estimated. It was then determined that it was possible to group these
regions into three major Q-factor groups.
The study presented herein is an extension the 1993 EPRI’s investigation that also builds
on a recently compiled database of crustal structural models [Mooney 2013]. The objectives are
to assign PSA attenuation values for major regions for Central and Eastern North America
(CENA). As such, CENA has been subdivided into four regions based on the geologic and
tectonic setting. The crustal structure in each region directly influences the attenuation of seismic
waves traveling through the region. Following standard practice, the observed decrease in
pseudo-absolute response spectral acceleration (PSA) with distance is referred to as the PSA
attenuation. It is dominated by geometrical wave spreading effects, which in turn are determined
by the specific seismic velocity-depth structure of the crust and earthquake focal depth. These
are sometimes referred to as crustal path effects. The intrinsic seismic damping, or Qualityfactor, Q, also contributes to the measured decrease in PSA with distance.
The four regions with CENA are: the Atlantic Coastal Plain (APC), the Appalachians
(APP), Central North America (CNA), and the Mississippi Embayment/Gulf Coast (MEM). Each
region is described by a statistically representative crustal velocity structure and Q-factor. To
evaluate the differences in attenuation between the four regions, earthquakes were simulated for
focal depths of 5, 10, 20, and 30 km. Synthetic time series and the 5%-damped PSA provide
insight into ground motions that are typical for each of the four regions.
The aim of this study was to analyze the attenuation of PSA for each of the four regions
and evaluate the differences between them. The attenuation of PSA for all regions was compared
and the significance of these differences documented statistically. Depending on the
1

quantification of these differences, we evaluated whether it is reasonable to combine any of the
regions into a common attenuation group.
1.1

REPORT OUTLINE

This report contains seven chapters. Chapter 1 consists of a short introduction and description of
this study’s objectives. Chapter 2 summarizes some key background information and the study
approach. The first part of Chapter 2 is based on the EPRI Technical Report [1993], while the
second part explains the method used to determine the geophysical differences between the four
crustal regions examined here. As mentioned, the key measure used is the attenuation of PSA.
The third chapter describes the parameters needed for the computation of acceleration
time series and response spectral acceleration. It explains the subdivision of our study region,
CENA, and defines the relevant seismic properties for each of the four sub-regions. These
properties include a representative seismic crustal structure and the Quality-factor, Q. Based on
statistical analyses published by other researchers, earthquake source properties like focal
mechanism, depths, and magnitude are discussed. A discussion of computational parameters is
also included.
Chapter 4 gives a short summary of the analysis procedure, starting with the computation
of time series and 5%-damped PSA. To estimate the uncertainty of the representative velocity
structure for each region, a description for a layer boundary and velocity sensitivity test is
provided. Chapter 4 introduces the various analysis tools generated as part of the project to
evaluate differences in regional attenuation.
Chapters 5 and 6 summarize the results in terms of time series and record sections and
PSA for all the regions. These chapters also include the final comparison of attenuation for the
four regions. Chapter 5 provides a summary of results based on simulations conducted for
frequency-independent Q models. Chapter 6 provides a summary of results from frequencydependent Q simulations. In addition, simulations conducted for Chapters 5 and 6 are based on
different simulations codes, providing a redundancy and ensuring that results are consistent for
different simulation methodologies. Chapter 7 summarizes the findings and provides a
recommendation for regionalization of ground motions in CENA.

2

2

Background and Scope

2.1

PREVIOUS RESEARCH

This study was preceded by the 1993 EPRI technical report entitled, “Guidelines for Determining
Design Basis Ground Motions. Volume 1: Method and Guidelines for Estimating Earthquake
Ground Motion in Eastern North America” [1993]. Within that volume, Chapter 5,
“Quantification of Crustal Path Effects,” is of particular relevance to this report, and its key
concepts are summarized below.
2.1.1 Importance of Consideration of Crustal Velocity Structure and Q
The EPRI report [1993] considered ground motions from ten earthquakes within the Grenville
Province and ten earthquakes in eastern North America. The ground motions analysis included
the modeling of the observed data and the calculation of synthetic (theoretical) ground motions.
Attenuation was modeled at four frequencies: 1, 2, 5, and 10 Hz. Figures 2.1 and 2.2 show
examples of the analyses presented in the EPRI report [1993], which highlights several key
results:


The largest variation in the attenuation among these earthquakes is due to
differences in focal depth, with crustal structure of secondary importance.



The influence of Q (intrinsic seismic damping) on the attenuation of ground
motion grows as the path length increases Q is frequency dependent.



The effect of the crustal seismic velocity structure can become significant when
the reflected waves reach the critical angle and are completely reflected back to
the surface at the critical distance Rcrit. The primary reflector is at the base of the
crust—the Moho—but locally intra-crustal seismic velocity boundaries can also
generate strong critical angle reflections. In the critical distance range, these
strong seismic reflections lead to distance-dependent variations in the rate of
attenuation.
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Figure 2.1

Comparison of recorded and synthetic peak acceleration as a function of
distance for Grenville Province earthquakes. Recorded PSRV at 5%
damping at 2 Hz is shown on the left, synthetic values on the right.
Illustration is for three deep events. Straight lines are normalized leastsquare fits to each event; dashed lines correspond to the 1/R attenuation
[EPRI 1993].
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Figure 2.2

Empirical attenuation in southeastern Canada for Fourier amplitude of
acceleration at 2 Hz. The solid curve is the regression fit to these data.
The dashed and dotted lines are based on a stochastic model [EPRI
1993].
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2.1.2 Regionalization of Crustal Seismic Velocity Structure, Q, and Focal Depth
The EPRI report [1993] subdivided the U.S. and southern Canada into 16 regions (Figure 2.3,
top panel) based on the local velocity structure and eight regions based on the intrinsic seismic
Q-values (Figure 2.3, bottom panel). These subdivisions were guided by the results presented in
the book, “Geophysical Framework of the Continental United States” [Pakiser and Mooney
1989] and other publications.

Figure 2.3

Regionalization of southern Canada and U.S. [EPRI 1993]. Top:
regionalization of crustal seismic velocity structure into 16 regions.
Bottom: Intrinsic seismic damping Q-value regionalization into eight
regions.
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The EPRI report [1993] also noted that there are systematic regional variations of focal
depths (Table 2.1). These variations are correlated with the tectonic setting of each region. The
identification of these regional variations is significant, because the focal depth has a strong
effect on earthquake ground motions. Focal depth distributions were developed using the EPRI
Stable Continental Regions (SCR) earthquake catalog of Johnston [1993]. All of the events in the
EPRI [1993] database with a magnitude >5 and having an assigned tectonic setting were
considered (Figure 2.4).

Figure 2.4
Table 2.1

Focal depth distributions for eastern North America from the EPRI stable
continental regions catalog [EPRI 1993].
Summary of typical focal depths for earthquakes with M >5 for different regions.

Region

Range of focal depths
(km)

Earthquake depths
concentrated at (km)

Eastern North America

3–32

-

Central Craton

3–18

5

New Madrid

5–12

7

Appalachian

5–8

7

Proterozoic Margin

> 25

-

2.1.3 Effects of Crustal Velocity Structure and Q on Ground Motions
The EPRI study [1993] considered intra-regional variations in seismic crustal structure for fixed
Q. For the Grenville Province—one of the sixteen regions—four velocity models were used to
represent the variability of the seismic velocity-depth structure within the region. Using these
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four seismic velocity models, the standard error of spectral acceleration versus distance was
considered for three frequencies: 1, 5, and 15 Hz. It was found that ground motions from shallow
focal depths are more sensitive to the seismic velocity structure than ground motions from deep
(greater than 15 km) focal depths.
Intrinsic seismic attenuation, Q, was found to be correlated to the seismic velocity
structure, but the regional Q boundaries did not correspond to the boundaries that defined the
seismic velocity structure regionalization. It was found that the effect of Q becomes significant
for distances greater than 100 km.
Ground Motion Regionalization

The EPRI report [1993] considered spectral ground accelerations for 10 km distance intervals
and at the frequencies of 1, 1.5, 2.5, 3.45, 5, 7.5, 10, 15, 25, and 34 Hz. Figure 2.5 presents an
example of the median spectral acceleration at 5 Hz for each of the sixteen regions. Based on a
comparison of these regions, it was found to be reasonable to reduce the number of attenuation
groups for the U.S. to three.

Figure 2.5

Comparison of median ground motion attenuation of spectral
acceleration at 5 Hz for the sixteen regions [EPRI 1993].
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2.2

CURRENT APPROACH

The current study follows the essential attributes on the EPRI [1993] approach and builds on the
latest crustal information available [Mooney 2013]. The study was conducted as a supporting
task for the NGA-East project, the goal of which is to develop a new ground motion
characterization (GMC) model for the vast region of CENA. The NGA-East project’s end
products are to consist of a series of ground motion prediction Equations (GMPEs) that
characterize the median and standard deviation of ground motion organized in a logic tree
structure. The GMPEs were developed for peak ground acceleration (PGA) and for 5%-damped
pseudo-spectral acceleration (PSA) for a period range of 0.01 sec to 10 sec (frequencies ranging
0.1 to 100 Hz). Therefore, the current study focused on evaluating the impact of the different
regions on these ground motion measures, regardless of the specific geologic or tectonic
differences the geophysical data may suggest. Chapters 3 and 4 describe the project methodology
and computational products, and Chapters 5 and 6 present the results for two complementary
simulation approaches, leading to a global conclusion in Chapter 7.
As was done in the EPRI [1993] study, ground motion simulations were conducted to
estimate the differences between different parts of the CENA territory. There are several codes
available for the calculation of synthetic seismograms using an assumed seismic velocity
structure as the input. One interesting aspect of the current study was the use of alternate
computational codes and assumptions for completing the simulations. Two computer codes were
considered: FK developed by Zhu [2012], which assumes a frequency-independent Q, and
hspec96 developed by Herrmann [2013a; 2013b], which allows a frequency-dependent Q
formulation. Chapter 3 provides the background for the attenuation models used in each region,
lists the simulation parameters, and describes the project scope in terms of frequency,
hypocentral depths, and distance ranges covered.
The PSA was then computed from the various time series for a range of oscillator
frequencies. Differences in PSA as a function of hypocentral depth, distance from the epicenter,
and frequency dependency were examined, both within a given region and between different
regions.
The extracted “typical” velocity structure (representative profile) for each crustal region
cannot be assumed without considering the uncertainty of layer boundary depths and layer
velocities. Therefore, an important task was to evaluate the profile relative to the existing
variability for the region. This was performed based on the statistics of the available profiles and
ground motion analyses from simulations using these profiles. The CNA region was selected to
assess the sensitivity of ground motions to changes in layer depths and velocities. Because the
CNA region has a variety of crustal seismic velocity structures, it can be used to quantify the
impact of profile variability on ground motion variability within a region.
The representative model of CNA, also referred to as the “base model,” was compared
with eighteen modifications (i.e., 18 alternative crustal velocity structures with respect to the
base region). The calculation of the standard deviation of PSA for all eighteen alternatives was
used to gain a first impression of the range of differences of the ground motions for CNA; this
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minimized the output to less than a handful of illustrations. To produce comparisons more
detailed, this study focused on the statistical distribution of PSA values within specific frequency
and distance bands.
Finally, differences in ground motions for each region were quantified and used to
combine the regions into different attenuation groups with specific attenuation properties.
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3

Selection of Input Parameters for Ground
Motion Simulations

Synthetic acceleration time series and 5%-damped PSA were calculated at periods between 0.05
sec and 2 sec using waveform modeling. This chapter provides the documentation of the selected
input parameters for those simulations. Sections 3.13.3 describe the general propagation input
parameters for the different regions. Sections 3.43.8 explain modeling choices made to (1)
address global differences in ground motions and to (2) accommodate the two different
simulation codes used in the study: Zhu [2012] (assumes a frequency independent Q) and
hspec96 [Herrmann 2013a; 2013b], which allows a frequency-dependent Q formulation.
The following offers a summary of the selected parameters and provides the organization
of the chapter (Sections 3.1–3.10):
Regionalization (crustal seismic parameters)
(3.1)

Regions

(3.2)
(3.3)

Velocity depth structure
Q-factor model

Atlantic Coastal Plain, Appalachians, Central
North America, Mississippi Embayment

Earthquake Parameters
(3.4) Focal depths
(3.5) Focal mechanism
(3.6)

5, 10, 20, and 30 km
pure reverse fault
strike / dip / rake = 180 / 45 / 90
shape: triangle, duration: 4 sec/6

Source time function/ magnitude

Computation Parameters
(3.7) Distances to EQ source
(3.8) Azimuth of stations
(3.9) Frequencies of interest
(3.10) Additional parameters
components
no. of samples
sampling interval of time
sampling interval of wave
number

1500 km in log10 spaced steps (number 60)
90
0.5–1 Hz, 5–10 Hz
vertical, radial, transverse (z, r, t)
nt = 8192
dt = 0.02 sec
dk = 0.2
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3.1

REGIONALIZATION

3.1.1 Initial Selection of Regions
The study area is the Central and Eastern part of the North American continent (CENA), which
has been subdivided into four regions on the basis of their unique geologic and tectonic settings;
see Figure 3.1. The four sub-regions are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Atlantic Coastal Plain (ACP)
Appalachians (APP)
Central North America (CNA)
Gulf Coastal Region/ Mississippi Embayment (MEM)

The western boundary of the ACP region is defined by an increase in elevation and the
exposure of the rocks associated with the Appalachian Mountains. The western boundary of the
Appalachians is defined in Canada by the exposure of older Grenville Province rocks, and in the
U.S. by the flat topography of the continental interior. The western boundary of the CNA region
is defined by the high topography of the Rocky Mountains. The northern boundary of the MEM
region is defined by limit of surficial Quaternary and Tertiary sediments.

Figure 3.1

Regionalization of four crustal provinces used in this study for the NGAEast project: the Atlantic Coastal Plain, the Appalachians, Central North
America, and the Mississippi Embayment/Gulf Coast Province.
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A concise characterization of the North American continent was made by Baqer and
Mitchell [1998], who summarized the region between the Atlantic Coast and the Rocky
Mountains as being a large, relatively stable, province consisting of several units, including the
Appalachian Mountains, the Central Lowlands, the Great Plains, and the Atlantic and Gulf
Coastal Plains. Most of the sediments that cover this region are of Paleozoic and Mesozoic age,
while younger sediments are mainly restricted to river valleys and glacial deposits. Precambrian
basement crops out in a few places, including the central and southern Appalachians. Most of
this large region has been stable since the Paleozoic, but the Atlantic and Gulf coastal regions
underwent extensional deformation when the North American plate separated from the African
plate during Jurassic time. The Appalachian is an orogen that developed along the eastern and
southern continental margins of North America during the Paleozoic era [Baqer and Mitchell
1998].
3.1.2 Justification for Selection of Regions
The Gulf Coast is comprised of vast amounts of Mesozoic and younger sediments that overlay
early Mesozoic to Middle Paleozoic units. The Gulf is the depository of the sediments coming
from a wide region bounded by the eastern Rocky Mountains on the west and the Appalachian
Mountains on the east. As more and more sediments are deposited along the Gulf Coast, the crust
continues to subside, resulting in a particularly thick accumulation of sediments. Onshore the
basin has a maximum fill of 7 km of sediment; the thickness is even greater (1416 km) offshore
[Buffler and Thomas 1994]. All of these sediments are relatively young and loosely cemented
and, consequently, are distinct from crystalline rocks in term of their lower density, seismic Pand S-wave velocities, and Q-factor. Within the sedimentary deposits there is a layer of Jurassic
salts, which are rheologically soft, and readily deform as the stress field changes. The Gulf Coast
salt domes are the results of the inherent plasticity of these salts and other evaporite minerals,
which causes them to intrude into overlying layers in the form of diapirs.
The Gulf Coast, as defined here, includes the Mississippi Embayment, an area that
extends north from the Gulf Coast into the interior of North America along the Mississippi river.
It is included because, like the rest of the Gulf Coast, it is an area dominated by the deposition of
young sediments, particularly coming from the Mississippi River. This region, referred to as
MEM in the current report, has experienced at least three episodes of significant tectonic activity
[Buffler and Thomas 1994]. The first recorded evidence of tectonic activity was crustal rifting at
ca. 550 Ma associated with the breakup of an ancient super-continent called Rodinia. The next
tectonic event took place during the late Paleozoic formation of a younger super-continent,
Pangaea. This resulted in North-South compression in southern North America, including the
Mississippi Embayment and the Ouachita Mountains, and NorthwestSoutheast compression in
the east along the Appalachian orogeny. Finally, eastern and southern North America
experienced rifting during the Mesozoic associated with the breakup of Pangaea and the
formation of the Atlantic Ocean [Buffler and Thomas 1994]. The New Madrid Seismic Zone is
presently active within the Mississippi Embayment. The zone trends approximately northeastsouthwest and is located along the border of Tennessee and Arkansas. This is one of the main
regions in central and eastern North America that has seen significant seismic activity in
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historical times. Due to the thick sedimentary strata, the Gulf Coast is expected to have a very
high rate of attenuation of seismic waves traveling through the province.
The ACP region is characterized by relatively young (Mesozoic and younger) sediment
that has been shed from the Blue Ridge and Appalachian Mountains and has been deposited on
the passive continental margin. The basement of the APC shows evidence of rifting. However,
this deformation does not extend into the sediments that make up much of the upper crust. The
coastal plain overlies predominantly Paleozoic rocks similar to those exposed farther west in the
Appalachian Province. The ACP region contains failed rift basins in places that are remnants of
regional-scale extension during the early Mesozoic. These rift basins were formed during the
breakup of Pangaea that led to the formation of the modern Atlantic Ocean. Like the Gulf Coast,
the ACP is composed of relatively young sediments that exhibit relatively low seismic velocities
as compared to the crystalline crust. However, since the rate of deposition is lower owing to the
smaller source area, the sediment cover is not nearly as thick as on the Gulf Coast. Also, the
Atlantic Coastal plain does not have salt diapirs, which are found throughout the Gulf Coast. All
of these factors suggest that while the Atlantic Coastal Plain will have relatively high attenuation,
it will be lower than that of the Gulf Coast.
The Continental Interior is the region between the Rocky Mountains to the west and the
Appalachian Plateau to the east. It extends from the northern boundary of the Gulf Coast into
Canada. Like the rest of eastern North America, the Continental Interior has been stable and
tectonically inactive since the middle-to-late Paleozoic—in some areas even longer. However,
there are local regions of seismic activity within the Continental Interior. Unlike the two coastal
provinces discussed earlier, there is no thick young sediment overlying much of the Continental
Interior. The province is dominated by Paleozoic age sediments that in some areas have been
eroded away to expose older underlying Proterozoic age strata. The Continental Interior is
dominated by large regional scale structural domes and basins but is otherwise relatively undeformed. Because of the cold and competent nature of the crust in this region the North
American interior province has a low seismic attenuation.
The APP region consists of predominately Paleozoic strata located between the ACP and
the Continental Interior. The border between the ACP and the APP region in the east is marked
by what is known as the fall line. Historically, this is a geographic boundary that marked the
farthest up river boats could travel from the coast before reaching waterfalls and impassible
water. This geographic boundary, which is the result of an underlying geologic boundary, forms
the basis for the boundary between provinces. At the contact between the two provinces, there is
a transition from the young coastal plain sediment to the underlying Paleozoic and Proterozoic
sediment. The older Appalachian sediments are harder and much more resistant, resulting in very
hilly topography.
The Appalachian Province includes the Piedmont, Blue Ridge, Valley and Ridge, and
Appalachian Plateau physiographic provinces along the central east coast of North America. This
province and the geologic structures within it are characterized by a consistent northeastsoutheast trend and extend from the eastern coast of Canada to Alabama in the southwest. Its
history is one of repeated Wilson Cycles. Parts of the Piedmont exhibit evidence for the
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formation and subsequent rifting of Rodinia in the Early Paleozoic, followed by the Appalachian
Orogeny in the Late Paleozoic, which formed Pangaea [Hatcher 1989]. Perpendicular to the long
axis mentioned earlier, deformation decreases from east to west as the distance from the
collisional centers is increased. Some areas of the Piedmont contain failed rift basins, providing
evidence of the rifting of Pangaea during the early Mesozoic [Swanson 1986]. The Appalachian
Province has been relatively stable since this rifting. However, there are prominent zones of
seismic activity such as the Eastern Tennessee Seismic Zone and the Central Virginia Seismic
zone. The preferred explanation is that these areas are zones of stress concentration due to forces
transmitted from plate boundaries. Aside from these and several other zones, the Appalachians
have been inactive since the Mesozoic and are composed of cold, competent crust. The
Appalachian Province therefore has a low attenuation rate, similar to the Continental Interior
Province.
3.2

REPRESENTATIVE VELOCITY-DEPTH STRUCTURE

This section provides the documentation for the development of a representative velocity-depth
structure for each of the four regions. Because of their large geographic size, it is not a simple
task to find one crustal model that is typical for each crustal region. To determine the best
representative velocity-depth structure for a region, we rely on the Global Crustal Database
(GCD) from the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS). The database contains ~14,000 entries
[Mooney 2013]. Each entry refers to a geographical location and a one-dimensional (1D)
velocity profile (see following subsection).
3.2.1 Aims and Conditions


Definition of a representative crustal profile for each crustal region: the crustal
velocity profile consists of homogeneous layers, each defined through layer
thickness, V s and Vp . Each model extends from Earth’s surface to the Moho.



Simple “average” models are not used as they tend to smooth out variations with
depth and do not represent plausible profiles.



The top of the seismic velocity structure for shear waves is constrained to a value
near V s = 3 km/sec in order to be consistent with the reference rock condition
selected for CENA. This means that only the crystalline crust was considered to
the exclusion of overlying sedimentary layers.

3.2.2 Global Crustal Database
As part of the NGA-East Project, the USGS has compiled crustal velocity information from the
published literature. The USGS crustal structure database contains information for both P- and Swaves [Mooney 2013].
Figure 3.2(a) shows the locations of available information in the USGS crustal structure
database. Each point signifies a 1D seismic velocity-depth function. Large amounts of
15

continental data are available within North America, Europe, the eastern regions of Asia (e.g.,
Japan and China), and the western regions of South America. The majority of offshore data are
located on the East Coast of North America (the greater North Atlantic region, including the Gulf
of Mexico and the Caribbean Sea), the East Coast of South America (i.e., the South Atlantic), the
region north of Europe (the Norwegian Sea and Barents Sea) and east and south of Asia (Sea of
Japan, North Pacific Ocean, East China Sea, Bay of Bengal, and Java Sea). A special effort was
made to compile a large amount of data in North America as part of the NGA-project, and our
results focus on the data for CENA.
The crustal seismic velocity structure within the entire crust is documented by 7943 (or
57%) of the available profiles, whereas 5896 profiles or 43% provide only the crustal seismic
velocities within the upper crust. The latter profiles reach maximum depths of 10 km. There are
13,112 (95%) entries that provide a 1D P-wave seismic velocity structure and 2316 (17%) entries
that contain a 1D S-wave seismic velocity structure. The total number of entries is 13,839.
Figure 3.2(b) shows the North American continent and the locations of crustal seismic
velocity-depth profiles. A total of 3350 profiles are located in the area shown; 3164 (94%)
provide P-wave velocities and 596 (18%) provide S-wave velocities. One thousand nine hundred
and thirty-five (or 58%) of all profiles document a whole crustal structure; and 1415 profiles (or
42%) define only the shallow (maximum depth, 10 km) crustal structure. Shallow crustal profiles
can be found offshore (representing oceanic crustal structure) or close to or within coast regions
(representing continental shelves). Onshore shallow crustal models are mostly associated with
rivers or lakes (sedimentary basins). There are 1447 profiles within the outlines of our four
regions within CENA.
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Figure 3.2

Locations of compiled 1D seismic velocity-depth profiles with the USGS
database: (a) Global data and (b) North American data. Locations are subdivided into whole crustal models (red) versus shallow (≤ 10 km) crustal
profiles (blue).
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3.2.3 The Database Entries
Each seismic velocity-depth function is specified by its unique latitude and longitude, and
consists of the measured subsurface Earth layers at that location, identified by compressional
wave velocity, optional shear wave velocity, thickness, and depth (see example in box above).
Each entry also includes other information, such as elevation, geologic province, age of last
significant thermo-tectonic activity, and the principal seismic methodology that determined the
velocity-depth function. For a complete description, see the example given in Appendix B.

The database is an ASCII-formatted computer file that can: (1) be manipulated to extract
specific seismic information (e.g., the crustal thickness at a particular location in CENA); (2) be
used to calculate other specific seismic properties (e.g., the average crustal compressional wave
velocity at a particular location in CENA); or (3) be used to construct maps and perform
statistical analysis of such information and properties.
The compilation covers the region between about 20° and 55° N and about 60° and 115°
W and contained 1491 entries by the end of 2011. An additional 1112 entries were added during
the course of this NGA-East project during 2012 [Mooney 2013]. This represents a 75% increase
in the number of velocity-depth functions for the CENA region.
The data sources for the compilation consist mainly of peer-reviewed articles dating from
1938 through 2012. The entries are derived from all types of methods for determining seismic
crustal structure, including refraction surveys, reflection surveys, surface wave dispersion,
seismic tomography, and receiver functions. Of these, the majority are from active-source
seismic refraction surveys. Entry selection criteria are described in Chulick [1997]. To identify
the data to be included, a very extensive literature search was undertaken to track down as many
seismic survey publications as possible. A large number of these publications have been carefully
scrutinized, with the appropriate data for the CENA database having been extracted.
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The map of the thickness of the crust under CENA and the adjacent ocean basins (Figure
3.3) was constructed from the 1570 Moho depth points. The resultant map illustrates the
following crustal features: (1) the definition of the continental margins at the edge of the
continental slope along the Atlantic and Gulf Coasts; (2) the thick continental crust under the
southern Appalachian Mountains, under the Rocky Mountains, the Mid-Continental Rift under
Lake Superior, and under portions of the Great Plains; and (3) the thin crust underneath the Rio
Grande Rift, the MEM region, and portions of the ACP.
The accuracy of contour maps is directly related to the uncertainties in the published
interpretations of crustal structure. Useful reviews of the methods used (and uncertainties) to
determine the structure of the crust and sub-crustal lithosphere are provided by Mooney [1989]
and Bostock [1999]. The uncertainties in crustal models arise from factors such as the survey
method, the analysis technique, and the spatial resolution of the survey (i.e., the spacing of shot
points and recording stations). Typically, the uncertainty in the calculated depth to the Moho is
approximately 510%. Thus, a reported crustal thickness of 40 km has an uncertainty of ± 24
km. Seismic velocities determined from refracted first-arrivals (e.g., Pn) are typically accurate to
within a few hundredths of km/sec [Mooney 1989; Chulick 1997].
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Figure 3.3

Crustal thickness for the Central and Eastern North American region
extracted from 1570 crustal velocity-depth profiles (data compilation as of
January 2013).
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3.2.4 Data Evaluation for Extracting a Representative Velocity Structure
To define a representative velocity structure, additional constraints on data quality are necessary.
Each region contains between about 130 and 900 crustal seismic velocity-depth profiles.
However, not every profile is suited to our needs, either because it consists of a single crustal
layer, or it does not provide deep crustal information. The statistical analyses used to find a
representative velocity structure for each region are based on the compressional-wave seismic
velocity ( Vp ) because more than 90% of the database entries provide the compressional wave
velocity, while only 18% offer a shear wave velocity. To obtain V s , we assumed a Vp Vs of
1.73. Our final model’s depths and seismic velocities have one decimal place; to give more than
one decimal place would imply a higher resolution than can be extracted.
To obtain a representative profile for each of the four distinct regions, the selected crustal
velocity profiles were evaluated using the cumulative occurrence of Vp and the P-wave velocity
two-dimensional (2D) histograms. Additional literature (e.g., Pakiser and Mooney [1989]) were
consulted as needed. Table 3.1 summarizes the number of profiles with and without sufficient
information.
Minimum of two layers:

One-layer seismic structures that provide just a Moho depth and
not the crustal seismic velocity-depth structure were excluded. A
one-layer crustal model is not a realistic representation of the
Earth’s crust.

Minimum depth of 20 km:

Studies that investigated oceanic crust or only the shallow
structure of continental sedimentary basins were excluded. The
seismic velocity-depth profile should extend to a depth of at least
20 km.

Table 3.1

Summary of crustal velocity-profiles for each of the four regions,
indicating all available profiles and those profiles selected for further
analyses).

Region

Number of profiles (all)

Number of profiles selected
for further analysis

Atlantic Coastal Plain

138

32

Appalachians

348

194

Central North America

857

417

Gulf Coastal Region/
Mississippi Embayment

104

86
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The cumulative occurrence of Vp (e.g., Figure 3.6) gives information about how often Pwave velocities occur, regardless of their depth. Each velocity profile originally consists of a
number of velocity values congruent with the number of layers. Instead of weighting a layer
velocity with its layer thickness, the profile was re-sampled to get a sample of velocity every 100
m. A profile with a length of 30 km therefore has 301 samples. The thicker a crustal layer is, the
more samples of its velocity are available. The absolute cumulative occurrences of a velocity
were extracted analyzing the span of velocities with a 0.1 km/sec interval. Most of the P-wave
velocities lie between 5.5 and 8.5 km/sec. Peaks at specific velocity ranges (e.g., 6.0–6.1 km/sec)
imply that these velocities occur often throughout all of the analyzed profiles or that they form
thick layers in the crust at less profiles (probably a combination of both). In the analyses of
cumulative Vp occurrences; the lower interval boundary of the velocity is provided (e.g., 6.0
km/sec) instead of the velocity range (e.g., 6.0–6.1 km/sec).
3.2.5 Atlantic Coastal Plain
The ACP covers the smallest area of the four regions and has the fewest seismic velocity models
that fulfill our requirements. Of the 32 profiles shown in Figure 3.4, most of them are located in
the southern part of the region.
The thirty-two selected P-wave velocity profiles are depicted in Figure 3.5(a), displaying
velocity versus depth (black lines). The red line indicates the representative profile obtained from
the analysis of the cumulative occurrences of Vp (Figure 3.6) and the P-wave velocity 2D
histogram [Figure 3.5(b)]. Two-dimensional P-wave velocity histograms show how often Pwave velocities occur as a function of depth. The crustal velocity structures were binned every 2
km of depth and every 0.1 km/sec of velocity. The color bar represents the number of profiles
occurring within a bin, whereby blue colored fields mean no or low occurrence and red mean
high occurrence. Two lines are displayed: the continuous white line represents the mode or the
maximum occurrence of P-wave seismic velocities, and the dashed white line shows the
extracted representative model for the region, based on the mode and the cumulative occurrence
of Vp values.
Relatively high cumulative occurrences of P-wave velocities are at evident at 6.0, 6.1,
and 6.7 km/sec. The upper mantle velocity peak is at 8.1 km/sec. The P-wave velocity 2D
histogram reveals our approximation of the representative crustal structure of the ACP, which is a
two-layer velocity structure with an upper crustal thickness of 20.5 km and Vp of 6.0 km/sec,
and a lower crustal thickness of 15.5 km and Vp of 6.7 km/sec. The representative model places
the Moho at 36 km depth and indicates upper mantle velocity of 8.1 km/sec.
There have been relatively few crustal seismic investigations within the ACP; only 32
profiles were appropriate after applying our quality-control constraints. Nevertheless, we decided
not to loosen the constraints for this region. An upper crustal velocity of 6.0 km/sec is evident:
the histogram (Figure 3.6) shows a slightly higher peak at a velocity of 6.0 km/sec, and, most
importantly, we avoid a reversal of velocity at depths between 12 and 21 km.
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Figure 3.4

Location map of selected 1D seismic velocity-depth profiles within the
ACP. Red dots mark the available profiles that satisfy data requirements.
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Figure 3.5

Crustal velocity structure within the ACP. These 32 profiles satisfy quality-control requirements: (a) P-wave
velocity profiles as black lines and their representative model as red line; and (b) P-wave velocity 2D histogram.
Data are binned within a 2 km depth step and 0.1

Vp

step. The color bar shows the number of profiles that lie

within a bin. The continuous line represents the mode and the dashed line the representative profile.
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Figure 3.6

Cumulative occurrence of

Vp

for the ACP. Data are binned every 0.1

km/sec. Peaks can be seen at velocities of 6.0, 6.1, 6.3, and 6.7 km/sec,
and Moho velocity peak is at 8.1 km/sec.

3.2.6 Appalachians
The APP region is represented by 194 profiles (Figure 3.7) that fulfill the data quality-control
requirements described above. The many of the profiles are located in the southern part of the
orogen.
The selected P-wave velocity-depth profiles are illustrated in Figure 3.8(a), displaying
velocity versus depth (black lines). The red line indicates the representative profile, which was
concluded analyzing the cumulative occurrences of Vp (Figure 3.9) and the P-wave velocity 2D
histogram [Figure 3.8(b)]. High cumulative occurrences of P-wave velocities are at 6.0, 6.1, 6.3,
6.5, and 6.7 km/sec. The upper mantle velocity peak is at 8.1 km/sec. The P-wave velocity
histogram indicates that the Appalachian crustal structure consists of three layers with seismic
velocities of 6.1, 6.4, and 6.7 km/sec. The Moho is at 37 km depth, and the upper mantle velocity
is 8.1 km/sec.
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Figure 3.7

Location map of selected 1D-velocity profiles within the APP region. Red
dots mark the available profiles that match the constraints.
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Figure 3.8

Crustal velocity structure within the APP region. These 194 profiles satisfy quality-control requirements: (a)
Illustrated are P-wave velocity profiles as black lines and their representative model as red line. (b) P-wave
velocity 2D histogram. Data are binned within a 2 km depth step and 0.1

Vp

step. The color bar shows the

number of profiles that lie within a bin. The continuous line represents the mode and the dashed line the
representative profile.
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Figure 3.9

Cumulative occurrence of

Vp

for the APP region. Data are binned every

0.1 km/sec. Peaks can be seen at velocities of 6.0, 6.1, 6.3, 6.5, and 6.7
km/sec, and Moho velocity peak is at 8.2 km/sec.

3.2.7 Central North America
The CNA region Central North America covers the largest area and has the largest number of
available seismic velocity models. The locations of the 417 1D seismic velocity-depth profiles
that satisfy quality-control requirements are shown in Figure 3.10.
The selected P-wave seismic velocity-depth profiles are illustrated in Figure 3.11(a),
displaying velocity versus depth (black lines). The red line indicates the representative velocitydepth profile, which was determined by analyzing the cumulative occurrences of Vp (Figure
3.12) and the P-wave velocity 2D histogram (Figure 3.11(b)]. The velocities between 6.0 and 7.0
km/sec have, in general, a higher occurrence, compared to both the ACP and APP region. High
cumulative occurrences of P-wave seismic velocities are less obvious for these data.
Nevertheless, peaks can be found at velocities of 6.1, 6.5, and 6.7 km/sec. The upper mantle
seismic velocity peak is at 8.2 km/sec.
The selected approximation is a four-layer velocity structure with an upper crustal
thickness of 12 km and Vp of 6.1 km/sec, a middle crustal thickness of 8 km and Vp of 6.5
km/sec, a medium lower crustal thickness of 14 km and Vp of 6.7 km/sec, and a basal lower
crustal thickness of 6 km and Vp of 6.8 km/sec. The Moho is placed at 40 km depth, and the
upper mantle velocity is 8.2 km/sec.
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Figure 3.10

Location map of selected 1D velocity profiles within Central North
America. Red dots mark the available profiles that satisfy quality-control
requirements.
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Figure 3.11

Crustal velocity structure within the CNA region. These 417 profiles satisfy quality-control constraints: (a)
Illustrated are P-wave velocity profiles as black lines and their representative model as red line; and (b) P-wave
velocity 2D histogram. Data are binned within a 2 km depth step and 0.1

Vp

step. The color bar shows the

number of profiles that lie within a bin. The continuous line represents the mode and the dashed line the
representative profile.
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Figure 3.12

Cumulative occurrence of

Vp

for the CNA region. Data are binned every

0.1 km/sec. Peaks, but not outstanding, can be seen at velocities of 6.1,
6.5, 6.7 km/sec, and Moho velocity peak is at 8.2 km/sec.

3.2.8 Mississippi Embayment/Gulf Coastal Region
The Gulf Coastal Region is represented by 86 profiles that fulfill the quality-control
requirements; see Figure 3.13. Many profiles are located within the MEM region and close to the
southern border of our CNA region.
The selected P-wave seismic velocity profiles are illustrated in Figure 3.14(a), displaying
velocity versus depth (as black lines). The red line indicates the representative profile. Figure
3.15 shows the occurrence of Vp for the 86 selected profiles. High cumulative occurrences of Pwave velocities appear at velocities of 6.2, 6.6, 6.9, and 7.3 km/sec. The upper mantle velocity
peak is at 8.0 km/sec.
The selected approximation is a four-layer velocity structure with an upper crustal
thickness and Vp of 4 km and 5.9 km/sec, a medium upper crustal thickness and Vp of 12.5 km
and 6.2 km/sec, a middle crustal thickness and Vp of 13.5 km and 6.6 km/sec, and a lower
crustal thickness and Vp of 11 km and 7.3 km/sec. The base of the crust is placed at 41 km depth,
and the upper mantle velocity is 8.0 km/sec.
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Figure 3.13

Location map of selected 1D seismic velocity profiles within the Gulf
region, which are concentrated within the Mississippi Embayment. Red
dots mark the available profiles that satisfy the data requirements
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Figure 3.14

Crustal velocity structure within the MEM region. Most of the 86 available profiles were obtained within the
Mississippi Embayment: (a) illustrated are P-wave velocity profiles as black lines and the representative
velocity model for the MEM region as a red line; and (b) P-wave velocity 2D histogram. Data are binned within a
2 km depth step and 0.1

Vp

step. The color bar shows the number of profiles that lie within a bin. The

continuous line represents the mode and the dashed line the representative profile.
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Figure 3.15

Cumulative occurrence of

Vp

for the Gulf Coastal Region. Data are

binned every 0.1 km/sec. Peaks can be seen at velocities of 6.2, 6.6, 6.9,
and 7.3 km/sec, and Moho velocity peak is at 8.0 km/sec.

3.3

SUMMARY

3.3.1 Representative Seismic Velocity-Depth Profiles.
The representative seismic velocity-depth profiles for each of the four regions are summarized in
Table 3.2, and their shear-wave velocities are illustrated in Figure 3.16. Comparing the
representative seismic velocity-depth structures from each of the four regions, a great similarity
is apparent between the APP and CNA representative velocity profiles. These velocity profiles
have the same layer boundaries at 12 and 20 km, and a very similar seismic velocities in the
upper (6.46.5 km/sec) and middle (6.7 km/sec) crust. The CNA lower crust consists of two
layers with a Moho depth just 3 km deeper than the APP Moho depth.
The ACP and the APP regions also have similar seismic velocity structures. Both show an
upper crust with a P-wave velocity of 6.0–6.1 km/sec, and the lower crust occupies the depth
from 20 km to 36 km with a P-wave velocity of 6.7 m/sec. However, the Appalachian orogen
region contains a distinct mid-crustal layer with an intermediate (6.4 km/sec) velocity.
The Mississippi Embayment/Gulf Coast representative profile is distinct from that of
other regions. It is the only region that contains a high-velocity lower crust (7.3 km/sec). The
middle and upper crust velocities for this region are 5.9 km/sec and 6.6 km/sec.
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Table 3.2

Representative seismic velocity-depth profiles of the four regions of
interest. V s was calculated using a
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)
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h
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Figure 3.16
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ratio of 1.73.
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Central North America
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34

6.8
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7.3

4.21
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4.68
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8.0
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Representative velocity structures for the four regions of interest: Atlantic
Coastal Plain, Appalachians, Central North America, and the Mississippi
Embayment/Gulf Coastal Region. Illustrated are seismic shear-wave
velocities ( V s ).
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3.3.2 Uncertainty of Representative Models
Figures 3.5, 3.8, 3.11 and 3.14 show clear variations in crustal structure within each region. To
quantify this variability, a sensitivity study was performed (see Section 4.3). Being the largest,
the CNA region has the most obvious variability of crustal seismic velocity structure, so its
representative structure was chosen as the base model for the sensitivity test. The aim is to make
an estimate of how sensitive the ground motions are to variations in layer thicknesses or
velocities.
Figure 3.17 offers an overview of the selected crustal profiles for each region underlain in
conjunction with all CENA profiles. The CNA and APP regions have the highest number of
profiles; the ACP has the lowest. The CNA and APP regions have a similar coverage and wide
spread of velocity ranges for the upper, middle, and lower crust. The crustal-velocity structure of
the MEM region seems to be more defined. The ACP is too under-sampled to make specific
statements, but the 32 profiles available spread over the same wide range as do the CNA and
APP profiles.
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Figure 3.17

Comparison of seismic velocity-depth profiles for each of the four regions in comparison with the seismic
velocity-depth profiles for CENA. All profiles for CENA are illustrated in black, whereas each region’s qualitycontrolled profiles are overlain in green.
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3.4

Q-FACTOR MODEL

The quality factor (Q) provides information about the damping (intrinsic seismic attenuation and
dispersive effects) of the seismic waves, and is dependent on rock type, wave type, and wave
frequency. The quantification of Q is defined as the number of wavelengths a wave can
propagate through a medium before its amplitude has decreased by e-π [Blanch et al. 1995].
3.4.1 Definition Q0 and 
To extract Q from real data, surface waves (e.g., Love waves, Lg) are often used. These are
captured shear waves, reflecting both through the surface and the whole crust, with high periods.
C
can be used as an average Q value for shear waves for the whole crust thickness
This is why QLg
( Qs ). The relationship between Q and frequency f is defined as:

Q  f   Q0 f 

(3.1)

C
where Q0 is the value of QLg
calculated from the codas of Lg waves with a specific reference
frequency. This is valid for every frequency f in the given range. The formula also contains , the
frequency coefficient, which, like Q0 , is region dependent.

3.4.2 Empirical Values for Q0 and 
To find the best parameters for the frequency-dependent Q  f  formula for each of the four
regions, published estimates were compared. The following list shows the Q-regions and EPRI
definitions [1993]. Figure 3.18 shows the subdivision into the Q-regions, as shown in Chapter 2.
Table 3.3 assigns the EPRI-regions to the four crustal regions considered this study. The latitudes
and longitude of boundaries for these four crustal regions are available in Appendix E, which is
an electronic file. Three of the crustal regions fall within two of the EPRI [1993] Q-regions.
Q-region

Model

1

Q  f   600 f 0.50

2

Q  f   610 f 0.65

4

Q  f   850 f 0.50

6

Q  f   600 f 0.60

8

Q  f   180 f 0.80
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Table 3.3

Assignment of Q-region to each of the four crustal regions of interest
through the subdivision after EPRI report [1993].

Crustal region (this study)

Q-region

General

Atlantic Coastal Plain

5

medium Q 0

Appalachians

4, 5

high Q 0

Central North America

2, 6

medium Q 0

Gulf Coastal Region

7, 8

low Q 0

Figure 3.18

Subdivision of the North America in different Q(f) regions (see Section
2.1) [EPRI 1993].

Baqer and Mitchell [1998] provide a good overview of Q0 and for the U.S.; see Table
3.4, and Figures 3.19 and 3.20. They used records from broadband digital stations to illustrate
regional variations of Q0 across almost the entire U.S. Over 218 eventstation pairs were
analyzed to obtain estimates for Q0 (Lg coda Q at 1 Hz) and its frequency dependence,  Using

a back-projection method, Baqer and Mitchell [1998] inverted these sets of estimates to obtain
tomographic images of Q0 and . The interested reader is referred to Baqer and Mitchell [1998]
for a more in-depth discussion of the method of analysis used by these authors.
Simplifying the results shown in Figure 3.19 results in a gradient of Q0 with low values in
the westernmost U.S. and increasing values towards the east coast. Focusing on the four crustal
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regions in this study, the highest Q0 can be found within eastern North America (North), Central
North America (Central, East), and the northern Appalachians. Medium values are found in the
Atlantic Coastal Plain (South), Central North America (North, West) and the Appalachians
(South). The lowest values can be found in the Gulf Coast region. In general terms, this
corresponds to the subdivision of Q-regions reported by EPRI [1993]. EPRI [1993] provided 
values within the range of 0.5 and 0.8; Baqer and Mitchell reported  values within the range of
0.4 and 0.8 (Figure 3.20). The values are comparable between these two studies for the APC and
the APP regions, and for CNA, but are not consistent for the MEM region. (e.g., EPRI had an
of 0.8, while Baqer and Mitchell [1998] show an average for  of about 0.55).
Table 3.4

Assignment of Q0 to each of the four geographical regions of interest
after the results of Baqer and Mitchell [1998].

Crustal Region (this study)

Q0 –range

General

Atlantic Coastal Plain

500–650

medium Q 0

Appalachians

450–750

medium–high Q 0

Central North America

420–750

medium Q 0

Gulf Coast

350–600

low Q 0

Figure 3.19

Q0 map of the U.S. [Baqer and Mitchell 1998].
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Figure 3.20

η [defined in Equation (3.1)] map of the U.S. from 1998 [Baqer and Mitchell
1998].

Baqer and Mitchell [1998] subdivided the U.S. into just two large Q-regions: one
province spans the area from the Rocky Mountains to the Atlantic coast, is tectonically stable,
and exhibits relatively high Q0; the other extends westward from the approximate western margin
of the Rocky Mountains to the Pacific coast, is tectonically active, and exhibits low Q0.
According to Mitchell [1995], tectonically stable regions are usually characterized by
high values of Q and a weak frequency dependence. Lower Q and stronger frequency
dependence characterize tectonically active regions such as western North America [Mitchell
1995]. According to Baqer and Mitchell [1998], the difference in Q0 between the western and
eastern U.S. can be attributed to a greater amount of interstitial crustal fluids in the west. Regions
of moderately reduced Q within the stable platform often occur where there are accumulations of
Mesozoic and younger sediments. Reduced Q0 in the southeastern U.S. may not be due to
anelasticity but may be a gradational velocity increase at the crust-mantle boundary that causes
shear energy to leak into the mantle [Baqer and Mitchell 1998].
3.4.3 Empirical Values for Q0 and for Four Regions of Interest
About twenty-four published studies covering fifty study areas were examined to find Q0 and η
values (see Appendix A). Publications used but were not limited to the authors listed below.
Additional references are available in Appendix A:


Atkinson, G.M. (1989)



Woodgold, C.R.T. (1990)



Liu, Z. et al. (1994)



Shi, J. et al. (1996)
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Benz, H.M. et al. (1997)



Erickson, D. et al. (2004)



McNamara, D.E. et al. (2004)



Chapman, M. and Catchings, R.D.(2008)



Boatwright, J. and Seekins, L. (2011)

Almost all of these studies are based on the analysis of Lg-waves. A few investigated both
S- and P-waves, and in some cases active studies (explosive sources) were used. Also, most of
the studies using Lg-waves assume a geometrical spreading r of 0.5 (surface waves). To stay
consistent within a region and make comparisons between regions, studies were selected that
fulfilled the following constraints:


investigation was conducted using Lg-waves



earthquake sources were used rather than active source



r = 0.5 is assumed



frequency-dependent Q,  0

Two widely used synthetic seismogram computation programs were used in this study:
FK from Zhu [2012] (assumes a frequency independent Q) and hspec96 [Herrmann 2013a;
2013b], which allows a frequency-dependent Q formulation. Q-studies using Lg-waves were
used to get a representative value for Qs . Qp was calculated as equal to 2Qs . Because this study
was most interested in frequencies between 5 and 10 Hz, a reference frequency f of 5 Hz was
used. Equation (3.2) is a modification of Equation (3.1):
Qs  Q  5 Hz   Q0 5

(3.2)

Q p  2Qs

3.4.4 Atlantic Coastal Plain
Figure 3.21 shows the linear relation between Q-values and frequency [see Equation (3.1)] for
four studies [Pulli 1984; Gupta and McLaughlin 1987; Atkinson and Boore 1995; Shi et al. 1996]
within the ACP Estimated Q-values for specific frequencies are plotted, when available (crosses).
The dashed line represents the median of all Q-f relations. Instead of favoring a specific study,
the median was used for the purpose of this investigation. The median represents the typical Q-f
0.38
.
relation of the ACP’s Q-studies: Q  f   628 f
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Figure 3.21

Comparison of Q(f) within the ACP. Illustrated are four studies
(continuous lines) and their Q-f estimates, if available (crosses). The
dashed line shows the median of all Q-f relations.

3.4.5 Appalachians
Figure 3.22 shows the linear relationship between Q-values and frequency [see Equation (3.1)])
for five studies [Shi et al. 1996; Benz et al. 1997; Erickson et al. 2004; Atkinson 2004; and
Boatwright and Seekins 2011] within the APP region, although these studies partially include an
investigation area within the defined CNA region. Estimated Q-values for specific frequencies
were plotted when available (crosses). The dashed line represents the median of all Q-f relations.
Instead of using a specific study, the median was used. The median should represent the variety
0.39
.
of the APP region’s Q-studies: Q  f   713 f
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Figure 3.22

Comparison of Q(f) within the APP region. Illustrated are eight studies
(continuous lines) and their Q-f estimates, if available (crosses). The
dashed line shows the median of all Q-f relations.

3.4.6 Central North America
Figure 3.23 shows the extracted relation between Q-values and frequency [regressed after
Equation (3.1)] for seven studies (continuous lines) within CNA [Hasegawa 1985; Chun et al.
1987; Shin and Hermann 1987; Atkinson 1989; Woodgold 1990; Atkinson and Mereu 1992; and
Erickson et al. 2004). These studies partly include an investigation area within the APP region.
Estimated Q-values for specific frequencies are plotted when available (crosses). The dashed line
represents the median of all Q-f relations. Instead of using a specific study, the median was used.
0.40
The median should represent the variety of CNA region’s Q-studies: Q  f   630 f
.
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Figure 3.23

Comparison of Q(f) within the CAN region Illustrated are ten studies
(continuous lines) and their Q-f estimates if available (crosses). The
dashed line shows the median of all Q-f relations.

3.4.7 Mississippi Embayment/ Gulf Coastal Region
Figure 3.24 shows the extracted relation between Q-values and frequencies [regressed after
Equation (3.1)] available for the MEM region [Zandieh and Pezeshk 2010]. Most of the studies
for this region are active source or P-wave studies. Zandieh and Pezeshk [2010] “NMSZ and
Mississippi Embayment” derived the Q-factor model specifically for the Mississippi
0.32
Embayment: Q  f   614 f
.

When comparing the extracted Q-f dependencies, the ACP, CNA, and the MEM regions
offer a very similar model; see Table 3.5. The Q-factor models used for our computations will
have relatively small effect on the ground motions in comparison with the effect of the crustal
seismic velocity models. See Appendix C.
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Figure 3.24

Available Q-f studies within the MEM region, which satisfy the
requirements defined earlier. Illustrated is the study of Zandieh and
Pezeshk [2010], which offers a Q-factor model for the Mississippi
Embayment.

Table 3.5

Quality-factors (Qs and Qp) of the four regions of interest, extracted from
the previous analyses (a reference frequency of 5 Hz was used).

Quality-Factor

Atlantic Coastal
Plain

Appalachians

Central North
America

Mississippi
Embayment

Q(f)

628 f 0.38

713 f 0.39

630 f 0.40

614 f 0.32

Qs

1157

1335

1200

1027

Qp

2314

2670

2400

2054

3.5

FOCAL DEPTHS

Data from events and their focal depths within CENA were downloaded from the Central and
Eastern U.S. from the Seismic Source Characterization (CEUS-SSC) catalog
[EPRI/USDOE/USNRC 2012] and the Saint Louis University (SLU) catalog [SLU 2013]. Both
catalogs provide information about the event’s magnitude and focal depth. The CEUS-SSC
catalog contains data for thousands of events; the SLU catalog offers more precise data for well
recorded but fewer events. Figure 3.25 shows a comparison of the two catalogs.
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Figure 3.25

Comparison of focal depths within CENA, from (top) the CEUS-SSC and
(bottom) the SLU catalog.

The CEUS-SSC catalog contains almost 30,000 Ml>1 events, and 5000 Ml>3 events.
There are peaks at focal depths of about 5, 10, and 18 km. The SLU catalog contains about 200
Ml>1 events, with the majority being Ml>3 events. There is a peak in the number of events at
about 34 and 8 km depth, and to a lesser degree at 22 km. In general, there are accumulations of
events at 5, 10, and 20 km of depth. The number of events becomes less as focal depth increases.
To achieve a general overview of the ground motion and to account for possible deeper crustal
events, a wide range of focal depths was considered. The following focal depths were used for
the computations: 5, 10, 20, and 30 km.
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3.6

FOCAL MECHANISM AND AZIMUTH

Figure 3.26 shows an overview of typical focal mechanisms for North America and synthesizes
these results by color: normal, thrust, and strike-slip faulting are represented by red, blue, and
green, respectively. There are dominant regimes for each region: for Eastern North America,
most faults rupture in a reverse or thrust sense; the APP region is dominating by reverse faults
(north) and strike-slip faults (south); the CNA region shows all three faults mechanisms in nearly
equal proportion. There are few events within the MEM region, although the dominant slip
mechanism appears to be normal faulting.
Although our four defined regions show varying regimes of faulting, we elected to use a
reverse mechanism for all the simulations to facilitate comparisons between regions. The catalog
provides, among others, the faulting regime of 657 events within North America. Limiting the
area to CENA and extracting events with magnitudes Mw>5, only ten events are left; see Table
3.6. There are six events that ruptured on thrust faults (TF) and four on strike slip (SS) faults.
The chosen standard fault mechanism represents a pure reverse fault, striking North-South. To
get full radiation pattern and maximum amplitude within synthetic seismograms, the azimuth
was set to 90°, with movement of the hanging wall towards the east. A statistical analysis of the
fault plane’s dips of past events is shown in Figure 3.27. The 215 events illustrated in Figure 3.25
(bottom) were used. There is defined peak at 45 dip.


strike = 180 , dip = 45 , rake = 90



azimuth = 90



double couple source
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Figure 3.26

Orientation of maximum horizontal compressive stress following the
convention of Zoback [1992]. Red indicates normal faulting, blue thrust
faulting and green strike-slip faulting [SLU 2013].

Table 3.6

Extracted events within CENA with magnitudes Mw > 5.0. TF= thrust fault,
SS= strike slip.

Year

Mon

Day

Hour

Min

Sec

Lat

Lon

Dep

MW

Regime

1968
1980
1982
1982
1997
2007
2008
2010
2011
2011

11
07
01
01
12
05
04
06
08
11

09
27
09
11
06
23
18
23
23
06

17
18
12
21
08
19
09
17
17
03

01
52
53
41
06
09
37
41
51
53

42
21
51
07
47
15
00
42
05
10

37.91
38.17
46.98
46.98
64.84
22.02
38.45
45.86
37.94
35.54

-88.37
-83.91
-66.66
-66.65
-88.19
-96.27
-87.89
-75.46
-77.93
-96.75

22
12
10
8
9
11
14
22
6
8

5.29
5.04
5.47
5.14
5.07
5.60
5.23
5.04
5.65
5.59

TF
SS
TF
TF
TF
SS
SS
TF
TF
SS
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Figure 3.27

3.7

Fault plane dips of the SLU catalog events, illustrated in Figure 3.25
(bottom).

SOURCE TIME FUNCTION AND MAGNITUDE

The earthquake source signal is called the “source time function.” Stein and Wysession [2003]
write: “In the simplest case of a short fault that slips instantaneously, the seismic moment
function is a step function, whose derivative (a  function) is the source time function. This
example is easy, but not very likely to occur in this way. The total radiated signal is not
impulsive because the finite fault does not all break at the same time. Instead, waves arrive first
from the initial point of rupture and later from points further along the fault. So the rupture
propagates at a rupture velocity ( VR ) along a fault of a specific length (L). The time, which can
be described by L V R , is the rupture time TR. The time pulse due to the finite fault length can be
described as a “boxcar” of duration TR .”
TR  L VR

(3.3)

Because VR is typically assumed to be about 0.7–0.8 times the shear velocity V s , the
rupture time TR can also be estimated by:
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TR  L Vs

(3.4)

A second effect lengthens the time function so that even at a single location on the fault,
slip does not occur instantaneously. The slip history is often modeled as a ramp function, which
begins at time zero and ends at the rise time TD (see Figure 3.28, top). For the ramp, the
derivative is a boxcar.

Figure 3.28

Source time function depends on the derivative of the history of slip on
the fault. A ramp time history (top) with duration TD has a “boxcar” time
derivative. When convolved with the “boxcar” time function due to
rupture propagation (center), a trapezoidal source time function results
(bottom) [Stein and Wysession 2003].
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Figure 3.29

Empirical relation between source time function duration (TDuration) and
moment magnitude of earthquakes for different tectonic regions [Stein
and Wysession 2003].

Convolving the finiteness and rise time effects (Figure 3.28, center) yields a trapezoid
(Figure 3.28, bottom), whose length is equal to the sum of the two boxcar lengths (sum of rise
and rupture time, [Equation (3.5)], and whose rise and fall is equal to the duration of the shortest
boxcar.

TDuration  TRupture  TRise

(3.5)

The FK synthetic seismogram code [Zhu 2012] accepts a limited number of source
function shapes: triangle, rectangle or a trapezoid. This study used a traditional triangle to
represent an earthquake source time function. To define a duration time and rise time, empirical
relations were considered as detailed below.
We considered Mw = 6 for the calculations. Looking at the source time function duration
for the intraplate regions, the duration for this magnitude had a range of roughly 2 to 5 sec
(Figure 3.29). A duration time of 4 sec was considered. A value of 0.5 was used for the rise time,
which is the portion of the duration time considered for rising and falling. A value of 0.5 means
50% of the duration time, which means 2 sec of rising and falling. This results in a triangle
source time function.
The earthquake magnitude was another important parameter to consider. The same
moment magnitude was used for the computations for each of the four regions in order to stay
comparable between the regions. The chosen magnitude was Mw=6; it is high enough to
recognize clear and significant pattern of PSA and yet is still a realistic and possible source
magnitude for an event within CENA. The computations were done for just one magnitude to
minimize the amount of output data and were found to be entirely sufficient for the relative
comparison of PSA between the regions and to define to crustal attenuation groups.
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3.8

DISTANCE TO THE EARTHQUAKE SOURCE

Ground motions were computed for a distance ranging from 1 km to 500 km from the source by
using a logarithmic spaced sampling rate with 60 samples. The dense sampling is important to
extract detailed information and to minimize the effects of interpolation.
3.9

FREQUENCIES

The computations were conducted for a wide range of output frequencies (0.1–20 Hz). After
looking at and evaluating results for all frequencies, a decision was made to focus the analysis
over two key frequency bands: 510 Hz and 0.5–1 Hz. This simplification of results into two
main bands allows the interpretation of global trends in attenuation for relatively high and low
frequencies respectively.
3.10

ADDITIONAL PARAMETERS

3.10.1 Computation of Acceleration Time Series
Sampling Interval of Time (dt)

The highest frequency of interest for PSA was 20 Hz; however, the maximum frequency
calculated was extended to 25 Hz for computational accuracy at 20 Hz. A Nyquist frequency of
25 Hz requires a sampling rate of 50 Hz. That implies a sampling interval of (1/50 Hz), or a time
step dt of 0.02 sec.
Number of Samples (nt)

The synthetic seismogram program requires an input number of samples (nt) that is equal to the
shape of:

nt  2x

(3.6)

The number of samples is important because it defines the length of the time series (L), which is:

L  dt  nt

(3.7)

Direct waves propagate 500 km from the hypocenter to the farthest station (500 km
epicentral distance). Taking an average travel velocity of Vp  6.19 and Vs  3.57 km / sec , the
direct P-wave should be visible on the time series at 81 sec, and the S-wave is visible at 140 sec.
The first Moho-reflection should arrive a few seconds later. To get a sufficient length of the
acceleration time series (that includes all reflection and refraction signals), nt was set to 8192,
which makes an observation time of:
nt  dt  8192  0.02  164 sec

(3.8)
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Sampling Interval of Wavenumber (dk)

In the program readme files, dk is described as:
dk   max ( X max , source _ depth)

(3.9)

which would be /500 km = 0.0062 km. This value is too small, because the suitable range for dk
is 0.1–0.5. The default value is in the middle of this range (default dk  0.3 ). After empirical
testing, the most appropriate output is a sampling interval with a wavenumber of 0.2/km.

dk  0.2 km
Components (vertical, radial and transverse)

The output of the synthetic seismogram program is the ground motion time series for the three
components of motion: vertical (z), radial (r), and transverse (t). Because of the particular focal
mechanism that was chosen and its associated radiation pattern, the majority of the ground
motion appears on the radial component. This can be seen in the high (maximal) amplitudes on
the radial component, and on very small amplitudes (close to zero) on the transverse component.
Building the arithmetic mean (am) of the horizontal components would lead to a radial
component-dominated output. This report provides an overview of all components, but places
emphasis on the radial component.
Default Parameters

Several parameters are assigned default values in the program:
$smth = 1;

# densify the output samples by a factor of smth.

$src = 2;
0=explosion.

#

$sigma = 2;

# small imaginary frequency, in 1/T, 2-3.

$kmax = 15.;

# max wavenumber at w=0, in 1/h, 10-30.

$pmin = 0.;

# max. phase velocity, in 1/vs, 0 the best.

$pmax = 1.;

# min. phase velocity, in 1/vs.

$taper = 0;
0=off.

# for low-pass filter, to suppress high frequencies, 0-1,

($f1,$f2) = (0,0);

# for high-pass filter transition band, in Hz.

$tb=50;

# number of samples before the first arrival.

$flat=0;

# Earth flattening transformation.

$r_depth = 0.;

# receiver depth.

$updn = 0;

# 1=down-going wave only; -1=up-going wave only.

source
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type,

2=double

couple;

1=single

force;

For more explanations of these default parameters, see Section 5.1.
3.10.2 Computation of PSA
The PSA was computed for 5 % damping using a publicly available FORTAN routine [Boore
2012]. The code accepts input in terms of periods rather than frequencies. The frequency range
therefore has to be converted to the period range. The PSA was calculated up to the Nyquist
frequency of the time series (25 Hz). The range for PSA calculation was set to periods from
0.04–10 sec (frequencies: 250.1 Hz).
The sampling rate was not linear, but logarithmic. For each logarithmic range of periods
(0.01–0.1, 0.1–1, and 1–10 sec), there were the same amount of samples. The sample amount in
general should be high, so that the resolution is also high and no interpolation is necessary. The
number of samples used herein was 300. More details on the code and computations are
presented in Section 5.2.
3.11

DESCRIPTION OF CRITERIA

The criteria used to define what were considered to be significant differences in ground motion
are listed below, as adopted from EPRI [1993].
1. The differences in the medians must be significant at the 95% confidence level.
2. The difference in the medians must be greater than 20%.
3. Criteria 1 and 2 must be met for three consecutive distances and frequencies, and the
polarity of the difference in the medians must also be consistent over this distance and
frequency range. (For this analysis, the distance criterion corresponds to a 30-km
range.)
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4

Calculation and Analysis Method

This chapter summarizes the computation procedures used to develop PSA distributions from
ground motion simulations. For clarity, the current chapter only refers to simulations completed
with the FK code [Zhu 2012], but the same post-processing tools were used in conjunction with
the simulations from hspec96 [Herrmann 2013a; 2013b]. An extensive software package was
developed in PYTHON to streamline the computations and to generate a series of analysis
products including statistics summarized in tables and plots. This chapter describes the key parts
of the computation process, including a summary of the PYTHON code output. The different
analysis products are then introduced to facilitate the interpretation of results, which are
presented in Chapters 5 and 6 for each of the simulation methods.
4.1

ACCELERATION TIME SERIES

4.1.1 Simulations Code
In simple terms, there are three steps in the computation of synthetic seismograms (see Figure
4.1):
1. Definition of seismic parameters for the input model (crustal seismic velocity
structure).
2. Calculation of Green’s functions (including reflection coefficients,/reflectivity) using
acoustic impedance (i.e., density times velocity).
3. Convolution of reflectivity and source signal to obtain the synthetic seismogram.
The first step was accomplished by the regionalization study (Sections 3.1–3.3). The second and
third steps were executed using the computer code FK developed by Zhu [2012], as described
below.
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Figure 4.1

Steps used in the computation of a synthetic seismogram [Kearey et al. 2002].

Calculating Green’s Function using “Fk.pl” [Zhu, 2012]

fk.pl -Mmodel/depth[/f] [-D] [-Hf1/f2] [-Nnt/dt/smth/dk/taper] [-Ppmin/pmax[/kmax]] [-Rrdep]
[-SsrcType] [-Uupdn] [-Xcmd] distances
- M: model name and source depth in km.
f invokes Earth flattening (off).
The model has the following format (in units of km, km/sec, g/cm3): thickness, Vs, Vp, rho, Q0,

rho=0.77 + 0.32*Vp if not specified.
If the first layer thickness is zero, it represents the top elastic half-space. Otherwise, the
top half-space is assumed to be a vacuum and does not need to be specified. The last
layer (i.e. the bottom half space) thickness should always be zero.
-D: use degrees instead of km (off).
-H: apply a high-pass filter with a cosine transition zone between freq. f1 and f2 in Hz ($f1/$f2).
-N: nt is the number of points in the seismogram, must be 2N ($nft). Note that nt=1 will compute
static displacements (require st_fk compiled). nt=2 will compute static displacements using the
dynamic solution.
dt is the sampling interval ($dt sec).
smth makes the final sampling interval to be dt/smth, must be 2N ($smth).
dk is the non-dimensional sampling interval of wavenumber ($dk).
taper applies a low-pass cosine filter at fc=(1-taper)*f_Niquest ($taper).
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-P: specify the min. and max. slownesses in term of 1/vs_at_the_source ($pmin/$pmax) and
optionally kmax at zero frequency in term of 1/hs ($kmax).
-R: receiver depth ($r_depth). -S: 0=explosion; 1=single force; 2=double couple ($src).
-U: 1=down-going wave only; -1=up-going wave only ($updn).
-X: write the input to cmd for debugging ($fk).
The output is the surface displacement (in SAC format for the dynamic case and ASCII
file for the static case), in the components in the following order: vertical (UP), radial, and
tangential (counterclockwise) for n=0, 1, 2 (i.e. Z0, R0, T0, Z1, etc.). Assuming V in km/s, rho in
g/cm3, and thickness in km, the units are10-20 cm/(dyne cm) for double couple source and
explosion;
Calculating Synthetic Seismograms from Green’s Function using “Syn”

syn -Mmag([[/Strike/Dip]/Rake]|/Mxx/Mxy/Mxz/Myy/Myz/Mzz) –Aazimuth ([-SsrcFunctionName
| -Ddura[/rise]] [-Ff1/f2[/n]] [-I | -J] -OoutName.z -GFirstCompOfGreen | -P)
-M: Specify source magnitude and orientation or the moment-tensor
For double-couple, mag is Mw, strike/dip/rake are in A&R convention
For explosion; mag is in dyne-cm, and no strike, dip, and rake are needed
For single-force source; mag is in dyne, only strike and dip are needed
For moment-tensor; mag in dyne-cm, x=N,y=E,z=Down
-A: Set station azimuth in degree measured from the North
-D: Specify the source time function as a trapezoid
give the total duration and rise-time (0-0.5, default 0.5=triangle)
-F: apply n-th order Butterworth band-pass filter, SAC lib required (off, n=4, must be < 10)
-G: Give the name of the first component of the FK Green function
-I: Integration once
-J: Differentiate the synthetics
-O: Output SAC file name
-P: Compute static displacement, input Green functions from stdin in the form distance Z45 R45
T45 ZDD RDD TDD ZSS RSS TSS [distance ZEX REX TEX]
The displacements will be output to stdout in the form of distance azimuth z r t
-Q: Convolve a Futterman Q operator of tstar (no)
-S: Specify the SAC file name of the source time function (its sum. must be 1)
As before, the output is the surface displacement (in SAC format for the dynamic case
and ASCII file for the static case), produced by different seismic sources in the following order:
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vertical (UP), radial, and tangential (counterclockwise) for n=0, 1, 2 (i.e. Z0, R0, T0, Z1, etc.).
Their units are (assume v in km/s, rho in g/cm3, thickness in km):


cm

for displacement



cm/s

for velocity



cm/s2

for acceleration

4.1.2 Using the Simulations Code
Calculating Green’s Function using “Fk.pl”

fk.pl -M$model/$dep/f -N$nt/$dt/1/$dk 1.000 1.111 1.234 1.371 …
The parameters are:
$model

= V(z), Q(f) input model

EAST_CST, APPALACH, CENTRALS,
GULF_TRC

$dep

= source depth

5, 10, 20, 30 km

f

= triggers earth flattening

nt

= number of samples

8192

dt

= sampling interval of time

0.02 (50 Hz–fNyquist = 25 Hz)

dk

= sampling interval of wavenumber 0.2

1 … 500

= log-spaced distances in km

Calculating Synthetic Seismograms from Green’s Function using “Syn”

syn -M$mw/$str/$dip/$rake -A$azi -D$dur -J -G$gf
-O$dir/$model'_dep'$dep'_'dist$current_dist'_'z
The parameters are:
$mw

= focal magnitude

6

$str

= strike

180°

$dip

= dip

45°

$rake

= rake

90°

$azi

= station azimuth in degrees
measured from the North

90°

$dur

= total duration and rise-time

4s

-J

= option to differentiate the synthetics, from velocity to acceleration time series

-G

= name of the first component of the FK Green function

-O

= Output SAC file name

$model'_dep'$dep'_'dist$current_dist'_'z
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The output of the synthetic seismogram computation contains 60 files, one for each of the
60 distances calculated for each earthquake source. This study computed four different source
depths, each with three components (vertical, radial, and transverse), thus obtaining 720 files for
each crustal seismic velocity-depth model.
4.2

5%-DAMPED PSA

Boore’s FORTRAN programs [2012] were used to calculate PSA. This collection provides
comprehensive options for converting formats, data processing, and other time series
subroutines. The acceleration time series had to be converted into a file format suitable for
Boore’s software programs. This data format is called the SMC-format, which is a useful format
for saving strong-motion time series. It uses ASCII character codes and provides text, integer,
and real headers, followed by a block of comments, and then the data is written in binary SAC
format [Boore 2012].


sac2smc (the program to reformat the SAC files into the SMC-format)

Used control file:
! Control file for SAC2SMC ! first line
! Name of summary file:
sum.sac2smc
! Xfactr
! 1.0e-7 ! convert nanometers to cm (assume SAC data is in nanometers)
!Input file name ("stop" in any column to quit):
APPALACH_dep05_dist1.000_r
APPALACH_dep05_dist1.000_t
APPALACH_dep05_dist1.000_z
APPALACH_dep05_dist1.111_r
...
STOP
The output unit from FK is displacement (cm). Hence there is no need to convert the unit
(line 5 of the code), and there is no problem in processing all multiple files at once.


smc2rs (a program to calculate spectral ground motion from time series)

Used control file:
! Control file for program SMC2RS
! Use smc2rs2 for RS computed at a fixed set of periods up to 15 s
! Revision of program involving a change in the control file on this date:
03/06/10
! Summary file name:
sum.smc2rs
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! Use PEER NGA periods? (y/n)
n
!Use tabulated periods? (y/n)
n
! If "y" above: Number of periods, followed by the periods:
! If "n" above: Periods for response spectra (nperiods log spaced from per_low to
per_high):
! Note: need two lines as placeholders if the PEER NGA periods are used.
300
0.04 10.0
! Damping values (ndamp, damp(1), damp(2), ..., damp(ndamp)):
1 0.05
! t4mean (removes a mean from the whole record, where the mean is determined from t =
0 to
t = t4mean. If t4mean = 0.0 the mean of the whole record is used, and if t4mean
< 0, no mean is removed. NOTE: need entries even if the parameter is not used (because
read info use listdirected (unformatted) input). Note that if working with a
processed record that includes the complete time series produced by the processing
(e.g., the padded time series for acausal
filtering or the post-processing baseline
corrected time series produced from pad-stripped or
pass-through data in the first
NGA project), it is inadvisable to remove the mean as this may
produce unintended
distortions at long periods; in this case set t4mean < 0.0. If the record is pad-stripped,
however, as provided by most data centers, without post-processing to remove
drifts
in displacement, a mean determined from the overall record probably should be removed.
But in this case the displacement will probably be inaccurate (compared to the
displacement derived from the padded, filtered acceleration time series), it may be that a
better approach is to specify the initial Velocity and displacement of the record - I am
working on that (11/26/10):
-10.0
! Xfactr, used to lengthen time series to max(tend_in, xfactr per_high) Note that this is a
relic from a time when I thought that this would be an important parameter. In fact,
adding zeros to
the input acceleration trace usually leads to an effective step in
baseline and consequently a disastrous increase in long period response. In almost all
cases xfactr should be set to 0.0.
Because the oscillator response for a long period is
close to the ground displacement, extending the time series is not needed unless the
displacement has unbounded growth, in which case the
long-period
oscillator
response is meaningless
0.0
! character string to append to filename to make the output filename:
.psa
!tskip tlength
0.0 400.0
!accel_file names
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! ("STOP" in any column, any case, to quit)
APPALACH_dep05_dist1.000_r.smc
APPALACH_dep05_dist1.000_t.smc
APPALACH_dep05_dist1.000_z.smc
APPALACH_dep05_dist1.111_r.smc
…
STOP
The periods used for this work were sampled between 0.0410 sec, with a total number
of 300 discrete periods (see Section 3.9.2). One damping value of 5% was used. It was not
necessary to remove the mean because the data is synthetic and had already been demeaned.
The result for each acceleration time series (file name listed in the control file) was an
eight-column output file in ASCII format, containing 300 periods (per), frequencies (freq) and
response spectra: relative displacement response spectrum (sd), pseudo-absolute response
spectral velocity (pv), pseudo-absolute response spectral acceleration (pa), relative velocity
response spectrum (rv), absolute response spectral acceleration (aa) and peak ground acceleration
(ag). Important to this study is (pa), the 5%-damped PSA.
4.3

ARRANGING, ILLUSTRATING, AND COMPARING DATA USING PYTHON

PYTHON is an object-oriented programming language for which a wide variety of open-source
libraries are available. As such, PYTHON consists in a versatile tool for data processing,
computations and plot generation. A PYTHON script was used to reorganize and format the large
amount of data into a more manageable set of files.
### ARRANGING RESPONSE SPECTRA DATA
Amount of PSA files: 2880
Arranging ...
Saving ...
Amount of new files: 960
In object-oriented programming terms, a class is defined by its parameters (akin to variables or
“data”) and by its methods (i.e., functions or sub-routines used to modify the “data”). The PSA
class contains the following parameters and methods:


Parameters:
o Region

e.g., Appalachians

string

o Region abbreviation

e.g., APP, CNA

string

o Focal depth

e.g., 5, 10, 20

integer

o Frequencies,

[…]

list
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o Distances

[…]

o Psa_data

.r, .t, .z, .am

list
[…]

list

Methods of illustration:



o Attenuation plot,

plotVsDistance()

1D

o Scatter plot,

plotScatter()

2D

o Contour plot,

plotContour()

2D

Methods of comparison:
o Statistical distribution,

plotHistogram()

o Moving average,

1D

o Mean difference,

2D

The methods listed above form the conceptual basis used in the analyses. Results for both
simulations codes summarized in Chapters 5 and 6 refer to these methods. In order to avoid unnecessary repetitions in each chapter, the methods are described in the following sections.
4.4

METHODS OF ILLUSTRATION

The ground motions were initially computed for epicentral distances to the source (as specified
for FK [Zhu 2012]). For illustration and data analysis, it is common to use hypocentral distances.
A limit was placed on events at a hypocentral distance of 1.5 * focal depth to avoid using data
strongly influenced by the source radiation pattern; this reduces the number of seismogram
distances used from 60 to 43 distances or less (depending on the focal depth). In addition, the
number of frequencies was reduced from the original set of 300 frequencies (within the range of
0.1 to 25 Hz) to 200 frequencies. Table 4.1 summarizes the number of PSA values (for each
region) as a function of the focal depth. The methods of illustration summarized below were used
to visualize the PSA values coming out of the simulation results.
Table 4.1

PSA-matrix dimensions dependent on focal depth (distance × frequency).

Focal depth

5 km

10 km

20 km

30 km

PSA-matrix dimensions
(distance × frequency)

43 x 200

37 x 200

30 x 200

26 x 200

Attenuation Plot

An illustration of PSA attenuation with distance is shown in Figure 4.2. This specific case is for
an event with a focal depth of 5 km and shows the attenuation of PSA for frequencies of about
1.5, 3, 5, 10, and 20 Hz for the CNA region. High-amplitude reflections of the seismic waves at
the Moho can be observed at a hypocentral distance of about 50 km, where the attenuation rate
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decays relative to closer distances. This type of plot is ideal for a small dataset or for a quick
assessment of PSA, but it is not practical for comparing large amounts of data. Attenuation plots
were mostly used to verify computations and to better understand trends observed in other types
of plots. In contrast, Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show scatter and contour plots, which are a better
representation for the larger, aggregated datasets.

Figure 4.2

5%-damped PSA for different frequencies (1.5, 3, 5, 10, 15, and 20 Hz)
within CNA for an event with a source depth of 5 km.

Scatter Plot

The scatter plot (Figure 4.3) shows color-coded PSA values in a map space defined by frequency
and hypocentral distance. The PSA for each frequency-distance pair is represented by a colored
symbol (circle). Those 43 × 200 circles are clearly separated on the X-axis for distances >10 km;
they are overlapping on this axis for distances closer than 10 km and are also overlapping on the
Y-axis. The scatter plot shows the raw data without smoothing or interpolation.
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Figure 4.3

Scatter plot showing unsmoothed and not interpolated ground response
of an earthquake at 5 km depth and within the CNA region; PSA is plotted
as the third dimension.

Contour Plot

The same data illustrated in Figure 4.3 is shown as a contour plot in Figure 4.4 The illustration
looks much smoother, but the data is neither smoothed, nor interpolated. One can easily visualize
that increasing the size of the PSA symbols in the scatter plot will lead to the contour plot. Both
2D plots (Figures 4.3 and 4.4) present the same information, but the contour plot lacks the visual
discontinuities and is easier to interpret.
This illustration of PSA is quite effective. Using a 2D illustration of the PSA data, a much
larger set of data can be shown with fewer figures (compared to the attenuation plots). Only four
plots are needed to show the distance and frequency-dependent PSA distribution within one
region (in this case, the CNA region); one plot per focal depths. For all the contour plots in this
report, the PSA color bar scheme is fixed and ranges from 10-4 to 10-1g to allow direct
comparisons between simulation sets (i.e. different regions and/or focal depths).
For the specific set of simulations shown on Figure 4.4 (CNA region, 5 km focal depth),
the highest PSA is around 0.1–0.3g, which occurs at frequencies between 10–20 Hz and at
hypocentral distances between 7.5 and 12 km. The PSA decreases with distance and is reduced to
about 4 X 10-4g at distances of 500 km. The lower the frequency, the lower the PSA; the rate of
attenuation is also frequency-dependent. At distances of 60–100 km and at all frequencies above
2 Hz, the Moho reflections become prominent, which causes an increase in PSA. This effect is
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more pronounced for higher frequencies. From about 7.5 to 12 km for frequencies larger than 2
Hz or so, there is a band of higher energy. This is caused by strong reflections from the bottom of
the uppermost crustal layer.

Figure 4.4

4.5

Contour plot showing unsmoothed and un-interpolated ground response
of an earthquake at a depth of 5 km within the CNA region; PSA is plotted
as the third dimension.

METHODS OF COMPARISON

The methods of comparison are used to identify and quantify differences in attenuation between
the different CENA regions in terms of the natural log of PSA, ln(PSA). This is accomplished by
comparing the distributions of ln(PSA) for a subset of binned data (bins defined by frequency
and distance ranges) between regions. Ideally, a set of profiles representing the expected profile
variability within each region should be defined and simulations run for each profile. Because
some regions are relatively small and do not have a large number of profiles available, this was
not possible. The comparisons are using CNA as the reference region to determine whether the
attenuation in a region is similar or different from that of CNA. This forms the basis for grouping
the tested region with CNA or assigning it to a different attenuation group. The CNA is the
largest of the regions considered and had the most velocity profiles available. Based on the
distributions shown in Chapter 3, a range of alternate profiles could be defined for that region.
The analyses described below are based on the following: (1) the ln(PSA) variability of all
regions is assumed similar to that of the CNA region (for which a range of alternate profiles was
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considered) and (2) for a subset of binned data, ln(PSA) follows a distribution close to a normal
distribution. This second assumption was verified and judged acceptable for comparison
purposes.
4.5.1 CNA Alternate Profiles
This section describes the series of alternate crustal models defined for CNA. The layer boundary
and velocity sensitivity tests are an important step in estimating the influence of boundary and
velocity variations relative to the representative profile. A range of uncertainty was estimated for
each layer using the 2D histogram shown in Figure 3.11(b).
Figure 4.5(a) shows the velocity variations considered (layer thicknesses are fixed). The
variations range between -0.2 and + 0.4 km/sec. The velocity range was set to be asymmetric to
avoid very low velocity zones within the crust. Models with variations were calculated one at a
time. Figure 4.5(b) shows the variations of the layer boundary depth with respect to the
representative model (layer velocities are fixed). The modifications are symmetrical and in the
range of 6 km. This study considers eighteen crustal velocity models, whereby each model has
only one modification at a time.

Figure 4.5

(a) Alternative velocity profiles modifying P-wave velocity with fixed layer
boundary depths; and (b) alternative seismic velocity profiles modifying
layer thickness (i.e., boundary depths) with fixed layer velocities.
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Figure 4.6

Representative and alternative velocity profiles on top of the available seismic velocity profiles for CNA, as
shown in Figure 3.11.
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Figure 4.7

(a) Representative and alternative crustal models on top of the selected velocity profiles of CNA. Additionally,
box-and-whiskers for seismic velocity uncertainties with box interval of 25% and whiskers (blue “error bars”)
at  45% (black line within the box represents the median); and (b) box-and-whiskers without the velocity
profiles.
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Figure 4.7(a) shows box-and-whiskers plots of the selected velocity profiles for CNA.
The profiles are plotted in the background. The boxes are placed every 5 km; if the box is at 7.5
km depth, the box shows the velocities between 5 to 10 km. Fifty percent of the profiles can be
found within the box, with a median marked as the black line. The whiskers encompass a range
of 5% to 95%, where 90% of the velocity profiles lie. Figure 4.7(b) shows box-and-whiskers
plots and superimposed are our preferred representative profile and two alternatives. It is evident
that the selected representative profile lies completely within the box and very often very close to
the median, with two depth intervals being congruent (15–20 and 25–30 km). There are 18
alternative crustal structures for the CNA region as well, which offer 18 additional ground
motion patterns. These alternatives were combined to form a matrix with a dimension of 43
distances × 200 frequencies (at focal depth 5 km), and 18 ln(PSA) values assigned to each
distance-frequency pair (hence 43 × 200 × 18 values).
All the regions are associated with their own representative profile, as defined in Chapter
3. The short-hand REGRep is used to represent ln(PSA) from the representative profile, where
REG is replaced with the appropriate three-letter acronym of the specific region referenced. The
CNA is the only region to have ln(PSA) associated with simulations from the suite of alternate
profiles defined above. These ln(PSA) values are referred to as CNAAlt. This notation is used in
the following sections and clarified for each comparison method, as appropriate.
Statistical Distribution

The PSA domain shown in Figure 4.4 was subdivided into smaller bins, summarized in Table
4.2. The same bins are illustrated on the contour plot in Figure 4.5.
Table 4.2

Distance and frequency bands of interest for statistical analyses.
Distances (km)

Frequencies (Hz)

35–70

0.5–1; 5–10

70–140

0.5–1; 5–10

140–280

0.5–1; 5–10

280–500

0.5–1; 5–10
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Figure 4.8

The PSA distribution overlaid by a grid showing the distance and
frequency bands of interest.

The two frequency groups were selected to represent relatively low frequencies (0.51
Hz) and high frequencies (510 Hz). As shown on Figure 4.5, those two groups show systematic
differences in the rate of attenuation, with the low frequencies attenuating more slowly than the
high frequencies with distance. The distance bins were defined to capture (1) the important
features of the Moho reflections, which generally occur in the distance range of 40120 km and
(2) the effect of anelastic attenuation (Q) at distance larger than 70120 km. Basically, the
selected distance and frequency bins are used to disaggregate the contour plots into data subsets
where differences are expected between regions. The selected binning also allows an easier
interpretation of general trends of attenuation with respect to distance and frequency.
Histograms of ln(PSA) for those selected distance and frequency bins are used to
compare PSA within CNA and across regions (see example shown in Figure 4.6). Essential
variables for this analysis are the mean and standard deviation for each logarithmic normal
distribution.
The histogram illustrated in Figure 4.6 shows the distributions of ln(PSA) values of two
datasets defined in the 35–70 km distance for a 5-km-deep source and the 5–10 Hz frequency
band. The green colored bars show the ln(PSA) values for the CNA representative model
(CNARep), while the transparent white colored bars show the distribution for the alternative
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models considered (CNAAlt), which are intended to represent the uncertainty within the region.
Note that the light green color originates from the overlying of the transparent white on top of
the green distribution (there is no third distribution). The top right corner of the plot provides the
mean () and the standard deviation () from both distributions. The mean and standard
deviation terms are always associated with the distribution of ln(PSA). The abbreviations are
explained in Table 4.3.

Figure 4.9

ln(PSA) distribution from CNA’s representative and alternative models.
The histogram shows the ln(PSA)-values of the 70–140 km distance and
the 5–10 Hz frequency bin. The top right corner shows information about
the mean and the standard deviation of each distribution.
Table 4.3

Abbreviations of ln(PSA) for statistical distribution.

Abbreviations for lognormal PSA distribution

CNARep

and

 CNARep

 CNA Alt and  CNA Alt

REGRep

and

 REGRep

Explanation
 and  define the log-normal distribution of PSA-values within a distance and
frequency band as defined in Table 4.2.  and  are two digits. Used input data
are from the representative model of Central North America.
 and  define the log-normal distribution of PSA-values within a distance and
frequency band as defined in Table 4.2.  and  are two digits. Used input data
are from the alternative models of Central North America.
 and  define the log-normal distribution of PSA-values within a distance and
frequency band as defined in Table 4.2.  and  are two digits. Used input data
are from the representative model of a region, e.g., of the Appalachians
(REG=APP).
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The ground motion generated using the set of alternative velocity profiles includes the
uncertainty of ground motion within the CNA region itself. The CNARep and CNAAlt are -5.26
and -5.30, respectively, and CNARep and CNAAlt are 0.27 and 0.34, respectively. The means
of both distributions are very close. The ln(PSA) distribution from CNARep lies within the
broader distribution of CNAAlt, confirming that the representative profile accurately reflects the
velocity structure of the region in term of ground motions. It can also be confirmed that the same
is valid for the other distance and frequency bands and focal depths (see Appendix D). All
regions will be compared to CNA using  CNA Alt  and  CNA Alt  . Tables of  and  for each
region’s bins and focal depths can be found in Appendix D.
Moving Average on Attenuation Plots

One type of comparison between regions is performed in the attenuation plot space using a
moving window average. Figure 4.7 summarizes the moving window average process and Figure
4.8 shows an example set of results. Each of the black line on Figure 4.7 corresponds to a PSA
vector at a given distance (set of PSA values from a frequency range such as, for example, 5–10
Hz). For a focal depth of 5 km, there are 43 vectors for each of the 43 distances. The moving
window averages the data over three distances for the given frequency band, and assigns the
average PSA value (  ), and the standard deviation (  ) to the middle distance. This smoothing
process reduces the number of distances by a factor of two and leads to a maximum hypocentral
distance of 450 km. Applying the moving window to a region results in distance-dependent
vectors of  and  . The moving average method considers the ln(PSA) statistics over a
frequency band for a fixed distance, one distance at-a-time. This is referred to as a 1D statistics
approach.

Figure 4.10

Principle of computing the mean and standard deviation using a moving
window average over three distances and a frequency band.
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Figure 4.11

Comparison of ln(PSA) mean values for the representative crustal models
for the APP and CNA regions within the standard deviation of CNA
ground motion varieties using the alternative model. The method of
moving averages was used over three distances and for the frequency bin
5–10 Hz. The upper plot represents the difference of the PSA mean of the
two representative regions.

Table 4.4

Abbreviations of ln(PSA) for moving average method.

Abbreviations for moving
average method

Explanation

and  are PSA-vectors dependent on distance. They contain
PSA-values, averaged over distance and a frequency bin. Used
input data are from the representative model of Central North
America (CAN).
 and  are PSA-vectors dependent on distance. They contain
PSA-values, averaged over distance and a frequency bin. Used
input data are from the alternative models of Central North
America.
 and  are PSA-vectors dependent on distance. They contain
PSA-values, averaged over distance and a frequency bin. Used
input data are from the representative model of a region, e.g., of the
Appalachians (REG=APP).


CNARep and  CNARep

 CNA Alt and  CNA Alt

REGRep and  REGRep
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Figure 4.8 shows a comparison between the APP and CNA regions. The CNA Rep is
represented by a dashed black line, and the region’s standard deviation including the variability
due to the alternate profiles  CNA Alt is indicated through a beige shaded band with a width of
2. The ground motions of a given region (the APP region in this case) are always compared to
CNA. The values of  and  for other regions are displayed with a solid green line and the
whiskers also span the 2. range. The top plot on Figure 4.8 shows the differences of the means
between CNA Rep and the region considered. Table 4.4 shows abbreviations and definitions used
on moving average plots.
The criterion for deciding whether or not the ground motion of the four regions are
significantly different from those of CNA is whether or not the mean of a region lies within the
range of CNA Rep +/-  CNA Alt . If it does lie within this range, and the standard deviation is
also within  CNA Alt , then the region can be placed in the same attenuation group as CNA. If a
region’s mean is significantly different from  CNA Alt then that region most likely belongs to
another attenuation group.
Mean Difference (Normalized Mean Difference Method)

The application of the method called mean difference consists of three steps:
1. compute the mean difference between a region and CNA:

REG Rep  CNARep
2. compute the standard deviation of CNAAlt:
 CNAAlt
3. normalize the mean difference by the standard deviation from CNAAlt:

 REGRe p  CNARe p
 CNAAlt

(4.1)

In the mean difference method, the statistics include data for both dimensions of the
frequencydistance bins. This is referred to as a 2D statistics method. This 2D method results in
matrices of the mean difference (step one from above, Figure 4.9) and a matrix of the standard
deviation for CNAAlt (step two from above, Figure 4.10). The final matrix comes from equation
4.1. Both matrices involved in Equation 4.1 have the same dimensions and the subtraction and
division of the two matrices are made “point by point” (Figure 4.11).
The criterion for whether or not the ground motions of the four regions are significantly
different from those of CNA is whether or not the mean of a region lies within the range of
CNA Rep +/-  CNA Alt . If the majority of the 2D map (Figure 4.11) fulfills the following
constraint:
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 REG Rep  CNA Rep
 CNA Alt

1

(4.2)





then the mean of the representative region REG Rep lies mostly within the standard deviation
of CNA Alt and the region can be placed in the same attenuation group as CNA. If the majority
of the 2D map does not fulfill Equation (4.2), but rather the following relation:

 REG Rep  CNA Rep
 CNA Alt

1

(4.3)

then the region’s mean is significantly outside of  CNA Alt and the region most likely belongs to
an alternative attenuation group.
Table 4.5

Abbreviations of ln(PSA) for mean differences, normalized by the CNA
standard deviation.

Abbreviations for normed
mean difference

CNARep

and

 CNARep

Explanation
 and  are PSA-matrices. They contain PSA-values, averaged over distance,
but not over frequency. Used input data are from the representative model of
Central North America.

 CNA Alt and  CNA Alt

 and  are PSA-matrices. They contain PSA-values, averaged over distance,
but not over frequency. Used input data are from the alternative models of Central
North America.

REGRep

 and  are PSA-matrices. They contain PSA-values, averaged over distance,
but not over frequency. Used input data are from the representative model of a
region, e.g., of the Appalachians (REG=APP).

and

 REGRep

Figure 4.9 shows an example of difference in the means, which was obtained by
subtracting the mean of CNA from the APP mean. Figure 4.10 shows the standard deviation of
the ground motions for the 18 alternative models of CNA. It is assumed that the other regions
have the same variability as CNA. The range of  CNA Alt is mostly between 0.1 and 0.3
ln(PSA), reflecting a difference of 1030%. Figure 4.11 shows the final product of the
comparison between the APP and CNA regions using the normalized difference method. The plot
is mainly characterized by normalized mean differences spanning the -1 and 1 range. At larger
distances there are values slightly greater than 1 and a few are slightly lower than -1. A ratio of -1
or 1 implies that the difference of the means of CNA and the region being compared is as high as
the standard deviation (including the alternative models); therefore, the difference is therefore
within the uncertainty for the CNA region. If one projects this statement to the moving window
method, a ratio between -1 and 1 implies that the mean of the region (i.e., the APP region,
continuous green line) lies within the standard deviation of CNA (alternative models are shown
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as beige shaded area). If the ratio is outside this interval, the mean line (continuous green line)
lies outside the uncertainty of CNA (beige shaded band). As shown on Figure 4.11, the
distribution of ln(PSA) from the APP region fit very well within the values for CNA. Thus, the
mean values of PSA for the representative crustal models are relatively close. Considering an
event with a focal depth of 5 km, the percentage of APP ratios (percentage of the area in Figure
4.11) that fulfill Equation (4.1) is 91.2%.

Figure 4.12

Difference of mean PSA: compared is the APP region to can region at an
event’s focal depth of 5 km. Contour lines are at -0.6, -0.3, 0.3, and 0.6.
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Figure 4.13

Standard deviation for CNA using all alternative models for this region at
an event’s focal depth of 5 km. Contour lines are at 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4.

Figure 4.14

Difference of mean PSA normed by standard deviation (STD). Compared
is the APP region to can region for an event with a focal depth of 5 km.
Mean PSA values range between -5 and 5.
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5

Results: Frequency-Independent Q

This chapter presents samples results from intermediate products generates with the program FK
and summarizes the results from computations described in Chapter 5, for all the regions.
5.1

SYNTHETIC TIME SERIES

Sample synthetic time series generated with FK [Zhu 2012] are shown in Figures 5.15.7. While
Figures 5.1–5.3 show traces of displacement (for easy comparison of waveforms), Figures
5.45.7 show record sections of radial velocity. The horizontal radial component shows the
highest amplitudes of ground motion, whereas the transverse component, because of the chosen
focal mechanism and azimuth of stations (Sections 3.5 and 3.10), shows almost no displacement
(Figure 5.1). A sample set of time series for all regions is shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.3 for two
different distances of a 5-km-deep source. Waveforms in Figure 5.2 are quite similar due to the
shallow earthquake source and relatively close distance. More regional differences are visible in
Figure 5.3; the 54 km distance allows a few more reflections to affect the time series. Additional
record sections show synthetic ground velocity caused by earthquakes with focal depths of 5 km
and 30 km, respectively, within the CNA and MEM regions (Figures 5.45.7).
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Figure 5.1

Displacement for components vertical, radial, and transverse for the APP
region at a hypocentral distance of 21 km for an event with a focal depth
of 5 km.

Figure 5.2

Radial displacement for all regions at a hypocentral distance of 21 km for
an event with a focal depth of 5 km.
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Figure 5.3

Radial displacement for all regions at a hypocentral distance of 54 km for
an event with a focal depth of 5 km.

Figure 5.4

Record section of the radial component for CNA for an event with a focal
depth of 5 km.
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Figure 5.5

Record section of the radial component for CNA for an event with a focal
depth of 30 km.

Figure 5.6

Record section of the radial component for the MEM region for an event
with a focal depth of 5 km.
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Figure 5.7

5.2

Record section of the radial component for the MEM region for an event
with a focal depth of 5 km.

5%-DAMPED PSA

Figures 5.85.10 show ground motions as attenuation plots, PSA versus distance, for CNA. The
illustrations show the attenuation dependence on frequency (ca. 1.5, 3, 5, 10, 15, and 20 Hz) for
different focal depths. A comparison of the four regions at a frequency of 5 Hz for different focal
depths can be found in Appendix D (Figures D.1D4). The APP, ACP, and the MEM regions
show strong Moho reflections starting at 45–80 km hypocentral distance for all four focal depths.
The most significant differences in ground motions between the regions lie within a 70–140 km
distance.
Figures 5.115.14 show the 2D PSA distribution for all regions for a hypocentral distance
range of 1.5 * focal depth–500 km and a frequency range of 0.5–20 Hz. Figure 5.11 illustrates
the distribution of ground motion for an event with a focal depth of 5 km in each of the four
regions: the ACP, the APP, MEM region shows a clear difference in PSA at frequencies > 3 Hz
and distances within the ranges of 30–70 and 80–160 km. Note that within the first distance
range there are higher accelerations, and in the second range there are relatively low
accelerations. This is also partly visible in the attenuation plot in Figure D.1 for 5 Hz. For lower
frequencies, the PSA of the MEM region does not look significantly different in comparison with
the other regions.
Similar patterns can be observed for an event with a focal depth of 10 km. The MEM
region shows higher accelerations at frequencies > 1 Hz and a distance range of 30–60 km in
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comparison with the other regions; at a distance range of 60–120 km, the MEM region shows
slighter lower accelerations (c.f., Figure D.2) The ACP shows distance-dependent increasing of
PSA-values at hypocentral distances of 80, 105, and 160 km.
For an event with a focal depth of 5 km, the CNA and the APP regions show relatively
good agreement in amplitude versus distance of PSA. Within the APP region there are slightly
higher PSA values at a distance of 60  5 km at frequencies >10 Hz. This is also true at a
hypocentral distance of about 160 km, where the distance-dependent distribution of PSA values
is more limited to frequencies of approximately 1.1 Hz. The MEM region shows increased
values at a distance of 50–80 km at frequencies between 2 and 6 Hz. The PSA distribution also
shows significant differences at hypocentral distances of about 160 and 200 km compared to the
other three regions. After 220 km (frequency > 4 Hz), the PSA decreases to an amplitude of 10-3,
while the other regions experience this amplitude at distances of 240–260 km (APP) and 260–
280 km (CNA). The ACP shows a different pattern than the other three regions. In general, the
accelerations are higher and the amplitude-distance pattern tends to be different (especially at
frequencies > 5 Hz). The ACP also shows a significant influence of the focal depth. As shown in
Section 3.2, the ACP’s representative crustal structure contains a layer boundary at a depth of
20.5 km. This layer boundary and the focal depth of 20 km result in stronger theoretical ground
motions at closer distances. This is due to the strong reflection of waves from this layer
boundary. The direct waves (directly going upward from the source) and the reflected waves
from the 20.5 km interface (going upward with just a slight delay with respect to the direct
waves) interfere, causing high amplitudes. This interference changes significantly the theoretical
ground motion pattern. Although there was an attempt to prevent these extreme source-reflector
interactions, this case remained in the simulations. All cases with a source very close to a
boundary would lead to similar conclusions and are not very helpful in explaining regional
differences.
Figure 5.14 shows the response spectral acceleration for all the regions for an event with
a focal depth of 30 km. As before, the MEM region shows a band of high PSA values at the
distance range of 50–80 km and at frequencies > 4 Hz. There are also significant differences in
the theoretical amplitudes at hypocentral distances of 160  40 km and low frequencies (0.5–3
Hz).
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Figure 5.8

PSA for different frequencies (ca. 1.5, 3, 5, 10, 15, and 20 Hz) within CNA
for an event at 10 km depth.

Figure 5.9

PSA for different frequencies (ca. 1.5, 3, 5, 10, 15, and 20 Hz) within the
CNA region for an event at 20 km depth.
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Figure 5.10

PSA for different frequencies (ca. 1.5, 3, 5, 10, 15, and 20 Hz) within the
CNA region for an event at 30 km depth.
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Figure 5.11

The PSA for the ACP, APP, CNA, and MEM regions for an event with focal depth of 5 km.
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Figure 5.12

The PSA for the ACP, APP, CNA, and MEM regions for an event with a focal depth of 10 km.
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Figure 5.13

The PSA for the ACP, APP, CNA, and MEM regions for an event with a focal depth of 20 km.
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Figure 5.14

The PSA for the ACP, APP, CNA, and MEM regions for an event with a focal depth of 30 km.
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5.3

CONSIDERATION OF PROFILE VARIABILITY EFFECTS ON GROUND
MOTION DISTRIBUTIONS

This section presents key results of PSA attenuation and distribution for the CNA alternative
models. Figure 5.15 and 5.16 show the attenuation of PSA with distance at a frequency of 5 Hz.
Illustrated are all 18 attenuation curves for the alternative crustal models. A clear pattern emerges
at a focal depth of 5 km: up to a hypocentral distance of 40 km the curves are relatively close and
parallel to each other. Between 40 and 140 km the curves separate, which is caused by the Moho
reflections. At distances greater than 140 km, the PSA curves approach each other again and
seem to show similar attenuation. This trend with three distinct attenuation zones is also visible
for an event’s focal depth of 10 km (Figure 5.16). This pattern is less distinct for a focal depth of
20 km (Figure 5.17), but it is prominent again for a source focal depth of 30 km (Figure 5.18).
These trends are consistent with the focal depth location relative to the main reflectors depths.
The PSA distributions are shown in Figures 5.195.23 for different distance and
frequency bins, and for focal depths of 5 and 10 km. Figures 5.19 shows the 35–70 km and 5–10
Hz bin. The trends in distribution and the means are very close while the standard deviation
within CNAAlt is broader than the one for CNARep (differenceAlt-Rep: 0.019), as expected. Looking
at the same focal depth and frequency bin, but for the 70–140 km distance bin that includes the
arrival of the Moho reflection (Figure 5.20), one observes a much broader difference in standard
deviations for CNA (differenceAlt-Rep: 0.077). For a lower frequency band (Figure 5.21), the
widths of the two PSA distributions are similar (differenceAlt-Rep: 0.006). The distribution also
shifts to lower values and is narrower (smaller standard deviation) for the lower frequency band
(Figure 5.21), relative to the higher frequency band (Figure 5.20).
For an event with a focal depth of 10 km the same pattern is visible (Figure 5.22 and 5.23
for high and low frequencies, respectively). Here again, the means of the two distributions within
a given figure are very close. For higher frequencies, the distributions of the alternative crustal
model’s PSA values within the Moho-distance bin are much wider than the ones for the
representative model (differenceAlt-Rep: 0.055). For the lower frequency band, the distribution of
CNAAlt still shows a bigger width than the one for CNARep (differenceAlt-Rep: 0.018), but less
broad than what is observed at higher frequencies.
Table D.1 in Appendix D tabulates all the means and standard deviations for CNA
(CNARep and CNAAlt) within each distance and frequency band. Additional distributions are
presented in Figures D.7D12.
In general, the differences of the means of the two distributions are very small. The
absolute differences are within the range 0.003 to 0.068, but are generally less than 0.03. The
exception is for the focal depth of 30 km within the 35–70 km distance bin. However, due to the
reduced number of samples (PSA available from 45 km = 1.5 * focal depth) within this bin, the
statistics may not be reliable. The means for this limited dataset have absolute differences of 0.5–
0.8. Nevertheless, the representative PSA-distribution consistently lies within the alternative
distribution.
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The differences of the standard deviations generally follow a distinct pattern: the higher
the frequency band, the higher the differences between results from the representative and
alternative profiles. The largest differences are within the 70–140 km hypocentral distance bin
(Moho reflection zone). The range of absolute differences of the two distributions standard
deviations range between 0.003 and 0.077, with the exception of an event with a focal depth of
30 km for the distance bin of 35–70 km (0.2–0.6).
Figure 5.24 shows the standard deviations of CNAAlt as a 2D contour plot. The standard
deviations are between 0 and 0.5 ln(PSA). Small values generally appear at closer distances and
higher values at higher distances. This pattern is visible for an event with a focal depth of 5 km.
At about 40 km the values increase abruptly due to the arrival of high-amplitude Moho
reflections. At larger distances, the pattern remains similar but with shifted Moho arrivals and
shifted increased PSA values. This study uses these 2D matrices of standard deviations when
normalizing the 2D mean difference matrices for CNA and the other regions, as described in
Section 4.5.
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Figure 5.15

The PSA at 5 Hz for CNA and its alternative profiles for an event with a
focal depth of 5 km.

Figure 5.16

The PSA at 5 Hz for CNA and its alternative profiles for an event with a
focal depth of 10 km.
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Figure 5.17

Response spectral acceleration at 5 Hz for CNA and its alternative profiles
for an event with focal depth 20 km.

Figure 5.18

Response spectral acceleration at 5 Hz for CNA and its alternative
profiles, for an event with focal depth 30 km.
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Figure 5.19

The PSA distribution for CNA illustrated for representative and alternative
models at distances of 35–70 km and frequencies of 5–10 Hz for an event
with a focal depth of 5 km

Figure 5.20

The PSA distribution for CNA illustrated for representative and alternative
models at distances of 70–140 km and frequencies of 5–10 Hz for an event
with a focal depth of 5 km.
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Figure 5.21

The PSA distribution for CNA illustrated for representative and alternative
models at distances of 70–140 km and frequencies of 0.5–1 Hz for an
event with a focal depth of 5 km

Figure 5.22

The PSA distribution for CNA illustrated for representative and alternative
models at distances of 70–140 km and frequencies of 5–10 Hz for an event
with a focal depth of 10 km.
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Figure 5.23

The PSA distribution for CNA illustrated for representative and alternative
models at distances of 70–140 km and frequencies of 0.5–1 Hz for an
event with a focal depth of 10 km.
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Figure 5.24

Standard deviation of CNA and its 18 alternative models. Event focal depths are at 5, 10, 20, and 30 km.
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5.4

REGIONAL COMPARISONS

The moving window average and the normalized mean difference (Section 4.5) were applied to
determine whether or not there are significant differences of PSA for the four regions. A selected
subset of plots is shown in Figures 5.255.30 (remaining plots are in Appending D: Figures
D.13–D.28). Table 5.1 presents a summary of results with the following entries:
Region
Atlantic Coastal Plain (ACP), Appalachians (APP) and Mississippi Embayment (MEM).
Focal Depth (FD)
5, 10, 20, and 30 km deep events. The FD=20 km event was excluded for the Atlantic Coastal
Plain due to the presence of a layer boundary at 20.5 km depth that invalidates the resulting
calculations.
Frequency Range
0.5–1 and 5–10 Hz bins.
|( REGRep -  CNARep)| < 0.3 and |( REGRep - CNARep)| <  CNAAlt:
Does the mean of the region under consideration (REG) lie within the range of CNA Rep
+/-  CNA Alt ?
Yes = completely:
REG is judged to belong to the same attenuation group as CNA.
(Yes) = almost completely:
REG could belong to the same attenuation group as CNA, apply judgment
regarding range(s) for which large differences exist.
No or mostly not:
REG is not judged to belong to the same attenuation group as CNA.
|( REGRep - CNARep)| >  CNAAlt::
Evaluate distance and frequency ranges, where  REGRep is not within CNA Rep +/-

 CNA Alt .
The key column of interest in Table 5.1 is the fifth one (gray shading). For the APP and
ACP regions, and for both frequency bands at most distances,  REGRep is completely or mostly
contained in the CNA Rep +/-  CNA Alt range. The MEM region looks quite unique.
Particularly for the higher frequency band, the mean of the MEM region lies mostly outside the
bounds for CNA and its alternative, with the difference in the means often exceeding an absolute
value of 0.3 (up to 0.6). This implies that MEM region attenuates significantly differently from
the APP region. For lower frequencies, the PSA values of the MEM region fit relatively well to
the CNA region, for the range of distances considered.
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The mean difference of ln(PSA) for each of the other three regions compared to CNA are
presented in Appendix D (Tables D.2D.4) for the distinct distance and frequency bins as
defined in Chapter 4. Based on the established criteria and the statistics summarized in these
tables, the MEM region is judged to belong to a different attenuation group and the APP region is
judged to belong to the same group as CNA. The ACP region also seems to belong to the same
group as can region, but the agreement is not as close as found for the APP region.
Table 5.1

Comparing the three regions (Appalachians, Atlantic Coastal Plain, and
Mississippi Embayment) to the CNA region. This table is based on the
moving average method, which shows how well a region fits into the CNA
PSA distribution.
|( REGRep  CNARep)|
< 0.3

|( REGRep - 
CNARep)| < 
CNAAlt

0.5–1

Yes

Yes

10

0.51

(Yes)

(Yes)

240–300

ACP

20

0.5–1

No

(Yes)

160–220

ACP

30

0.5–1

(Yes)

Yes

ACP

5

5–10

Yes

Yes

ACP

10

5–10

(Yes)

(Yes)

160–180

ACP

20

5–10

No

No

35–130

ACP

30

5–10

Yes

Yes

APP

5

0.5–1

Yes

Yes

APP

10

0.51

Yes

Yes

APP

20

0.5–1

Yes

Yes

APP

30

0.5–1

(Yes)

Yes

APP

5

5–10

Yes

Yes

APP

10

5–10

Yes

Yes

APP

20

5–10

Yes

Yes

APP

30

5–10

(Yes)

(Yes)

MEM

5

0.5–1

Yes

Yes

MEM

10

0.51

Yes

Yes

MEM

20

0.5–1

(Yes)

Yes

MEM

30

0.5–1

No

No

260–450

Figure 5.

MEM

5

5–10

No

No

40–55, 70–95,
240–450

Figure 5.

MEM

10

5–10

No

No

75–120, 230–360

MEM

20

5–10

No

No

80–110, 230–360

MEM

30

5–10

No

No

60–85, 100–130,
240–450

Region
(REG)

FD
(km)

Frequency
range (Hz)

ACP

5

ACP
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|( REGRep - 
CNARep)|>  CNAAlt at
distance range (km)

illustration

Figure 5.

Figure 5.

Figure 5.

300–360

Figure 5.

Figure 5.25

Representative mean comparison: ACP and CNA regions within the
standard deviation of CNAAlt at a frequency bin of 0.5–1 Hz and focal
depth of10 km.

Figure 5.26

Representative mean comparison: ACP and CNA regions within the
standard deviation of CNAAlt at a frequency bin of 5–10 Hz and focal depth
of 10 km.
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Figure 5.27

Representative mean comparison: APP and CNA regions within the
standard deviation of CNAAlt at a frequency bin of 5–10 Hz and focal depth
of 5 km.

Figure 5.28

Representative mean comparison: MEM and CNA regions within the
standard deviation of CNAAlt at a frequency bin of 0.5–1 Hz and focal
depth of 30 km.
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Figure 5.29

Representative mean comparison: MEM and CNA regions within the
standard deviation of CNAAlt at a frequency bin of 5–10 Hz and focal depth
of 5 km.

Figure 5.30

Representative mean comparison: MEM and CNA regions within the
standard deviation of CNAAlt at a frequency bin of 5–10 Hz and focal depth
of 30 km.
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Figures 5.315.36 show the 2D analyses to illustrate the comparison of the four crustal
regions. These figures show the difference of the mean as well as the normalized difference of
the mean from each region relative to the can region. A distinct pattern in the difference is
evident. Table 5.2 summarizes the results obtained from the 2D plots regarding the respective
attenuation groups.
Table 5.2

Percentage of values, which lie within specific ranges (see Section 4.3).
Difference of means and normalized difference of means from a region
relative to CNA are summarized: note that highlighted values are judged
significantly different.

X   REG Rep  CNA Rep Y 

REG

 REG Rep  CNA Rep
 CNA Alt

Region

Focal Depth
(km)

|X| < 0.3

|X| < 0.6

|Y| < 1

|Y| < 3

ACP

5

93.4%

99.8%

71.0%

99.5%

ACP

10

86.4%

99.0%

68.5%

98.7%

ACP

20

56.8%

96.6%

35.0%

82.3%

ACP

30

91.7%

99.4%

73.8%

98.5%

APP

5

97.2%

100.0%

91.2%

100.0%

APP

10

96.1%

100.0%

89.0%

100.0%

APP

20

92.3%

99.9%

75.3%

99.6%

APP

30

87.9%

99.5%

72.7%

99.6%

MEM

5

78.2%

97.4%

49.4%

91.4%

MEM

10

75.1%

96.3%

49.2%

95.1%

MEM

20

69.4%

96.4%

48.5%

94.2%

MEM

30

57.4%

84.7%

40.8%

84.0%
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Figure 5.31

Difference of mean ln(PSA) for the ACP region relative to CNA regions at different focal depths.
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Figure 5.32

Difference of mean ln(PSA) for the APP region relative to CNA regions at different focal depths.
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Figure 5.33

Difference of mean ln(PSA) for the MEM region relative to CNA regions at different focal depths.
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Figure 5.34

Normalized difference of means of ln(PSA) for the ACP region relative to CNA at different focal depths.
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Figure 5.35

Normalized difference of means of ln(PSA) for the APP region relative to CNA at different focal depths.
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Figure 5.36

Normalized difference of means of ln(PSA) for the MEM region relative to CNA at different focal depths
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5.5

SUMMARY AND INTERPRETATION

In summary, the statistics of the ln(PSA) histograms demonstrate that the ln(PSA) means of the
representative APP and CNA crustal models are very close to each other (the absolute difference
is almost always < 0.1). This is true regardless of the focal depth at which the event occurs; only
at larger hypocentral distances (>100 km) do the values show noticeable differences. These
differences are comparable to the differences in mean from the alternative CNA models (i.e., the
variability within CNA model itself, see Table D.1). The absolute values of the normalized
difference in means (see Section 4.3) are always smaller than 1, the majority even smaller than
0.3. The percentage of map area (Table 6.2) for which the normalized difference in means in
within the range of CNAAlt is between 73% and 91%, depending on the focal depth. The means
of the representative models for ACP and CNA, respectively, are also very close together (with
an absolute difference mostly < 0.1), and are almost comparable to the differences in mean from
within CNA (due to alternate profiles). The absolute values of the normalized difference in
means are always smaller than 1, the majority even smaller than 0.4. The fraction of area within
the limits of the CNA range (normalize difference of the means) is about 70% for each of the
different focal depths (Table 6.2), with the exception of the 20 km source depth, which was
excluded due to the existence of a layer boundary at 20.5 km depth that produced strong modeldependent artifacts in the PSAs. However, the results from all other focal depths imply that the
ACP belongs to the same attenuation group as CNA. It is worth reiterating is that the agreement
between the ACP and CNA is not as close as that between the APP and CNA regions.
The means of the representative MEM and CNA regions are very different (absolute
difference mostly between 0.1–0.35). The absolute values of the normalized difference of the
means are widely spread, mostly between 0.3–1 with a few values exceeding 1. The fraction of
area within the CNA range (normalize difference of the means) is always less than 50%. (see
Table 6.2). Our findings are in agreement with previous analyses that concluded that this region
is significantly different from other crustal regions within North America.
From these results, we propose two distinct attenuation groups:


GROUP 1: Central North America, Appalachians, Atlantic Coastal Plain



GROUP 2: Mississippi Embayment/Gulf Coast

The frequency independent Q-factors for the four regions are relatively similar. Thus, the
crustal seismic velocity-depth structure is by far the major parameter determining the ground
motion results. The presence of a high velocity (7.3 km/sec) lower crustal layer in the MEM
region is probably the driving factor for the differences relative to other three regions.
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6

Results: Frequency-Dependent Q

6.1

INTRODUCTION

Chapters 35 summarized the work of the J. Dreiling, M. P. Isken, and W. D. Mooney team on
assessing regional differences in attenuation. The previous chapters summarized the development
and comparison of representative crustal structure models for four regions of CENA: the Atlantic
Coastal Plain (ACPRep), the Appalachians (APPRep), Central North America (CNARep), and the
Mississippi Embayment and Gulf Coast (MEMRep). The team created synthetic seismograms for
a reverse focal mechanism at a range of focal depths and generated seismograms for the radial
component of horizontal motion along a profile with source-receiver distances ranging from 1 to
500 km. They then made statistical comparisons of PSA responses for four different geologic
regions of CENA. Based on those comparisons, they concluded that three of the four regions
were statistically similar enough to be considered one region; see Chapter 5
These synthetic seismograms used frequency-independent Q, whereas studies have
demonstrated that apparent Q for high-frequency S-Lg waves is frequency dependent. Also,
ground motion amplitudes depend on the radiation pattern from the source, and amplitudes vary
among the three components of motion. For these reasons, synthetic seismograms were
generated for vertical, radial, and transverse components of motion using frequency-dependent Q
along profiles covering a range of source-receiver azimuths. We also examined several focal
depths in addition to those considered in Chapter 5.
Our modeling uses the same source-time function, crustal structure models, and Q models
(except frequency dependent) defined in Chapter 3. We calculated elemental Green's functions
using a modified version of the computer program hspec96 [Herrmann 2013a; 2013b], which
uses frequency-wavenumber integration to generate full wave-field synthetics for horizontally
layered Earth crustal structures. We modified hspec96 to support frequency-dependent Q (see
Chapman and Godbee [2012]). Chapter 5 showed results from the computer program FK by Zhu
[2012], which also generates synthetic seismograms using frequency-wavenumber integration.
The PSA responses were computed at the same oscillator frequencies and using the same
distance averaging method developed in the previous chapters. This was intentional to allow our
results to be directly compared to theirs. We generated a comprehensive set of figures, using the
same PYTHON scripts (Chapter 4), with the same layout, scale, etc., for a direct comparison of
results figures. To investigate whether comparing the regional models using a single source-
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receiver azimuth (90°) and component of motion (radial) is representative of the models'
differences, we generated figures showing PSA comparisons of the transverse component of
motion, as well as a range of source-receiver azimuths and a wider range of focal depths,.
6.2

PARAMETERS

The source and receiver parameters were chosen to be identical to those defined in Chapter 3 and
used in Chapter 5. We specified additional focal depths and source-receiver azimuths, but these
additional parameters did not affect any data used in comparisons with the original study. The
crustal structure models used are identical to those defined in Chapter 3 and used in Chapter 5,
with the only difference being that we used frequency-dependent Q instead of constant Q. All
time-series records contain 8192 samples with a sampling interval of 0.02 sec.
6.2.1 Source Parameters






Source type: point source
Source-time function: triangle pulse, 4 sec duration
Moment magnitude: 6.0
Focal mechanism:
reverse fault with 180° strike, 45° dip, and 90° rake
Focal depths: 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 km

6.2.2 Receiver Parameters




Source-receiver distances:
Source-receiver azimuths:
Components of motion:

1 to 500 km in 60 log10-spaced steps
0°, 22.5°, 45°, 67.5°, and 90°
vertical, radial, and transverse

6.2.3 Earth Structure Models
 f
 fp

The Q versus frequency relation for each Earth structure model is given by Q p  f   Q p 

s

 f 

 fs 

P-waves and Qs  f   Qs 

for S-waves.
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p






for

Table 6.1

Summary of crustal structure parameters.

Atlantic Coastal Plain Representative Model (ACPRep)

(km/sec)

Vs
(km/sec)

Layer
density
(g/cm3)

Qp

Qs

p

s

fp

fs

20.5

6.0

3.46

2.690

1256.0

628.0

0.38

0.38

1.0

1.0

15.5

6.7

3.87

2.914

1256.0

628.0

0.38

0.38

1.0

1.0

∞

8.1

4.68

3.362

1256.0

628.0

0.38

0.38

1.0

1.0

Layer
thickness
(km)

Vp

Appalachians representative model (APPRep)
12.0

6.1

3.52

2.722

1426.0

713.0

0.39

0.39

1.0

1.0

8.0

6.4

3.70

2.818

1426.0

713.0

0.39

0.39

1.0

1.0

17.0

6.7

3.87

2.914

1426.0

713.0

0.39

0.39

1.0

1.0

∞

8.1

4.68

3.362

1426.0

713.0

0.39

0.39

1.0

1.0

Central North America representative model (CNARep)
12.0

6.1

3.52

2.722

1260.0

630.0

0.40

0.40

1.0

1.0

8.0

6.5

3.75

2.850

1260.0

630.0

0.40

0.40

1.0

1.0

14.0

6.7

3.87

2.914

1260.0

630.0

0.40

0.40

1.0

1.0

6.0

6.8

3.93

2.946

1260.0

630.0

0.40

0.40

1.0

1.0
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0.40

0.40

1.0

1.0

Mississippi Embayment representative model (MEMRep)
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4.0

5.9
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1228.0
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0.32

0.32

1.0

1.0

12.5

6.2

3.58

2.754

1228.0

614.0

0.32

0.32

1.0

1.0

13.5

6.6

3.81

2.882

1228.0

614.0

0.32

0.32

1.0

1.0

11.0

7.3

4.21

3.106

1228.0

614.0

0.32

0.32

1.0

1.0

∞

8.0

4.62

3.330

1228.0

614.0

0.32

0.32

1.0

1.0

WORKFLOW

The workflow for generating the data and figures was divided into four steps that were run in
sequence: the Green's functions were calculated, acceleration seismograms from those Green's
functions were calculated, from which PSA was computed. The figures were then generated for
PSA comparison between regions. In order to reduce the amount of time it took for the workflow
to run to completion, each of the four steps were divided into a series of smaller tasks that were
run in parallel.
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6.3.1 Green's Functions
Sets of elemental Green's functions were calculated for all combinations of the four Earth crustal
structure models, the six focal depths, and the 60 source-receiver distances (for a total of 1440
sets of Green's functions), using Herrmann's computer software [2013a; 2013b], and included the
modified version of hspec96.
Figure 6.1 shows the flow of data and parameters through the various CPS programs
implementing wavenumber integration and conversion of CPS's "file96" format to SAC files (see
SAC Data File Format [2012]). Red ovals and arrows represent command-line parameters
passed to the run-herrmann Bourne shell script that controls this workflow. Boxes with white
backgrounds represent input and/or output files, while boxes with gray backgrounds represent
programs. Black arrows represent the flow of files into and out of programs.
The run-herrmann script accepts two command-line parameters: the region name and the
focal depth (in km).
distance.dat is a text file that contains source-receiver distances, the sampling interval (in
seconds), the number of samples, the time offset of the first sample (in seconds), and the
reducing velocity (in km/sec).
The velmod_[model].dat text files contain the representative crustal structure models
used by Dreiling et al. team. [model] contains the all-lowercase name of a model, such as
"acp_rep" for the Atlantic Coastal Plain representative model. These files contain all of
the parameters specified in Section 6.2.3 above, as well as other model-related
parameters that affect hspec96's operation.
The B[rrr][nn][NNN].sac files contain the Green's functions as time-series data in SAC
binary format and are the output of this step. In these files' names, [rrr] is the receiver
number (001–060), [nn] is a CPS-specific number corresponding to a specific Green's
function (01–10), and [NNN] is a CPS-specific abbreviation for a Green's function (ZDD,
RDD, ZDS, RDS, TDS, ZSS, RSS, TSS, ZEX, or REX). For example, B01708TSS.sac
contains the tangential component vertical strike slip Green's function for the 17th
receiver listed in distance.dat. These files are organized in directories that correspond to
their region and focal depth.
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Figure 6.1

Flow of data and parameters in the generation of Green's functions by the
run-herrmann script.

6.3.2 Acceleration Seismograms
The answer computer program was developed (see the Appendix of Chapman and Godbee
[2012]) to combine the source-time function with the 1440 sets of Green's functions computed in
the previous step and create three-component acceleration seismograms for the five sourcereceiver azimuths (7200 three-component seismograms).
Figure 6.2 shows the flow of data and parameters through the answer program. Red ovals
and arrows represent command-line parameters passed to the run-answer Bourne shell script that
controls this workflow. Light gray ovals and arrows represent parameters "baked into" the
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run-answer script. (Since only one fault orientation was used in this study, these fault orientation
parameters never changed.) Boxes with white backgrounds represent input or output files, while
boxes with gray backgrounds represent programs. Black arrows represent the flow of files into
and out of programs.
The run-answer script accepts three command-line arguments: the region, the focal depth
(in km), and the source-receiver azimuth.
triangle_source_pulse.dat is a text file containing a time-series record of the source
pulse's moment rate. The file has two columns containing the time (in seconds) and
moment rate (in dyne∙cm/sec) of each of the 8192 samples in the record. The total
moment of the source pulse used in this study was 1.122×1025 dyne∙cm, corresponding to
an MW 6.0 earthquake.
The B[rrr][nn][NNN].sac files correspond to the Green's functions computed in the
previous step.
The answer.[rrr].[cc].sac files are three-component acceleration seismograms in SAC
binary format. In these files' names, [rrr] is the receiver number (001–060) and [cc] is
the component of motion (z for vertical, r for radial, or t for transverse). These files are
organized in directories that correspond to their model, focal depth, and source-receiver
azimuth.

Figure 6.2

Flow of data and parameters in the generation of acceleration
seismograms by the run-answer script.
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6.3.3 PSA Response
The vertical, radial, and transverse component PSA response spectra (5% damping) were
computed using the program acc2rspect, which uses the Nigam and Jennings [1969] method.
Following Dreiling et al. team’s protocol, the response was calculated at 200 log10-spaced
frequencies between 0.1 and 100 Hz for all 7200 sets of three-component seismograms generated
in the previous step.
Figure 6.3 shows the flow of data and parameters through the acc2rspect program. Red
ovals and arrows represent command-line parameters passed to the run-rspect Bourne shell script
that controls this workflow. Boxes with white backgrounds represent input or output files, while
boxes with gray backgrounds represent programs. Black arrows represent the flow of files into
and out of programs.
The run-rspect script accepts three command-line arguments: the region, the focal depth
(in km), and the source-receiver azimuth. The answer.[rrr].[cc].sac files correspond to the
acceleration seismograms computed in the previous step. The acc2rspect_[cc].out files are text
files containing PGV, PGA, and PSA data. In these files' names, [cc] is the component of motion
(ZZ for vertical, rad for radial, or tran for transverse). Each line in the file corresponds to a
receiver; for example, line 28 corresponds to receiver number 28. The columns in the file are as
follows:


Column 1:

Source-receiver distance (epicentral)



Column 2:

Source-receiver distance (hypocentral)



Column 3:

PGV (cm/sec)



Column 4:

PGA (cm/sec2)



Columns 5–204:

PSA (cm/sec2) for frequencies 1–200

These files are organized in directories that correspond to their model, focal depth, and sourcereceiver azimuth.
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Figure 6.3

Flow of data and parameters in the generation of PSA response spectra
by the run-rspect script.

6.3.4 Figures
As described in Chapter 5, a module (pyPSA) and a set of programs written in the PYTHON
programming language was developed to read PSA data and generate the various figures using
matplotlib, a 2D graphics package for PYTHON written by Hunter [2007]. An initial
investigation tried to modify pyPSA to read PSA data file format, but in the course of doing so, it
was discovered that pyPSA would try to read datasets not included in this in this part of the
study, such as the PSA data for the CNA Alt crustal structure models..
Rather than modify pyPSA to read the data file format,, it was decided that it would be
more straightforward to write a new set of programs that could read the PSA data files and
generate the figures using pyPSA as a guide for what matplotlib functions and parameters to use.
This effort resulted in the creation of three PYTHON programs:


regions-psa.py generates figures containing four filled 2D contour plots of PSA
response over hypocentral distance and frequency, one plot per representative
Earth structure model. The figures generated by this script correspond to Figures
5.11–5.14..



mean-difference-psa.py generates figures containing two line plots: one showing
the mean PSA response of the CNARep Earth structure model and the mean PSA of
another representative Earth structure model (plus error bars ±
of the
comparison model), and the other showing the difference between the two mean
PSAs. The figures generated by this script correspond to Figures 5.25–5.30.



mean-difference-psa-contour.py generates figures containing four filled 2-D
contour plots of the difference of the mean PSA response of the CNARep Earth
structure model and the mean PSA response of another representative Earth
structure model over hypocentral distance and frequency, one plot per focal depth.
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The figures generated by this script correspond to Figures 5.31–5.33 from Chapter
5.
The figures these scripts generate aim to be identical in style to the figures from those
shown in Chapters 4 and 5, but there are a few differences worth noting:


The figures generated by mean-difference-psa.py do not include the ±  CNA Alt
error band because we did not generate synthetics for CNAAlt.



All of the figures have a small annotation in the upper right corner of the figure
(or the main plot within the figure) showing which source-receiver azimuth and
component of motion that figure represents. The figures in Chapter 5 all show
data from the radial component of motion using receivers with a source-receiver
azimuth of 90°, but we also generated figures for other components of motion and
source-receiver azimuths.



All of the figures have a small annotation in the lower right corner with the
authors' initials ("mcc/rwg"). Since our figures are very similar in appearance to
those from Chapter 5, this provides a quick method to identify our figures.

Additionally, we developed a fourth PYTHON script, mean-difference-psa-rad+tran.py.
This script generates the same style of plot as mean-difference-psa.py, but it shows both the
radial and transverse components instead of only the radial component.
6.3.5 Parallel Execution
Every step in the workflow is “perfectly parallel”; that is, each step can be divided into separate
tasks that have no dependencies on each other. Therefore, the tasks in each step can be run
concurrently without any special programming considerations. We wrote three Bourne shell
scripts that use Tange's GNU Parallel program [2011] to manage running the tasks described in
Sections 6.3.1, 6.3.2, and 6.3.3.


run-herrmann-all uses GNU Parallel to manage running run-herrmann script for
all combinations of the four Earth structure models, six focal depths, and 60
source-receiver distances.



run-answer-all uses GNU Parallel to manage running the run-answer script for all
combinations of the four Earth structure models, six focal depths, 60 sourcereceiver distances, and five source-receiver azimuths.



run-rspect-all uses GNU Parallel to manage running the run-rspect script for all
combinations of the four Earth structure models, six focal depths, 60 sourcereceiver distances, five source-receiver azimuths, and three components of
motion.

The three PYTHON programs used to generate the figures contain code to generate their
figures in parallel using PYTHON’s multiprocessing module, so GNU Parallel was not used to
run those programs. Both GNU Parallel and PYTHON’s multiprocessing module can detect the
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number of CPUs available and were configured to limit the number of tasks they ran
concurrently to that number so the CPUs weren't oversubscribed.
6.4

RESULTS: COMPARISON TO RESULTS OBTAINED IN CHAPTER 5

The results shown in Figures 6.4–6.7 are compared to Figures 5.11–5.14 in Chapter 5 The figures
show PSA response amplitude as a function of frequency and distance for all four Earth structure
models, at focal depths of 5, 10, 20, and 30 km.
Figures 6.8–6.13 compare Figures 5.25–5.30 and D.29 (top two panels) with the
corresponding figures generated in this study (bottom two panels). The figures show PSA
amplitudes for the CNA region and PSA amplitudes for each of the three other regions versus
hypocenter distance, as well as the difference of the two sets of PSA amplitudes versus
hypocenter distance. The purpose of these figures is to quantify the differences between the
results from APPRep, ACPRep, and MEMRep crustal structure models and the ones from the
CNARep model. In the lower panel, the dashed black lines show the mean PSA amplitudes for the
CNARep model, and the solid green lines and error bars show the mean ± one standard deviation
of PSA amplitudes for the model being compared to the CNARep model in a series of hypocenter
distance bands. In the upper panel, the solid black line shows the mean PSA amplitudes of the
model being compared (either APPRep, ACPRep, or MEMRep) minus the mean PSA amplitudes of
the CNARep model.
Figures 6.14–6.16 compare Figures 5.31–5.33 with the corresponding figures generated
in this part of the study. Each figure shows the mean PSA amplitudes (as functions of hypocenter
distance and frequency) of the model being compared (either APPRep, ACPRep, or MEMRep) minus
the mean PSA amplitudes of the CNARep model at focal depths of 5, 10, 20, and 30 km
Examination of the figures below shows very minor differences due to our treatment of
anelastic attenuation using frequency-dependent Q. The differences between the APPRep, ACPRep,
and MEMRep models and the CNARep model are largest at frequencies greater than 5 Hz and at
epicentral distances greater than 100 km. At smaller distances, the differences are negligible. We
concluded that the issue of Q models has no impact on questions concerning regionalization.
.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.4

PSA for different regions: (a) Figure 5.11 compared to (b) analogous
results from using frequency-dependent Q at a focal depth of 5 km.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.5

PSA for different regions: (a) Figure 5.12 compared to (b) analogous
results from using frequency-dependent Q at a focal depth of 10 km.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.6

PSA for different regions: (a) Figure 5.13 compared to (b) analogous
results from using frequency-dependent Q at a focal depth of 20 km.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.7

PSA for different regions: (a) Figure 5.14 compared to (b) analogous
results from using frequency-dependent Q at a focal depth of 30 km.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.8

Difference of mean PSA: (a) Figure 5.25 compared to (b) analogous
results from using frequency-dependent Q at a focal depth of 10 km and
0.51.0 Hz.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.9

Difference of mean PSA: (a) Figure 5.26 compared to (b) analogous
results from using frequency-dependent Q at a focal depth of 10 km and
5.010.0 Hz.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.10

Difference of mean PSA: (a) Figure 5.27 compared to (b) analogous
results from using frequency-dependent Q at a focal depth of 5 km and
5.010.0 Hz.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.11

Difference of mean PSA: (a) Figure 5.29 compared to (b) analogous
results from using frequency-dependent Q at a focal depth of 30 km and
0.51.0 HZ.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.12

Difference of mean PSA: (a) Figure 5.30 compared to (b) analogous
results from using frequency-dependent Q at a focal depth of 5 km and
5.010.0 Hz.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.13

Difference of mean PSA: (a) Figure D.29 compared to (b) analogous
results from using frequency-dependent Q at a focal depth of 30 km and
5.010.0 Hz.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.14

Difference of mean PSA for ACPRep and CNARep: (a) Figure 5.31 compared
to (b) analogous results from using frequency-dependent Q.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.15

Difference of mean PSA for APPRep and CNARep: (a) Figure 5.32 compared
to (b) analogous results from using frequency-dependent Q.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.16

Difference of mean PSA for MEMRep and CNARep: (a) Figure 5.33 compared
to (b) analogous results from using frequency-dependent Q.
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6.5

RESULTS: COMPARISONS OF RADIAL AND TRANSVERSE COMPONENT
AMPLITUDES AS A FUNCTION OF DISTANCE AND SOURCE-RECEIVER
AZIMUTH

The focal mechanism of the earthquake modeled here is pure reverse motion on a South-striking
(N180°E), west-dipping fault (45°) in a horizontally layered Earth model. As a result, the
transverse horizontal component of motion is zero for receiver azimuths N0°E, N90°E, N180°E,
and N270°E. However, for the majority of combinations of focal depth, distance, and regional
velocity models examined, the transverse component PSA response amplitudes are larger than
that of the radial component for azimuths in the range N22.5°E–N67.5°E due to radiation pattern
symmetry. This also holds for azimuths in the range N112.5°E–N157.5°E. The transverse
component PSA amplitudes are due to waves of the SH type, whereas the horizontal radial
component PSA amplitudes are due to SV- and P-waves. The SH-, SV-, and P-waves exhibit
different scattering behavior when they encounter impedance contrasts along the path from
source to receiver; therefore, one can expect different amplitude-distance behavior of the two
horizontal components. The degree to which these differences may impact considerations
regarding regionalization of ground motion prediction models was examined by generating a full
suite of three-component synthetics for the four studied regions, exploring five different sourcereceiver azimuths and six different focal depths.
Three-component synthetic seismograms using the Earth structure and Q models of
Chapter 5 were computed for the four Earth structure regions along profiles oriented at azimuths
of N0°E, N22.5°E, N45°E, N67.5°E, and N90°E. The synthetics incorporate frequencydependent Q.
The discussion here focuses on the results obtained for the APP and the ACP regions, in
comparison to the CNA region, as defined in Chapter 5. The MEM region was previously
recognized as requiring separate treatment for ground motion modeling; see Chapter 5. At issue
here is whether or not significant differences exist between the other three regions (ACP, APP,
and CNA regions).
The electronic appendices (Appendices F-I) to this report contain figures that illustrate
the PSA response amplitude as a function of hypocenter distance, focal depth, and oscillator
frequency for the vertical, radial, and transverse components of motion. A subset of selected
figures is shown below to support the discussion. Examination of those results led to the
observations described in the next sub-sections.
6.5.1 Appalachian Region Compared to the Central North America Region


No significant differences were observed in the attenuation of the radial
component PSA response amplitudes between the APP region and the CNA
region.
A systematic difference involving the transverse component amplitudes was
observed for the APP region relative to the CNA region. This difference occurs for
focal depths of 15 and 20 km and is most apparent in the 510 Hz oscillator band,
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for azimuths in the range N22.5°E–N67.5°E. The transverse component
amplitudes average a factor of approximately 1.25 larger in the Appalachian
region in the distance range of approximately 50450 km. The largest PSA
amplitude observed for the APP region, relative to the CNA region, amounts to a
factor of approximately 1.5 times larger, for a focal depth of 20 km at a
hypocenter distance of 240 km (see Figure 6.15).

Figure 6.15

Comparison of mean PSA response amplitudes between the APPRep and
CNARep models for the radial and transverse components.
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6.5.2 Atlantic Coastal Plain Region Compared to the Central North America
Region
Systematic differences between the two regions were observed for both components of motion,
and the largest differences were observed for focal depths 15 and 20 km.


For focal depths 5 and 10 km, the ACP region's transverse component PSA
amplitude is smaller than the CNA region's amplitude at hypocenter distances
exceeding 100 km, by a factor of approximately 0.60.8 (e.g., Figure 6.16 and
Figure 6.17).



For focal depths 15 and 20 km, the ACP region's transverse component PSA
response amplitudes are larger than those found for the CNA region at distances
exceeding approximately 70 km and for source-receiver azimuths N22.5°E,
N45°E, and N67.5°E. For the 5–10 Hz oscillator response, the ACP region's
amplitudes at 120 km hypocenter distance are as much as a factor of 3.5 larger
than those for the CNA region (e.g., Figures 6.18 and 6.19).



For focal depths 15 and 20 km, the ACP region's radial component PSA response
amplitudes are larger than those found for the CNA region at all distances and
azimuths. Radial component response amplitudes are particularly large relative to
the CNA region in the near-source 40–80 km hypocenter distance range. For the
5–10 Hz oscillator response, the ACP region's amplitudes at 50 km hypocenter
distance for azimuths of N0°E and N22.5°E exceeded those of the CNA region by
a factor of approximately 2.7 (e.g., Figures 6.20 and 6.21).
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Figure 6.16

Comparison of mean PSA response amplitudes between the ACPRep and
CNARep models at a focal depth of 5 km for the radial and transverse
components.

Figure 6.17

Comparison of mean PSA response amplitudes between the ACPRep and
CNARep models at a focal depth of 10 km for the radial and transverse
components.
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Figure 6.18

Comparison of mean PSA response amplitudes between the ACPRep and
CNARep models at a focal depth of 15 km for the radial and transverse
components.

Figure 6.19

Comparison of mean PSA response amplitudes between the ACPRep and
CNARep models at a focal depth of 20 km for the radial and transverse
components.
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Figure 6.20

Comparison of mean PSA response amplitudes between the ACPRep and
CNARep models at a source-receiver azimuth of 0° for the radial
component.

Figure 6.21

Comparison of mean PSA response amplitudes between the ACPRep and
CNARep models at a source-receiver azimuth of 22.5° for the radial and
transverse components.
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6.5.3 Mid-Crustal Velocity Contrasts
The large PSA response amplitudes computed for the ACP region at focal depths of 15 and 20
km are due to a strong velocity contrast at 20.5 km depth in that model. Figure 6.22, which is
reproduced from Figure 3.16, shows that this velocity contrast is the largest mid-crustal velocity
contrast in any of the models considered. Sources at depths between approximately 12 km and 20
km generate strong post-critical reflections from this interface that return to the surface with
large amplitudes at epicenter distances in excess of approximately 50 km. In effect, the velocity
contrast sets up a wave guide for post-critically reflected P- and S-waves in the ACP model that
is most efficient for a focal depth range of approximately 12–20 km. Although the radial
component amplitudes show the same effect due to SV reflection from this mid-crustal velocity
contrast, SH-wave amplitudes are significantly stronger than SV for the reverse focal mechanism
studied here, with the result that the transverse component shows the largest difference between
the ACP and CNA models.
Figure 6.23 shows synthetic radial and transverse component velocity seismograms along
a profile oriented N67.5°E for a focal depth of 15 km. The upper panel represents the ACP
region, and the lower panel represents the CNA region. The amplitudes of the traces were highpass filtered at 1 Hz and scaled to correct for geometrical spreading. The purpose of this figure is
to illustrate the difference in amplitude between the radial and transverse components in both
regions and the larger amplitudes of the S-Lg components in the ACP region (relative to the CNA
region) at distances greater than approximately 60 km.
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Figure 6.22

Representative velocity structure models for four regions of central and
eastern North America (reproduced from Figure 3.16).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.23

(a) Profile along azimuth N67.5°E for the ACP region. Blue and green
traces represent transverse and radial components, respectively; and (b)
corresponding profile for the CNA region. The traces represent high-pass
filtered (1 Hz corner frequency) velocity traces multiplied by hypocentral
distance to correct for geometrical spreading.
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6.6

SUMMARY AND INTERPRETATION

A comparison of the results presented in this chapter to those results obtained by the Dreiling et
al.’s team (see Chapter 5) shows that the computed differences in PSA amplitudes among the
regions studied here are insensitive to the use of frequency-dependent or constant Q models or to
the use of a specific code (i.e., FK [Zhu 2012] or hspec96 [Herrmann 2013a; 2013b]).
The study presented in Chapter 6 reached the same conclusion as the study presented in
Chapter 5 regarding regionalization for most of the focal depths and source-receiver azimuths
investigated in this report. However, examination of the transverse component of motion for
earthquakes in the focal depth range of 1520 km shows significant differences between the ACP
and CNA regions, whereas the CNA and APP regions are similar in that regard. This difference
results from a strong mid-crustal velocity contrast present in the ACP representative model that is
lacking in the CNA and APP representative models. This feature of the model results in large
PSA response amplitudes on the transverse component over a wide source-receiver azimuth
range.
The question arises as to whether or not this velocity contrast is pervasive throughout the
ACP region, and whether or not it is an abrupt change as modeled or might rather be a more
gradual velocity increase with depth. If the latter is the case, then the distinction between the
ACP representative model and the CNA and APP representative models would be less
pronounced.
Recent results derived from the 2011 Mineral, Virginia, earthquake show azimuthally
dependent attenuation [McNamara et al. 2014; Chapman 2014]. The attenuation appears to be
related to the northeast-trending structural fabric of the Appalachian orogenic belt. The orogenic
belt includes the APP and ACP regions as defined in this study. The recent studies show that
attenuation is stronger perpendicular to the northeast-trending orogenic belt. This effect cannot
be effectively modeled using 1D horizontally layered velocity structure models as were used in
this study, raising the question: How meaningful are the results obtained in this study? If threedimensional (3D) scattering effects dominate ground motion attenuation, then the calculated
differences between the ACP region and the CNA and APP regions may not be significant.
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7

Summary

An important aspect of the PEER NGA-East project is the determination of distance-dependent
attenuation of pseudo-spectral acceleration (PSA) at specific oscillator frequencies in major
regions of Central and Eastern North America (CENA). To achieve this goal, CENA was divided
into four regions based on regional geology, tectonic setting, and by considering previous
regionalization work. The seismic velocity-depth structure and intrinsic seismic damping (as
related to the quality factor, Q) of the crust directly influence the attenuation of seismic ground
motions for each region. Herein we quantitatively evaluated these path effects.
We evaluated the attenuation of PSA in the four crustal provinces: the Atlantic Coastal
Plain (ACP), the Appalachians (APP), Central North America (CNA), and the Mississippi
Embayment/Gulf Coastal Region (MEM). The regions were described by a statistically
representative crustal seismic velocity-depth structure that made use of the latest and largest
crustal profile database developed to date [Mooney 2013]. A pair of frequency-independent and
frequency-dependent Q models were used to characterize the crustal damping in each region. A
series of simulation scenarios were developed, and two teams produced seismograms for the four
crustal regions for earthquakes at focal depths of 5, 10, 20, and 30 km, for distances up to 500
km. The teams then computed PSA for a series of selected oscillator frequencies from 0.5 to 20
Hz and generated a series of analysis tools for comparing the results within a region and between
regions.
This study defined the CNA region as the base region and used it to quantify the expected
within-region variability due to variability in crustal profile definition. Geographically the largest
region, CNA contains a variety of crustal velocity-depth structures that are related to the
geological evolution of the crust. This study generalized the 417 available seismic velocity
profiles for this region into one representative profile (CNARep) and calculated ground motions
for earthquakes at the four focal depths mentioned above. A similar process led to the
development of representative crustal profiles for the other three regions. The PSA within-region
variability was assessed using 18 alternative velocity-depth models for the base region (CNAAlt).
The combination of PSA results from each region to those from the CNAAlt suite of profiles was
the basis for evaluating systematic differences in regional attenuation for various oscillator
frequencies and distance ranges.
The analyses described in this report demonstrate that there are two distinct PSA
attenuation groups within CENA:
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GROUP 1: Central North America, Appalachians, Atlantic Coast Plain



GROUP 2: Mississippi Embayment/Gulf Coast

The CNA and APP regions look very similar for events at all four focal depths
considered. Their representative PSA values are very similar and only at larger hypocentral
distances do the values show noticeable differences. However, these differences are still with the
range of variability of the CNA base region itself (i.e., within the range defined by the alternative
models for CNA).
The PSA values for ACP are also very similar to the PSA values of the CNA
representative model. However, examination of the transverse component of motion for
earthquakes in the focal depth range of 1520 km shows significant differences between the ACP
and CNA regions, whereas the CNA and APP regions are similar in that regard. This difference
results from a strong mid-crustal velocity contrast present in the ACP representative model that is
lacking in the CNA and APP representative models. This feature of the model results in large
PSA response amplitudes on the transverse component over a wide source-receiver azimuth
range. It is unclear if this trend is pervasive in the whole ACP region or if the observed effect is
mostly due to the simplified 1D models used. (It is unclear if such abrupt velocity contrasts exist
in the crust or if they are more progressive in nature.).
The MEM region has attenuation properties significantly different from those of other
regions and is assigned its own attenuation group. This conclusion is in agreement with previous
analyses that have found that the MEM region has unique attenuation characteristics.
The calculations of PSA presented here show that the biggest effect on the amplitudes of
PSA for CENA in the distance range 7.5500 km is due to the seismic velocity-depth structure of
the crust. This is due to the relatively high Q value for most of CENA. One important conclusion
that is relevant NGA-East project is that the results are insensitive to whether a frequencyindependent or a frequency-dependent Q formulation is used. This makes the conclusion of this
report portable to a wide range of simulation methods commonly used in seismology, at least for
the range of oscillator frequencies and distances considered in this study.
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Appendix B Global Crustal Database
B.1

FORMAT OF THE CRUSTAL SEISMIC VELOCITY STRUCTURE DATABASE,
CRITERIA FOR SELECTING DATA, AND USING THE DATABASE

The CENA database is designed to be comprehensive as well as expandable. Hence, it contains
material derived from all seismic survey techniques used to determine (or infer) seismic wave
velocities and the depth and thicknesses of layers within the Earth's crust. The type of field
measurement, quantity and quality of the raw data used in the construction of the database
therefore vary greatly according to the survey technique and on the details of the experiment
(i.e., on the location of the experiment, on the number of seismometers used or seismograms
analyzed, on the method of analysis, etc.). A critical overview of these factors has been presented
by Mooney [1989]. Another consideration is the source of the data (journal article, thesis, or
abstract), since this will often reflect its completeness. Lastly, the completeness and accuracy of
the data may have been influenced by the use of newer, more sophisticated techniques to
supplement much of the older data. Nonetheless, such older data has been retained, since it may
be still of potential use.
With this in mind, the format of the database requires a standardized set of rules or
criteria for handling a variety of problems. These problems also include how to deal with
information not currently included in the database (such as gradients) and the sampling
frequency of 2D profiles. Each of these factors affecting the data and database are addressed in
more detail in the following subsections. The ordering of the subsections is based on the format
of the individual seismic entries within the database.
B.1.1 Location
Each entry is located according to latitude and longitude. The criteria used for assigning latitude
and longitude are quite complex because they generally depend on the seismic technique used to
produce the data. Entries derived from 1D earthquake models are usually located where each
model was used for the purpose of study: at the epicenter of a major earthquake, at the geographic
center of associated aftershocks, or near the center of a seismic network used to analyze the
earthquake.
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Two-dimensional (cross-section) profiles from time-term analysis, reflection seismology,
and refraction seismology are sampled from figures in the original publication. Each sample is
selected according to the following criteria. Ideally, each profile is sampled every 50 km along
the profile for continental seismic surveys and approximately every 1020 km along the profile
for oceanic surveys. The selected distance intervals are somewhat arbitrary but do in some manner reflect the cross-over distance for mantle compressional head waves associated with the
continental and oceanic crust (~200 km and ~60 km, respectively).
For refraction surveys, several additional criteria are applied. Only one entry is usually
extracted from an un-reversed refraction cross section. This is a result of the limitations
associated with such surveys: they generally include only apparent velocities and often treat the
crust as if it was composed only of flat-laying, uniformly thick layers. These entries are usually
located approximately 50 km along the seismic station line from the shot point. The general
exception to this rule is if the local crust is extremely thick (in which case the distance from the
shot point may be increased to 6070 km), or thin, as for oceanic crust (in which case the
distance from the shot point may be reduced to 20 or 25 km).
Split refraction survey lines, which in some ways are similar to simple reversed refraction
lines, are generally done in bodies of water. One entry is selected that is located either at the
sonobuoy (if a line of shots passes through the location of a sonobuoy) or at the location of the
shot point (if the shot occurs somewhere along a line of sonobuoys).
Reversed refraction surveys are somewhat more complex. For simple reversed refraction
surveys (two shot points at opposite ends of a line of seismic stations, generally used in older
reversed refraction surveys), two entries are usually taken from the cross section. The rule here is
similar to that for unreversed refraction surveys. Each entry is located approximately 50 km in
from one of the shot points along the connecting line of seismometers. Note that simple reversed
refraction surveys ordinarily lead to crustal models that contain only simple dips in the crustal
layers. In the case of multiple shot points, reversed refraction surveys (several shot points along a
line of seismic stations, typical of modern refraction surveys), the resultant crustal cross-sections
are sampled approximately every 50 km along the cross section. Ideally, the first sample is
located at 50 km along the cross section from the first shot-point in the line, and the last sample
is located at approximately 50 km short of the last shot point in the line.
Note that the above locations for the various types of refraction surveys apply only to
profiles where the seismic waves reach the Moho. The locations are correspondingly shortened
for shallow surveys where the rays only penetrate to a certain depth within the crust.
Surface wave-based entries are generally located one-half way between the average
source location and the average station location (results from two-station analyses are located
one-half way between the two stations).
The locations used for receiver function entries are dependent on the back azimuth to the
earthquake source. If the model is constructed from sources located around the compass, then the
entry is located at the station/receiver location. If the model is constructed from sources located
along a limited range of azimuth, the entry is located much like an un-reversed refraction entry
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i.e., ~50 km from the station/receiver along the line connecting the receiver location and the
average source back azimuth.
Seismic entries extracted from tomographic models of the crust are ideally located at the
center of each block into which the modeler has broken the crust. In the situation where the
model contains a large sample of blocks, or is smoothed-averaged over the entire seismic wavesampled volume, only roughly evenly spaced, randomly picked blocks are selected for inclusion
as entries in the database.
Exceptions to the above rules are applied to certain data on an individual basis. Latitude
and longitude values in the database are given to the nearest one-hundredth of a degree. In
reality, the given values are often only good to approximately ±0.05° (and even ±0.1° in some
cases), since the location for an entry is usually determined from a large-scale map given in the
original published reference.
B1.1.1

Elevation

The elevation of the entry (to the nearest tenth of a kilometer) is included because the depths
given for the various layers within each entry are with respect to the Earth's surface. Whenever
possible, the elevation is extracted from the source reference for the entry. If the elevation is
unknown, it is estimated using the National Geophysical Data Center ETOP05 five minute by
five minute topographic database (for data entered approximately before entry number 5000), or
the National Geophysical Data Center ETOP02 two minute by two minute topographic database
(for more recently added data).
B1.1.2

Reference

The source reference for each entry is coded into the entry as: yrN.n. Here yr is the last two digits
of the publication year, N is the surname initial of the first author, and n is a number included to
cover those cases where the year and the first author's initial are not enough to distinguish the
reference.
B1.1.3

Profile Type

A discussion of the various types of seismic surveys, their associated analysis techniques, and
their underlying assumptions and sources of error can be found in Mooney [1989]. Given the
type of data in the database (seismic wave velocities and layer thicknesses), the best data sources
will be the results from refraction seismology and kindred techniques (time-term analysis, tomographic inversion, and earthquake modeling). In most cases, the results from reflection
seismology are of limited use here unless the seismic velocities have been determined by other
means. However, the results presented in the database can be used to convert nearby two-way
travel time reflection results into true depths.
Some crustal models are actually the result of refraction seismology whereby an
earthquake plays the role of a man-made explosive shot. Such models are limited by the
uncertainty in hypocenter depth, location, and origin time. The entries constructed from such
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earthquake models are therefore often identified as being derived from refraction results. Until
recently, Receiver Functions were identified in the database as earthquake models; they are now
entered as a separate category due to the recent upsurge in the use of this technique. They depend
on prior information such as a reference velocity; as such they make for good entries as long as
this prior data is accurate.
Since wide-angle reflection seismology is essentially a form of refraction seismology, the
results from such surveys are normally identified as refraction results.
Note that published results are often the product of a combined methodological analysis
of data derived from several techniques that were used in tandem during the experiment. Such
results are almost certainly higher quality than those that are derived from a single technique. In
such cases where multiple techniques were used to derive the crustal model, the resulting entries
have been labeled with what appears to be the principal or most important technique used. In a
similar fashion, the results from unusual or new techniques are labeled with what appears to be
the most closely related common technique (e.g., receiver functions as earthquake entries).
A list of the one-letter codes used in identifying the survey data type is given below in the
“Key to CENA database”.
B.1.1.4

Azimuth

The azimuth for the shot line along which an entry lies is included for anisotropy studies. For fan
entries, the angle given is the central angle of the fan. For most earthquake models, the value
"
999" is used for the azimuth. This is because the seismic stations used in the analysis of the
model were generally located in many different directions in all four quadrants with respect to
the model location, hence there is no true azimuth. Since the azimuths are usually derived from
the large-scale maps that accompany the source publications, the values given in the database are
probably generally good to ±5°.
B1.1.5

Geographic Location Code

This is assigned to allow for the selection of the data according to physiographic or geologic
province. The code has the format "XXX-xx", where "XXX" identifies the continent or ocean and
"
xx" is a two-letter code for the geologic province. See below in the “Key to CENA database” for
more information.
B1.1.6

Seismic Velocity

The errors associated with measured seismic velocities are usually not given in the references.
However, when they are, they are typically less than ±0.05 km/sec (though in some cases, they
can be as great as ±0.2 or ±0.3 km/sec [Mooney 1989]. As a rule, this value of ±0.05 km/sec
should be applied as a general "goodness-of-fit" or error parameter for seismic velocity values.
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B1.1.7

Thickness and Depth

The errors associated with determined layer thicknesses and depths are usually not given in the
references. When they are, errors are typically 10% or less for crustal thicknesses and Moho
depths [Mooney 1989]. For layers close to the surface, these errors are generally smaller, though
in a number of cases they appear to be as large as the errors associated with deeper layers
[Mooney 1989]. An additional general source of error also occurs because most layer depths and
thicknesses included in the database must be measured from published diagrams. Magnification
of digitized images reduces this error, but introduces another (though generally smaller) error
due to possible reproduction distortions. Measurements from diagrams are usually estimated to
the nearest 0.1 mm. For a layer that has a thickness of 1.0 mm on the diagram, this introduces an
additional 10% error; for a layer that has a thickness of 20.0 mm on the diagram, this introduces
a 0.5% error. Hence, the measurement uncertainties are much larger for thinner layers than for
thick layers. In addition, there is an error when converting from raw millimeter measurements to
actual kilometer scale, but this is tiny-0.2% on a verbal scale of 50.0 mm equals 40.0 km, for
example. Based on these factors, an estimated error of 10% should be applied to layer
thicknesses.
B1.1.8

Age

The age of last tectonic activity in the vicinity of the entry is included.
B1.1.9 Tectonic Province Type
The tectonic “style” in the vicinity of the entry is included.
B1.1.10 Heat
The surface heat flow in mW/m2 in the vicinity of the entry may be included for heat flow
studies. This parameter has not yet been entered into the database, though data has been gathered
elsewhere.
B1.1.11 Notes on Type of Layer
The different types of Earth layers included in the database (sedimentary, crystalline, lowvelocity, and mantle) are usually identified as such by a one- or two-letter code (see below in the
“Key to CENA database”) The crustal models presented in many references are sophisticated
enough to include velocity gradients. The current version of the database does not include
gradients as part of the data. However, gradients are accounted for in the appropriate entries in
one of several ways, depending on the type of gradient.
By far, the most common gradient included in crustal models is the linear gradient, where
velocity changes at a constant rate with depth. These gradients are usually represented in the
corresponding database entry as two constant velocity layers–the upper layer is given the
velocity value at the top of the gradient, and the lower layer is given the velocity value at the
bottom of the gradient. The thickness of each of these layers is equal to one-half the vertical
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distance over which the gradient is applicable. In this manner, when the entry is mathematically
manipulated (for example, to find the average crustal velocity), the results will usually be the
same as if the gradient was included in the analysis as a linear function of the form v = vo+ gt,
where vo is the velocity at the top of the gradient, g is the value of the constant gradient (in
sec-1), and vf = vo +gT is the velocity at the bottom of the gradient where T is the total vertical
distance over which the gradient is valid. If there are a series of several gradients in the crustal
velocity model, pairs of neighboring representative layers that have the same velocity value are
combined into one single layer of that velocity simply by adding the two thicknesses together.
This is done to simplify the database entry.
In the case of nonlinear gradients (as typically occur in models displaying iso-velocity
lines), the usual representation technique is as follows. The gradient is sampled for depth at
regularly spaced velocity intervals (e.g., every 0.1 or 0.2 km/sec). Each of these depths is then
treated as if it were the center point of a crustal layer with a uniform velocity equal to the
velocity value that corresponds to that depth along the gradient. The boundaries between these
artificial layers are set one-half way between each neighboring depth point. The velocities at the
top of the gradient and at the bottom of the gradient are each given their own layers in this
scheme. The thickness of the top "layer" is set equal to one-half the difference between the
depth of the first sampled depth point and the upper depth of the gradient. The thickness of the
bottom "layer" is set equal to one-half the difference between the depth of the last sampled depth
point and the bottom depth of the gradient. The artificial layers that represent gradients in a
given entry include a “g” in their identification code.
Finally, it should be noted that the distinction between "sedimentary rock layers" and
"
crystalline crust" or "basement" is somewhat arbitrary. For example, in most of the continental
U.S., all Precambrian rocks are considered "basement." However, along the Gulf and Atlantic
Coasts, pre-Mesozoic rocks are considered "basement," and, in California, "basement" is preCretaceous rock [Bayer 1983]. An attempt is made to use the source authors' interpretations of
rock type; if that is unavailable, the local convention is sometimes used when distinguishing
between "sedimentary rock" and "basement" in each entry. A further complication is the
occurrence of interlayered sedimentary and volcanic rocks. Hence, we frequently do not
separately indicate sedimentary from crystalline rocks. As an alternative, we have FORTRAN
code available that allows one to select a “maximum” velocity (P- and/or S-wave) for
sedimentary rock. This is a typical way in which studies of crystalline crust are conducted
[Chulick and Mooney 2002].
B2

USING THE DATABASE

The attached CENA compilation is a formatted ASCII file. In addition, the entire database is also
available as Matlab format files, EXCEL spreadsheets and ARCGIS shape files. A FORTRANbased WINDOWS executable application is also included with this report to access and
manipulate the database. It allows the user to select subsets of entries according to:


Latitude and longitude range
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Geographical location



Survey type



Tectonic regime

It also allows the user to select specific subsets of data including:


Crustal thickness.



Surficial seismic velocity



Sub-Moho seismic velocity

Finally, it will use the compilation to calculate subsets of derived results, such as:


Average crustal seismic velocity



Sedimentary rock thickness



Average Sedimentary seismic velocity

The application when executed opens a DOS-based window that queries the user as to type of
output result. It runs in all forms of Microsoft WINDOWS environments. Thus any PC will
fulfill its system requirements.
B3

KEY TO CENA DATABASE:

Profile # Latitude Vp (km/s) Vs (km/s) T (km) D (km) Nt Hcc (km) El (km) HF (mW) Geoprov Lines Type
Longitude
Hc (km) Age
Az
Ref Geotype
1089

58.13N 5.50 0.00 12.00 0.00
32.00 0.43 90.00 NAC-AL 3 R
155.00W 6.50 0.00 20.00 12.00
32.00 MCz 999.00 63B.1 ORO
8.10 0.00 0.00 32.00 m

Profile #
the record number given this datapoint in the database
Latitude
the latitude of the datapoint
Longitude
the longitude of the datapoint
the P-wave velocity of a given layer in the 1-D seismic velocity model for the datapoint
Vp
Vs
the S-wave velocity for same as above (“0.00” indicates no data entry)
T
the thickness of the layer described by the given P- and S-wave velocities
D
the depth at which the layer described by the given velocities starts
Nt
notes on layers: “m” indicates mantle. Other parameters include: “c” crystalline crust, “s”
sediments, “g” gradient, “l” low-velocity zone. Combinations may also exist for gradients within
the sedimentary (sg), low velocity (lg), crustal (cg) and mantle (mg) layers. A blank space means
the layer is not specifically defined in the source reference.
Hcc the crustal thickness at the datapoint without including sediments (crystalline crustal
thickness)
Hc
the total crustal thickness (including sediments)
El
the elevation at the datapoint (if negative then this is the depth of the water).
Age the age of the last thermo-tectonic event at the datapoint (if known)
MCz Mesozoic to Cenozoic
mPt Middle Proterozoic
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Pz
Paleozoic
ePt
Early Proterozoic
lPt
Late Proterozoic
Ar
Archean
HF
heat flow at the datapoint NOTE: units are actually mW/m2
Az
the azimuth of the profile from which the 1-D profile was taken (999 indicates multiple
directions, 900 indicates unknown)
Geoprov
the geologic location of the datapoint (e.g., NAC-BR = North American
Continent, Basin and Range; NAO-NA = North Atlantic Ocean, North American Basin; CGMGU = Caribbean-Gulf of Mexico, Gulf of Mexico Basin) (Complete list available upon request)
Ref
the reference in the literature from which the seismic data was taken (e.g., 63B.1 = the
year in which the article was published (1963), the initial of the last name of the first author of
the article (B), and the number indicating which of the references from “63B” this datapoint was
taken (1) (reference list in the WORD document CENA2012-Ref.docx)
Lines (3 shown above)
Indicates number of layers in this datapoint entry
Type indicates whether the seismic profile from which the data was taken was reversed
refraction (R), unreversed refraction (U), Split (S), Reflection (F), Sonobuoy (B), Tomography
(I), Time-Term (T), Earthquake Model (E), Receiver Function (C), waveform model (W),
Laboratory Measurement (L), unknown (*) or other (O). (Method of Seismic Survey).
Geotype
indicates the geologic province type in which the datapoint is situated (if known)
ORO orogen
EXC extended crust
BAS basin
PLT platform
SHD shield
LIP large igneous province
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Appendix C Q-Factor Models

Author/s

Al-Shukri &
Mitchell
Al-Shukri &
Mitchell

Year

Q-studies used for extracting the Q-factor model for each of the four regions. Abbreviations for the column
“Our Region(s)” are: ACP = Atlantic Coastal Plain, APP = Appalachians, CNA = Central North America,
MEM=Mississippi Embayment (Gulf Coastal Region). Others: NMSZ = New Madrid Seismic Zone.

Journal

Phase

Signal

Our
Region(s)

Geographical
Coordinates

Frequency
Range

Q0



fmin
(Hz)

fmax
(Hz)

0.0

192

0.00

10.0

25.0

-89.00

0.0

476

0.00

10.0

25.0

46.00

-75.00

-1.0

1100

0.17

0.0

1.0

Comment
Lat ()

Lon ()

37.00

-89.00

37.00

Canadian Shield

NMSZ, 3D Study,
Upper 5 km layer
NMSZ, 3D Study,
Lower 9 km layer

Q-f Relation:

Q0=f 

Spreading

Table A.1

1994

BSSA

P

Teleseismics

MEM

1994

BSSA

P

Teleseismics

MEM

Atkinson

1989

SRL

Lg

Teleseismics

CNA, APP

Atkinson

1989

SRL

Lg

Teleseismics

CNA, APP

Canadian Shield

46.00

-75.00

-0.5

540

0.41

0.0

1.0

47.00

-72.00

-0.5

893

0.32

0.1

20.0

Study
Distance
dmax (km)

2004

BSSA

Lg

Teleseismics

APP

Appalachian and
Shield

1995

BSSA

Lg

Teleseismics

ACP

Canadian Shield

47.00

-70.00

-0.5

670

0.33

0.5

20.0

1992

BSSA

Lg

Teleseismics

CNA, APP

Canadian Shield

47.00

-70.00

-0.5

670

0.33

1.0

10.0

Benz et al.

1997

BSSA

Lg

Teleseismics

Basin and Range

37.50

-116.00

-0.5

235

0.56

1.0

5.0

Benz et al.

1997

BSSA

Lg

Teleseismics

Basin and Range

37.50

-116.00

-0.5

575

1.05

5.0

14.0

800

Benz et al.

1997

BSSA

Lg

Teleseismics

36.50

-91.00

-0.5

1291

0.00

1.5

7.0

900

Atkinson
Atkinson &
Boore
Atkinson &
Mereu

CNA
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1,000

Year

Journal

Phase

Signal

Q-f Relation:

Q0=f 

Frequency
Range

Study
Distance

Spreading

Author/s

Our
Region(s)

Geographical
Coordinates

Q0



fmin
(Hz)

fmax
(Hz)

dmax (km)

-0.5

1052

0.22

1.5

14.0

900

-117.00

-0.5

187

0.55

1.0

7.0

800

45.00

-72.50

-0.5

410

0.50

0.1

20.0

602

Utah, Wasatach
Point, West US

40.00

-112.00

-0.5

94

0.80

1.0

10.0

Comment
Lat ()

Lon ()

44.00

-72.50

South California

35.00

Appalachian

Benz et al.

1997

BSSA

Lg

Teleseismics

Benz et al.

1997

BSSA

Lg

Teleseismics

2011

BSSA

Lg

Teleseismics

1992

BSSA

Lg

Teleseismics

2008

BSSA

P

Active

ACP

Chesapeake Bay,
Nearfield
perspective

37.25

-75.75

0.0

80

0.00

10.0

150.0

1987

BSSA

Lg

Teleseismics

CNA, APP

Canadian Shield

46.00

-75.00

-0.5

1100

0.19

0.6

10.0

1983

BSSA

Lg

Teleseismics

MEM

Mississippi
Embayment

36.50

-89.50

-0.8

1000

0.40

1.0

10.0

2004

BSSA

Lg

Teleseismics

Basin and Range

39.00

-115.00

-0.5

200

0.69

0.8

12.0

2004

BSSA

Lg

Teleseismics

37.00

-92.00

-0.5

470

0.52

1.5

12.0

2004

BSSA

Lg

Teleseismics

40.00

-121.50

-0.5

105

0.67

0.8

12.0

2004

BSSA

Lg

Teleseismics

43.00

-74.00

-0.5

650

0.36

0.8

12.0

2004

BSSA

Lg

Teleseismics

North-West US

45.00

-119.00

-0.5

152

0.79

0.8

12.0

2004

BSSA

Lg

Teleseismics

Rocky Mountains

45.50

-112.00

-0.5
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0.61

0.8

12.0

2004

BSSA

Lg

Teleseismics

South California

35.00

-118.00

-0.5

152

0.72

0.8

12.0

Ge et al.

2009

BSSA

S

Active

MEM

Mississippi
Embayment, very
shallow

35.00

-89.00

0.0

23

0.00

15.0

55.0

1,000

Gupta &
McLaughlin

1987

BSSA

Lg

Teleseismics

ACP, APP

E US

37.50

-83.00

-0.5

800

0.32

0.5

7.0

900

Hasegawa

1985

BSSA

Lg

Teleseismics

CNA, APP

Canadian Shield

46.00

-75.00

-0.5

900

0.20

1.0

10.0

900

Langston et
al.

2005

BSSA

P

Active

MEM

Mississippi
Embayment
Sediments

36.50

-90.00

-1.0

200

0.00

0.2

4.0

Boatwright
& Seekins
Brockman
SR&
Bollinger G
A
Chapman
&
Catchings
Chun et al.
Dwyer et
al.
Erickson et
al.
Erickson et
al.
Erickson et
al.
Erickson et
al.
Erickson et
al.
Erickson et
al.
Erickson et
al.

APP

APP

CNA

APP, ACP

Northern
California
Appalachian and
Shield
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200

1,300

800

Year

Journal

Phase

Signal

Frequency
Range

Q0



fmin
(Hz)

fmax
(Hz)

-1.0

100

0.00

2.0

12.0

-122.50

-1.0

44

0.80

1.0

40.0

48.00

-122.50

-1.0

77

1.01

1.0

20.0

48.00

-122.50

-1.0

1040

0.16

20.0

40.0

41.00

-102.00

-0.5

160

0.65

0.8

12.0

40.00

-107.00

-0.5

181

0.65

0.8

12.0

40.00

-112.00

-0.5

380

0.57

0.8

12.0

Comment

Mississippi
Embayment
Sediments
Seattle Basin, at 4
km depth, NorthWest US
Seattle Basin, at
14 km depth,
North-West US
Seattle Basin, at
14 km depth,
North-West US
Western Plains
(unpublished,
preprint BSSA)
Rocky Mountains
(unpublished,
preprint BSSA)
Basin and Range
(unpublished,
preprint BSSA)

Q-f Relation:

Q0=f 

Spreading

Author/s

Our
Region(s)

Geographical
Coordinates
Lat ()

Lon ()

36.50

-90.00

48.00

Study
Distance
dmax (km)

Langston et
al.

2005

BSSA

S

Active

Li et al.

2006

BSSA

P

Active

Li et al..

2006

BSSA

P

Active

Li et al.

2006

BSSA

P

Active

McNamara
et al.

2004

BSSA

Lg

Teleseismics

McNamara
et al.

2004

BSSA

Lg

Teleseismics

McNamara
et al.

2004

BSSA

Lg

Teleseismics

Pulli

1984

BSSA

Lg

Teleseismics

ACP, APP

New England

42.00

-72.00

-0.5

460

0.40

0.8

10.0

80

Pulli

1984

BSSA

Lg

Teleseismics

ACP, APP

New England

42.00

-72.00

-0.5

460

0.40

0.8

10.0

400

44.50

-74.50

-0.5

905

0.40

1.0

15.0

1,394

43.00

-76.50

-0.5

721

0.46

1.0

15.0

1,394

41.00

-80.00

-0.5

561

0.47

1.0

15.0

1,394

40.00

-75.00

-0.5

586

0.46

1.0

15.0

1,394

45.00

-70.50

-0.5

705

0.41

1.0

15.0

1,394
994

MEM

Adirondack
Mountains,
Region A
Erie Ontario
Lowland, Region
B
Appalachian
Plateau
Coastal Basins
and Highlands
Northern New
England

Shi et al.

1996

JGR

Lg

Teleseismics

APP

Shi et al.

1996

JGR

Lg

Teleseismics

APP

Shi et al.

1996

JGR

Lg

Teleseismics

APP

Shi et al.

1996

JGR

Lg

Teleseismics

ACP

Shi et al.

1996

JGR

Lg

Teleseismics

APP

Shin &
Hermann

1987

BSSA

Lg

Teleseismics

CNA, APP

Canadian Shield

46.00

-75.00

-0.5

500

0.65

0.5

7.0

Woodgold

1990

BSSA

Lg

Teleseismics

CNA, APP

Quebec, Region C

47.00

-71.80

-0.5

590

0.45

0.5

20.0
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Year

Journal

Phase

Signal

Frequency
Range

Q0



fmin
(Hz)

fmax
(Hz)

-0.5

450

0.47

0.5

20.0

-77.00

-0.5

860

0.33

0.5

20.0

44.00

-77.50

-0.5

750

0.40

0.5

20.0

36.50

-89.50

-0.5

614

0.32

1.0

30.0

36.30

-89.60

0.0

53

0.00

9.0

25.0

36.30

-89.60

0.0

59

0.00

5.0

25.0

Comment

New Brunswick,
Region D
Canadian Shield,
Region A
Canadian Shield,
Region B
NMSZ, Mississippi
Embayment
NMSZ, Sediments
(0.65 km)
NMSZ, Sediments
(0.65 km)

Q-f Relation:

Q0=f 

Spreading

Author/s

Our
Region(s)

Geographical
Coordinates
Lat ()

Lon ()

46.70

-66.00

47.50

Woodgold

1990

BSSA

Lg

Teleseismics

APP

Woodgold

1990

BSSA

Lg

Teleseismics

CNA, APP

Woodgold

1990

BSSA

Lg

Teleseismics

CNA, APP

Zandieh &
Pezeshk

2010

BSSA

Lg

Teleseismics

MEM

Liu et al.

1994

BSSA

S

Teleseismics

MEM

Liu et al.

1994

BSSA

P

Teleseismics

MEM

Liu et al.

1994

BSSA

S

Teleseismics

MEM

NMSZ

36.30

-89.60

0.0

1020

0.00

9.0

25.0

Liu et al.

1994

BSSA

P

Teleseismics

MEM

NMSZ

36.30

-89.60

0.0

1199

0.00

5.0

25.0

166

Study
Distance
dmax (km)

Appendix D Supplemental Results to Chapter 5

Figure D.1

Response spectral acceleration at 5 Hz for the ACP the APP, CNA, and
MEM regions for an event with a focal depth of 5 km.
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Figure D.2

Response spectral acceleration at 5 Hz for the ACP the APP, CNA, and
MEM regions for an event with a focal depth of 10 km.

Figure D.3

Response spectral acceleration at 5 Hz for the ACP the APP, CNA, and
MEM regions for an event with a focal depth of 20 km.
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Figure D.4

Response spectral acceleration at 5 Hz for the ACP the APP, CNA, and the
MEM regions for an event with a focal depth of 30 km.

Figure D.5

The PSA distribution for CNA for both representative and alternative
models at a distance of 3570 km, frequencies 5.010 Hz, and focal depth
of 20 km.
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Figure D.6

The PSA distribution for CNA for both representative and alternative
models at a distance of 70-140 km, frequencies 5.010 Hz, and focal depth
of 20 km.

Figure D.7

The PSA distribution for CNA for both representative and alternative
models at a distance of 140280 km, frequencies 5.010 Hz, and focal
depth of 20 km.
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Figure D.8

The PSA distribution for CNA for both representative and alternative
models at a distance of 280500 km, frequencies 5.010 Hz, and focal
depth of 20 km.

Figure D.9

The PSA distribution for CNA for both representative and alternative
models at a distance of 3570 km, frequencies 5.010 Hz, and focal depth
of 30 km.
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Figure D.10

The PSA distribution for CNA for both representative and alternative
models at a distance of 70140 km, frequencies 5.010 Hz, and focal
depth of 30 km.

Figure D.11

The PSA distribution for CNA for both representative and alternative
models at a distance of 140280 km, frequencies 5.010 Hz, and focal
depth of 30 km.
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Figure D.12

The PSA distribution for CNA for both representative and alternative
models at a distance of 280500 km, frequencies 5.010 Hz, and focal
depth of 30 km.
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Table D.1

Mean and standard deviation for CNA’s ground motions using the representative and the alternative crustal
models. These values refer to histograms that present the statistical distribution of PSA-values.

ln(PSA)
Region

CNA
CNA

F Depth
(km)

Frequencies
(Hz)

Distances
(km)

 CNARep

 CNAAlt

5
5

0.5 - 1.0
0.5 - 1.0

35 - 70
70 - 140

-5.881
-6.269

-5.883
-6.272


CNARep
0.283
0.258

 CNAAlt
0.288
0.264

 CNARep‐ 
CNAAlt
0.003
0.003

 CNARep - 
CNAAlt
-0.005
-0.006

CNA

5

0.5 - 1.0

140 - 280

-6.673

-6.678

0.294

0.291

0.005

0.003

CNA

5

0.5 - 1.0

280 - 500

-7.124

-7.098

0.221

0.231

-0.026

-0.010

CNA

5

1.0 - 5.0

35 - 70

-5.755

-5.737

0.368

0.384

-0.018

-0.016

CNA

5

1.0 - 5.0

70 - 140

-6.087

-6.101

0.312

0.365

0.014

-0.053

CNA

5

1.0 - 5.0

140 - 280

-6.714

-6.674

0.340

0.369

-0.039

-0.029

CNA

5

1.0 - 5.0

280 - 500

-7.422

-7.425

0.203

0.220

0.003

-0.017

CNA

5

5.0 - 10.0

35 - 70

-4.925

-4.887

0.311

0.330

-0.038

-0.020

CNA

5

5.0 - 10.0

70 - 140

-5.256

-5.303

0.267

0.344

0.047

-0.077

CNA

5

5.0 - 10.0

140 - 280

-6.277

-6.209

0.471

0.444

-0.068

0.027

CNA

5

5.0 - 10.0

280 - 500

-7.420

-7.422

0.308

0.303

0.002

0.005

CNA
CNA

10
10

0.5 - 1.0
0.5 - 1.0

35 - 70
70 - 140

-6.551
-6.884

-6.555
-6.910

0.361
0.355

0.375
0.373

0.004
0.027

-0.015
-0.018

CNA

10

0.5 - 1.0

140 - 280

-7.513

-7.489

0.359

0.377

-0.023

-0.018

CNA

10

0.5 - 1.0

280 - 500

-8.066

-8.079

0.272

0.242

0.013

0.029

CNA

10

1.0 - 5.0

35 - 70

-5.520

-5.565

0.419

0.463

0.045

-0.045

CNA

10

1.0 - 5.0

70 - 140

-6.097

-6.116

0.507

0.508

0.019

-0.001

CNA

10

1.0 - 5.0

140 - 280

-6.857

-6.862

0.520

0.496

0.005

0.024

CNA

10

1.0 - 5.0

280 - 500

-7.723

-7.775

0.363

0.361

0.052

0.002

CNA

10

5.0 - 10.0

35 - 70

-4.659

-4.682

0.321

0.339

0.023

-0.018

CNA

10

5.0 - 10.0

70 - 140

-5.242

-5.265

0.223

0.278

0.023

-0.055

CNA

10

5.0 - 10.0

140 - 280

-6.202

-6.218

0.436

0.450

0.016

-0.014

CNA

10

5.0 - 10.0

280 - 500

-7.520

-7.570

0.516

0.480

0.050

0.036

CNA

20

0.5 - 1.0

35 - 70

-6.343

-6.339

0.567

0.566

-0.004

0.002
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ln(PSA)
Region

CNA
CNA

 CNARep‐ 

 CNARep - 

F Depth
(km)

Frequencies
(Hz)

Distances
(km)

 CNARep

 CNAAlt

20
20

0.5 - 1.0
0.5 - 1.0

70 - 140
140 - 280

-7.349
-7.871

-7.335
-7.883

0.390
0.504

0.401
0.517

-0.014
0.013

-0.011
-0.013


CNARep

 CNAAlt

CNAAlt

CNAAlt

CNA

20

0.5 - 1.0

280 - 500

-8.925

-8.917

0.454

0.457

-0.008

-0.004

CNA

20

1.0 - 5.0

35 - 70

-5.547

-5.555

0.508

0.515

0.008

-0.008

CNA

20

1.0 - 5.0

70 - 140

-6.388

-6.394

0.512

0.510

0.006

0.002

CNA

20

1.0 - 5.0

140 - 280

-7.031

-7.069

0.565

0.563

0.038

0.002

CNA

20

1.0 - 5.0

280 - 500

-8.266

-8.283

0.477

0.479

0.017

-0.001

CNA

20

5.0 - 10.0

35 - 70

-4.701

-4.720

0.242

0.279

0.018

-0.037

CNA

20

5.0 - 10.0

70 - 140

-5.333

-5.388

0.313

0.343

0.056

-0.030

CNA

20

5.0 - 10.0

140 - 280

-6.311

-6.312

0.486

0.475

0.002

0.011

CNA

20

5.0 - 10.0

280 - 500

-7.761

-7.788

0.561

0.541

0.026

0.020

CNA
CNA

30
30

0.5 - 1.0
0.5 - 1.0

35 - 70
70 - 140

-6.367
-7.345

-5.903
-7.326

0.453
0.391

0.640
0.409

-0.464
-0.020

-0.187
-0.018

CNA

30

0.5 - 1.0

140 - 280

-7.933

-7.928

0.596

0.572

-0.005

0.023

CNA

30

0.5 - 1.0

280 - 500

-9.050

-9.075

0.479

0.499

0.025

-0.020

CNA

30

1.0 - 5.0

35 - 70

-5.621

-4.934

0.498

0.860

-0.687

-0.362

CNA

30

1.0 - 5.0

70 - 140

-6.553

-6.514

0.428

0.446

-0.038

-0.018

CNA

30

1.0 - 5.0

140 - 280

-7.089

-7.077

0.557

0.537

-0.012

0.020

CNA

30

1.0 - 5.0

280 - 500

-8.331

-8.362

0.546

0.491

0.031

0.055

CNA

30

5.0 - 10.0

35 - 70

-5.001

-4.111

0.381

0.979

-0.890

-0.599

CNA

30

5.0 - 10.0

70 - 140

-5.612

-5.591

0.211

0.256

-0.022

-0.045

CNA

30

5.0 - 10.0

140 - 280

-6.405

-6.384

0.494

0.415

-0.021

0.079

CNA

30

5.0 - 10.0

280 - 500

-7.730

-7.774

0.521

0.481

0.044

0.041
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Table D.2

Mean and standard deviations for the ground motions calculated for ACP representative crustal model. These
values refer to histograms of the statistical distribution of PSA-values. Values above the thresholds defined in
Chapter 4 are highlighted.

 ACPRep - 
CNARep

( ACPRep - 
CNARep) / CNAAlt

0.275
0.245

0.000
0.066

-0.001
0.249

-6.657

0.224

0.017

0.057

-7.007

0.225

0.118

0.510



Region

F Depth
(km)

Frequencie
s (Hz)

Distances
(km)

ACPRep

ACP
ACP

5
5

0.5 - 1.0
0.5 - 1.0

35 - 70
70 - 140

-5.881
-6.203

ACP

5

0.5 - 1.0

140 - 280

ACP

5

0.5 - 1.0

280 - 500

 ACPRep

ACP

5

1.0 - 5.0

35 - 70

-5.754

0.408

0.001

0.003

ACP

5

1.0 - 5.0

70 - 140

-5.972

0.302

0.115

0.314

ACP

5

1.0 - 5.0

140 - 280

-6.544

0.337

0.170

0.460

ACP

5

1.0 - 5.0

280 - 500

-7.288

0.236

0.134

0.608

ACP

5

5.0 - 10.0

35 - 70

-4.879

0.321

0.046

0.139

ACP

5

5.0 - 10.0

70 - 140

-5.223

0.276

0.033

0.095

ACP

5

5.0 - 10.0

140 - 280

-6.104

0.398

0.173

0.389

ACP

5

5.0 - 10.0

280 - 500

-7.292

0.317

0.127

0.421

ACP
ACP

10
10

0.5 - 1.0
0.5 - 1.0

35 - 70
70 - 140

-6.633
-6.855

0.392
0.303

-0.081
0.029

-0.217
0.078

ACP

10

0.5 - 1.0

140 - 280

-7.232

0.426

0.281

0.745

ACP

10

0.5 - 1.0

280 - 500

-7.971

0.329

0.095

0.391

ACP

10

1.0 - 5.0

35 - 70

-5.670

0.496

-0.150

-0.324

ACP

10

1.0 - 5.0

70 - 140

-6.087

0.410

0.010

0.020

ACP

10

1.0 - 5.0

140 - 280

-6.687

0.459

0.170

0.343

ACP

10

1.0 - 5.0

280 - 500

-7.694

0.266

0.029

0.081

ACP

10

5.0 - 10.0

35 - 70

-4.741

0.304

-0.082

-0.243

ACP

10

5.0 - 10.0

70 - 140

-5.218

0.240

0.024

0.087

ACP

10

5.0 - 10.0

140 - 280

-6.026

0.503

0.176

0.390

ACP

10

5.0 - 10.0

280 - 500

-7.377

0.318

0.143

0.298

ACP

20

0.5 - 1.0

35 - 70

-6.097

0.609

0.246

0.436
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 ACPRep - 
CNARep

( ACPRep - 
CNARep) / CNAAlt

0.418

0.280

0.699

0.546
0.374

0.323
0.398

0.625
0.871

-5.260

0.533

0.287

0.556

70 - 140

-6.052

0.495

0.336

0.658

140 - 280

-6.783

0.523

0.248

0.441

280 - 500

-7.960

0.334

0.306

0.639

35 - 70

-4.297

0.213

0.404

1.451

70 - 140

-4.963

0.368

0.369

1.076

140 - 280

-6.102

0.453

0.209

0.439

280 - 500

-7.567

0.431

0.194

0.358

0.5 - 1.0
0.5 - 1.0

35 - 70
70 - 140

-6.410
-7.355

0.435
0.465

-0.043
-0.009

-0.067
-0.023

30

0.5 - 1.0

140 - 280

-7.898

0.551

0.035

0.061

30

0.5 - 1.0

280 - 500

-9.077

0.496

-0.028

-0.055

Distances
(km)



Region

F Depth
(km)

Frequencie
s (Hz)

ACP

20

0.5 - 1.0

70 - 140

-7.069

ACP
ACP

20
20

0.5 - 1.0
0.5 - 1.0

140 - 280
280 - 500

-7.547
-8.527

ACP

20

1.0 - 5.0

35 - 70

ACP

20

1.0 - 5.0

ACP

20

1.0 - 5.0

ACP

20

1.0 - 5.0

ACP

20

5.0 - 10.0

ACP

20

5.0 - 10.0

ACP

20

5.0 - 10.0

ACP

20

5.0 - 10.0

ACP
ACP

30
30

ACP
ACP

ACPRep

 ACPRep

ACP

30

1.0 - 5.0

35 - 70

-5.609

0.524

0.012

0.014

ACP

30

1.0 - 5.0

70 - 140

-6.535

0.446

0.018

0.040

ACP

30

1.0 - 5.0

140 - 280

-7.069

0.570

0.020

0.037

ACP

30

1.0 - 5.0

280 - 500

-8.440

0.416

-0.109

-0.222

ACP

30

5.0 - 10.0

35 - 70

-5.041

0.347

-0.040

-0.040

ACP

30

5.0 - 10.0

70 - 140

-5.592

0.226

0.020

0.079

ACP

30

5.0 - 10.0

140 - 280

-6.303

0.462

0.101

0.244

ACP

30

5.0 - 10.0

280 - 500

-7.754

0.403

-0.024

-0.050
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Table D.3

Mean and standard deviations for the ground motions calculated for the APP representative crustal model.
These values refer to histograms of the statistical distribution of PSA-values. No values exceed the thresholds
defined in Chapter 4.

 APPRep - 
CNARep

( APPRep - 
CNARep) / CNAAlt

0.273
0.269

-0.003
-0.015

-0.011
-0.056

-6.720

0.232

-0.047

-0.160

-7.119

0.224

0.006

0.024



Region

F Depth
(km)

Frequencies
(Hz)

Distances
(km)

APPRep

APP
APP

5
5

0.5 - 1.0
0.5 - 1.0

35 - 70
70 - 140

-5.884
-6.284

APP

5

0.5 - 1.0

140 - 280

APP

5

0.5 - 1.0

280 - 500

 APPRep

APP

5

1.0 - 5.0

35 - 70

-5.777

0.379

-0.022

-0.057

APP

5

1.0 - 5.0

70 - 140

-6.142

0.327

-0.055

-0.152

APP

5

1.0 - 5.0

140 - 280

-6.630

0.366

0.084

0.227

APP

5

1.0 - 5.0

280 - 500

-7.378

0.151

0.044

0.199

APP

5

5.0 - 10.0

35 - 70

-4.942

0.343

-0.017

-0.050

APP

5

5.0 - 10.0

70 - 140

-5.257

0.218

-0.001

-0.004

APP

5

5.0 - 10.0

140 - 280

-6.220

0.391

0.057

0.128

APP

5

5.0 - 10.0

280 - 500

-7.434

0.227

-0.014

-0.048

APP
APP

10
10

0.5 - 1.0
0.5 - 1.0

35 - 70
70 - 140

-6.589
-6.920

0.365
0.316

-0.038
-0.037

-0.100
-0.098

APP

10

0.5 - 1.0

140 - 280

-7.430

0.385

0.083

0.219

APP

10

0.5 - 1.0

280 - 500

-8.127

0.201

-0.061

-0.252

APP

10

1.0 - 5.0

35 - 70

-5.596

0.419

-0.077

-0.166

APP

10

1.0 - 5.0

70 - 140

-6.030

0.489

0.067

0.132

APP

10

1.0 - 5.0

140 - 280

-6.816

0.491

0.040

0.081

APP

10

1.0 - 5.0

280 - 500

-7.848

0.276

-0.125

-0.346

APP

10

5.0 - 10.0

35 - 70

-4.705

0.327

-0.046

-0.135

APP

10

5.0 - 10.0

70 - 140

-5.254

0.156

-0.012

-0.044

APP

10

5.0 - 10.0

140 - 280

-6.169

0.453

0.033

0.073

APP

10

5.0 - 10.0

280 - 500

-7.641

0.369

-0.121

-0.252

APP
APP

20
20

0.5 - 1.0
0.5 - 1.0

35 - 70
70 - 140

-6.326
-7.351

0.579
0.399

0.017
-0.002

0.031
-0.005
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APP

20

0.5 - 1.0

140 - 280

-7.726

0.559

0.144

0.279

APP

20

0.5 - 1.0

280 - 500

-8.871

0.346

0.054

0.119

APP

20

1.0 - 5.0

35 - 70

-5.505

0.509

0.042

0.082

APP

20

1.0 - 5.0

70 - 140

-6.379

0.544

0.009

0.018

APP

20

1.0 - 5.0

140 - 280

-6.973

0.613

0.059

0.104

APP

20

1.0 - 5.0

280 - 500

-8.269

0.394

-0.003

-0.006

APP

20

5.0 - 10.0

35 - 70

-4.584

0.227

0.117

0.422

APP

20

5.0 - 10.0

70 - 140

-5.367

0.354

-0.034

-0.099

APP

20

5.0 - 10.0

140 - 280

-6.208

0.598

0.103

0.217

APP

20

5.0 - 10.0

280 - 500

-7.862

0.431

-0.101

-0.186

APP
APP

30
30

0.5 - 1.0
0.5 - 1.0

35 - 70
70 - 140

-6.376
-7.311

0.483
0.441

-0.010
0.035

-0.015
0.085

APP

30

0.5 - 1.0

140 - 280

-7.722

0.524

0.211

0.369

APP

30

0.5 - 1.0

280 - 500

-8.979

0.475

0.071

0.142

APP

30

1.0 - 5.0

35 - 70

-5.633

0.514

-0.013

-0.015

APP

30

1.0 - 5.0

70 - 140

-6.570

0.455

-0.017

-0.038

APP

30

1.0 - 5.0

140 - 280

-6.980

0.560

0.109

0.203

APP

30

1.0 - 5.0

280 - 500

-8.366

0.349

-0.034

-0.070

APP

30

5.0 - 10.0

35 - 70

-4.977

0.376

0.024

0.025

APP

30

5.0 - 10.0

70 - 140

-5.622

0.197

-0.010

-0.039

APP

30

5.0 - 10.0

140 - 280

-6.296

0.454

0.108

0.261

APP

30

5.0 - 10.0

280 - 500

-8.011

0.340

-0.281

-0.585
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Table D.4

Mean and standard deviations for the ground motions calculated for the MEM representative crustal model.
These values refer to histograms of the statistical distribution of PSA-values. Values above the thresholds
defined in Chapter 4 are highlighted.

 MEMRep - 
CNARep

( MEMRep -  CNARep)
/ CNAAlt

0.305
0.199

-0.072
-0.161

-0.249
-0.610

-6.769

0.256

-0.096

-0.329

-7.203

0.224

-0.078

-0.340

Region

F Depth
(km)

Frequencies
(Hz)

Distances
(km)





MEMRep

MEMRep

MEM
MEM

5
5

0.5 - 1.0
0.5 - 1.0

35 - 70
70 - 140

-5.952
-6.430

MEM

5

0.5 - 1.0

140 - 280

MEM

5

0.5 - 1.0

280 - 500

MEM

5

1.0 - 5.0

35 - 70

-5.474

0.494

0.281

0.732

MEM

5

1.0 - 5.0

70 - 140

-6.334

0.305

-0.247

-0.676

MEM

5

1.0 - 5.0

140 - 280

-6.906

0.415

-0.192

-0.520

MEM

5

1.0 - 5.0

280 - 500

-7.747

0.227

-0.326

-1.480

MEM

5

5.0 - 10.0

35 - 70

-4.683

0.407

0.242

0.733

MEM

5

5.0 - 10.0

70 - 140

-5.493

0.225

-0.237

-0.689

MEM

5

5.0 - 10.0

140 - 280

-6.440

0.563

-0.163

-0.368

MEM

5

5.0 - 10.0

280 - 500

-7.812

0.259

-0.392

-1.294

MEM
MEM

10
10

0.5 - 1.0
0.5 - 1.0

35 - 70
70 - 140

-6.381
-7.006

0.454
0.327

0.171
-0.123

0.455
-0.329

MEM

10

0.5 - 1.0

140 - 280

-7.542

0.414

-0.029

-0.077

MEM

10

0.5 - 1.0

280 - 500

-8.178

0.207

-0.112

-0.463

MEM

10

1.0 - 5.0

35 - 70

-5.419

0.434

0.100

0.216

MEM

10

1.0 - 5.0

70 - 140

-6.406

0.401

-0.309

-0.609

MEM

10

1.0 - 5.0

140 - 280

-6.985

0.461

-0.129

-0.259

MEM

10

1.0 - 5.0

280 - 500

-8.063

0.343

-0.340

-0.941

MEM

10

5.0 - 10.0

35 - 70

-4.646

0.371

0.013

0.038

MEM

10

5.0 - 10.0

70 - 140

-5.586

0.273

-0.344

-1.238

MEM

10

5.0 - 10.0

140 - 280

-6.429

0.526

-0.227

-0.505

MEM

10

5.0 - 10.0

280 - 500

-7.953

0.310

-0.433

-0.902

MEM
MEM

20
20

0.5 - 1.0
0.5 - 1.0

35 - 70
70 - 140

-6.122
-7.296

0.506
0.407

0.221
0.053

0.390
0.132
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 MEMRep - 
CNARep

( MEMRep -  CNARep)
/ CNAAlt

0.633
0.444

-0.168
-0.127

-0.325
-0.277

-5.318

0.399

0.229

0.445

70 - 140

-6.407

0.563

-0.019

-0.038

140 - 280

-7.206

0.616

-0.175

-0.311

-8.535

0.358

-0.269

-0.561

-4.656

0.223

0.046

0.164

-5.581

0.255

-0.248

-0.722

-6.574

0.586

-0.264

-0.554

-8.068

0.277

-0.307

-0.568

Region

F Depth
(km)

Frequencies
(Hz)

Distances
(km)





MEMRep

MEMRep

MEM
MEM

20
20

0.5 - 1.0
0.5 - 1.0

140 - 280
280 - 500

-8.039
-9.052

MEM

20

1.0 - 5.0

35 - 70

MEM

20

1.0 - 5.0

MEM

20

1.0 - 5.0

MEM

20

1.0 - 5.0

280 - 500

MEM

20

5.0 - 10.0

35 - 70

MEM

20

5.0 - 10.0

70 - 140

MEM

20

5.0 - 10.0

140 - 280

MEM

20

5.0 - 10.0

280 - 500

MEM

30

0.5 - 1.0

35 - 70

-6.244

0.443

0.123

0.192

MEM

30

0.5 - 1.0

70 - 140

-7.292

0.453

0.053

0.130

MEM

30

0.5 - 1.0

140 - 280

-8.057

0.680

-0.124

-0.217

MEM

30

0.5 - 1.0

280 - 500

-9.520

0.434

-0.470

-0.943

MEM

30

1.0 - 5.0

35 - 70

-5.432

0.385

0.189

0.220

MEM

30

1.0 - 5.0

70 - 140

-6.445

0.647

0.108

0.241

MEM

30

1.0 - 5.0

140 - 280

-7.174

0.663

-0.085

-0.159

MEM

30

1.0 - 5.0

280 - 500

-8.929

0.418

-0.598

-1.217

MEM

30

5.0 - 10.0

35 - 70

-4.831

0.263

0.171

0.174

MEM

30

5.0 - 10.0

70 - 140

-5.618

0.432

-0.006

-0.023

MEM

30

5.0 - 10.0

140 - 280

-6.530

0.594

-0.125

-0.302

30

5.0 - 10.0

280 - 500

-8.542

0.469

-0.812

-1.691

MEM
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Figure D.13

Representative mean comparison between the ACP and CNA regions
within the standard deviation of CNAAlt at frequency 0.51 Hz and focal
depth of 5 km.

Figure D.14

Representative mean comparison between the ACP and CNA regions
within the standard deviation of CNAAlt at frequency 0.51 Hz and focal
depth of 30 km.
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Figure D.15

Representative mean comparison between the ACP and CNA regions
within the standard deviation of CNAAlt at frequency 5.010 Hz and focal
depth of 5 km.

Figure D.16

Representative mean comparison between the ACP and CNA regions
within the standard deviation of CNAAlt at frequency 5.010 Hz and focal
depth of 30 km.
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Figure D.17

Representative mean comparison between the APP and CNA regions
within the standard deviation of CNAAlt at frequency 0.51 Hz and focal
depth of 5 km.

Figure D.18

Representative mean comparison between the ACP and CNA regions
within the standard deviation of CNAAlt at frequency 0.51 Hz and focal
depth of 10 km.
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Figure D.19

Representative mean comparison between the ACP and CNA regions
within the standard deviation of CNAAlt at frequency 0.51 Hz and focal
depth of 20 km.

Figure D.20

Representative mean comparison between the ACP and CNA regions
within the standard deviation of CNAAlt at frequency 0.51 Hz and focal
depth of 30 km.
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Figure D.21

Representative mean comparison between the ACP and CNA regions
within the standard deviation of CNAAlt at frequency 5.010 Hz and focal
depth of 10 km.

Figure D.22

Representative mean comparison between the ACP and CNA regions
within the standard deviation of CNAAlt at frequency 5.010 Hz and focal
depth of 20 km.
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Figure D.23

Representative mean comparison between the ACP and CNA regions
within the standard deviation of CNAAlt at frequency 5.010 Hz and focal
depth of 30 km.

Figure D.24

Representative mean comparison between the MEM and CNA regions
within the standard deviation of CNAAlt at frequency 0.51 Hz and focal
depth of 5 km.
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Figure D.25

Representative mean comparison between the MEM and CNA regions
within the standard deviation of CNAAlt at frequency 0.51 Hz and focal
depth of 10 km.

Figure D.26

Representative mean comparison between the AMEM and CNA regions
within the standard deviation of CNAAlt at frequency 0.51 Hz and focal
depth of 20 km.
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Figure D.27

Representative mean comparison between the MEM and CNA regions
within the standard deviation of CNAAlt at frequency 5.010 Hz and focal
depth of 30 km.

Figure D.28

Representative mean comparison between the MEM and CNA regions
within the standard deviation of CNAAlt at frequency 5.010 Hz and focal
depth of 20 km.
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Figure D.29

Representative mean comparison between the MEM and CNA regions
within the standard deviation of CNAAlt at frequency 5.010 Hz and focal
depth of 30 km.
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